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fql,q´l´ (o) scattering amplitude
Fl Slater integrals
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L^ angular momentum operator
l angular momentum quantum number
m electron mass




S Wigner Seitz (atomic sphere) radius
Sx entropy, where x denotes the specific entropy contribution
S(2) direct correlation function of local moments
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U (Hubbard U), on-site Coulomb interaction
U[n] Hartree (classical electrostatic) energy functional




xc exchange and correlation
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w(q) magnetic susceptibility
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O (generalised) grand potential
C(r1, r2, . . .) electronic many body wave function
C(r) Electronic single particle wave function
S self-energy
o frequency
ASA atomic sphere approximation
BSF Bloch spectral function
BZ Brillouin zone
CPA coherent potential approximation
DCA dynamical cluster approximation
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DFT density functional theory
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DMFT dynamical mean-field theory
DOS density of states
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fcc face centered cubic
GGA generalized gradient approximation
hcp hexagonal closed packed
KKR Korringa, Kohn, and Rostoker
LDA local density approximation
LMTO linear muffin-tin orbitals
LSDA local spin density approximation
LS spin-orbit
LSD local spin density
LSIC local self-interaction correction
MXRS magnetic X-Ray Scattering
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SIC-LSD self-interaction-corrected local spin density
SIC-LSDA self-interaction-corrected local spin density approximation
WS Wigner Seitz
XMaS X-ray magnetic scattering
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ab initio calculations for lanthanide solids were performed from the early days of
band theory (Dimmock and Freeman, 1964). These pioneering calculations estab-
lished that physical properties of the lanthanides could be described with the
f-states being inert and treated as core states. For example, the crystal structures of
the early lanthanides could be determined without consideration of the 4f-states
(Duthie and Pettifor, 1977). Also the magnetic structures of the late lanthanides
could be evaluated that way (Nordstro¨m and Mavromaras, 2000). Of course, one
needed to postulate the number of s, p, and d valence electrons that is three in the
case of a trivalent lanthanide solid or two in the case of a divalent lanthanide solid.
Even this valence could be calculated in a semi-phenomenological way without
taking the 4f-electrons explicitly into account (Delin et al., 1997).
However, in some lanthanides, in particular the Ce compounds, and CeB6
(Langford et al., 1990) is an example, the 4f-level could either be part of the valence
states or be inert and form part of the core. Fermiology measurements could
determine how many electrons participated in the Fermi surface and hence
could deduce the nature of the 4f-state as either part of the core or part of the
valence states. These measurements were complemented by band structure cal-
culations of the type ‘4f-core’ or ‘4f-band’, respectively treating the 4f-states as
part of the core or as valence states.
Treating the 4f-electrons in Gd as valence states, in the ‘4f-band’ approach,
allowed for an accurate description of the Fermi surface (Temmerman and Sterne,
1990) but failed in obtaining the correct magnetic structure (Heinemann and
Temmerman, 1994). What these and numerous other calculations demonstrated
was that some properties of the lanthanides could be explained by a ‘4f-band’
framework and some by a ‘4f-core’ framework. This obviously implied a dual
character of the 4f electron in lanthanides: some of the 4f-electrons are inert and
are part of the core, some of the 4f-electrons are part of the valence and contribute
to the Fermi surface.
The correct treatment of the 4f electrons in lanthanides is a great challenge of
any modern theory. On the one hand, when considering the spatial extent of their
atomic orbitals, the 4f electrons are confined to the region close to the nuclei, that
is, they are very core-like. On the other hand, with respect to their position in
energy, which is often in the vicinity of the Fermi level, they should rather be
classified as valence electrons. Some of the most widely used theoretical methods
for the description of lanthanide systems are based on DFT (Hohenberg and Kohn,
1964). Its basic concept is the energy functional of the total charge density of the
electrons in the solid that, when minimized for given nuclear positions, provides
the energy as well as the charge density of the ground state. However, for solids,
the exact DFT energy functional is not known, and one is forced to use approx-
imations, of which the most successful is the LSDA, where electron correlations
are treated at the level of the homogeneous electron gas, and the f electrons are
described by extended Bloch states, as all the other, s, p, and d, electrons are. But
even in this approach, one can try to differentiate between the f and other
electrons, by including them into the core (‘f-core’ approach). One step beyond
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the local approximation, there are various flavours of the so-called GGAs, which,
in addition to the dependence on a homogeneous charge distribution, include also
some gradient corrections. Unfortunately, neither LDA nor GGA have proved
very successful for systems where f electrons have a truly localized nature. Here,
the SIC-LSD approaches have shown to be most useful, in particular as far as the
cohesive properties are concerned.
The SIC-LSDA (Perdew and Zunger, 1981) provides an ab initio computational
scheme that allows the differentiation between band-like and core-like f-electron
(Temmerman et al., 1998). This is a consequence of the SIC being only substantial
for localized states, which the 4f-states are. From this, one would expect to apply
the SIC to all 4f-states since the delocalized s, p, and d electrons are not experien-
cing any self-interaction. But we do not know how many localized 4f-states there
are. For a divalent lanthanide, there is one more localized 4f electron than for a
trivalent lanthanide. To determine how many localized 4f electrons there are in a
particular 4f-solid, we can be guided byminimizing the SIC-LSD total energy over
all possible configurations of localized (SIC) and itinerant 4f-states. This chapter
elaborates on the consequences of this, naturally leading to the dual character of
the 4f electron: either localized after applying the SIC or LSD band-like and
contributing to the Fermi surface. The SIC-LSD method forms the basis of most
of the work reviewed in this chapter, and its focus will be on the total energy
aspect and, as we will show, provides a quite accurate description of the cohesive
properties throughout the lanthanide series.
Other known methods that have been used in the study of lanthanides include
the OP scheme, the LDAþU approach, whereU is the on-site Hubbard repulsion,
and the DMFT, being the most recent and also the most advanced development. In
particular, when combined with LDA þ U, the so-called LDA þ DMFT scheme, it
has been rather successful for many complex systems. We note here that both
DMFT and LDA þ U focus mostly on spectroscopies and excited states (quasi-
particles), expressed via the spectral DOS. In a recent review article (Held, 2007),
the application of the LDA þ DMFT to volume collapse in Ce was discussed.
Finally, the GW approximation and method, based on an electron self-energy
obtained by calculating the lowest order diagram in the dynamically screened
Coulomb interaction, aims mainly at an improved description of excitations, and
its most successful applications have been for weakly correlated systems. How-
ever, recently, there have been applications of the quasi-particle self-consistent
GW method to localized 4f systems (Chantis et al., 2007).
The outline of the present chapter is as follows. Section 2 deals with the relevant
physical, electronic, and magnetic properties of the lanthanides. Section 3 reviews
briefly the above-mentioned theoretical methods, with the focus on the SIC-LSDA
method, and, in particular, the full implementation of SIC, involving repeated
transformations between Bloch and Wannier representations (Temmerman et al.,
1998). This is then compared with the local-SIC, implemented in the multiple
scattering theory (Lu¨ders et al., 2005). Section 4 deals with the valence (Strange
et al., 1999) and valence transitions of the lanthanides. Section 5 discusses the local
magnetic moments of the lanthanides. Section 6 discusses two spectroscopies
applied to lanthanides and some of their compounds. Section 7 outlines a method-
ology of calculating the finite temperature (T) properties of the lanthanides and their
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compounds, and illustrates it on the study of finite T magnetism of the heavy
lanthanides and the finite T diagram of the Ce a–g phase transition. The ab initio
theory of the finite T magnetism is based on the calculations of the paramagnetic
susceptibilitywithin theDLMpicture (Gyorffy et al., 1985). This combinedDLMand
SIC approach (Hughes et al., 2007) for localized states provides an ab initio descrip-
tion of the magnetic properties of ionic systems, without the need of mapping onto
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Finally, Section 8 addresses some remaining issues
such as how to include dynamical fluctuations, and Section 9 concludes this chapter.
2. SALIENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Thephysical properties of the lanthanides are ratherunique amongallmetals. This is
the consequence of the interaction of delocalized conduction electrons with the
localized f-states. The physical properties are characterized by the continuously
decreasing lattice parameter upon traversing the lanthanide series, the so-called
lanthanide contraction. Their physical properties can be described very efficiently,
and also catalogued, by the valence of the lanthanide. Most of the lanthanides and
their compounds are trivalent, but towards themiddle and the end of the lanthanide
series, divalence (Sm, Eu, Tm, Yb) can occur. At the very beginning of the lanthanide
series, in Ce and Pr and their compounds, also tetravalence is sometimes observed.
For tetravalent Ce and Pr and their compounds, strong quasi-particle renormaliza-
tion occurs and some Ce compounds exhibit heavy fermion behaviour. For lantha-
nides with higher atomic number than Pr, trivalence establishes itself, however,
switching to divalence in Eu and some of the Sm and Eu compounds. For Gd, the
f-shell is half-filled and the valence starts again, as in the beginning of the lanthanide
series, as strongly trivalent andgradually reducing todivalenceas seen inYbandTm
compounds. Fingerprints of the valencies can be seen in the value of the spin and
orbital magnetic moments and of the lattice parameter: divalent lattice parameters
can be 10% larger than trivalent ones. Also the nature of the multiplet structure tells
us about the valence, as do Fermiologymeasurements, by providing information on
the number of f-states contributing to the Fermi surface. Finally, MXRS has
the potential to determine the valence as well as to provide information on the
symmetry of the localized states (Arola et al., 2004).
2.1 Lattice parameters
Theexperimental latticeparameters as a functionof lanthanide atomicnumber show
the famous lanthanide contraction, the decrease of the lattice parameter across the
lanthanide series, with the exception of the two anomalies for Eu and Yb, as seen in
Figure 1 (top panel). What is plotted there is actually the atomic sphere radius S (in
atomic units) as a function of the lanthanide element. A similar behaviour is also
observed, for example, for lanthanide monochalcogenides and monopnictides,
whose lattice parameters are also shown in Figure 1 (middle and bottom panels).
This lanthanide contraction is associated with the filling of the 4f shell across the
lanthanide series. The effect is mainly due to an incomplete shielding of the nuclear
charge by the 4f electrons and yields a contraction of the radii of outer electron shells.







































Pr Nd PmSm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
Ce
Ce
Pr Nd PmSm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
Ce Pr Nd PmSm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
FIGURE 1 Lattice constants of the elemental lanthanides (top), their chalcogenides (middle)
(after Jayaraman, 1979), and pnictides (bottom). For the elemental lanthanides, it is the atomic
sphere radius, S, that is shown instead of the lattice parameter, where S is defined as V ¼ 4=3pS3
with V the unit cell volume.
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The jumps in the lattice constants in Figure 1, seen for the elemental Eu and Yb,
as well as at the chalcogenides of Sm, Eu, Tm, and Yb, are due to the change in
valence from trivalent to divalent. If a transition to the trivalent state were to
occur, the lattice constant would also follow the monotonous behaviour of the
other lanthanides, as seen in Figure 2, where the ionic radii of trivalent lanthanide
ions are displayed. For the pnictides, only CeN shows an anomaly, indicating a
tetravalent state, whereas all the other compounds show a smooth, decreasing
behaviour as a function of the lanthanide atomic number.
Pressure studies have been able to unravel a lot of the physics of the rare
earths. Not only have pressure experiments seen changes of valence from divalent
to trivalent, but also changes in the structural properties. In the case of Ce and Ce
compounds, the valence changes under pressure from trivalent to tetravalent or
from one localized f-state to a delocalized state have been observed. This will be
discussed in greater detail in Section 4 of this chapter.
2.2 Magnetic properties and magnetic order
The lanthanides are characterized by local magnetic moments coming from their
highly localized 4f electron states. These moments polarize the conduction elec-
trons which then mediate the long range magnetic interaction among them. The
RKKY interaction is the simplest example of this mechanism. These long range
magnetic interactions in lanthanide solids lead to the formation of a wide variety
of magnetic structures, the periodicities of which are often incommensurate with
the underlying crystal lattice. These are helical structures that have been studied
in detail with neutron scattering (Sinha, 1978; Jensen andMackintosh, 1991). In the
later sections of this chapter, we shall elaborate on our ab initio study of the finite
temperature magnetism of the heavy lanthanides and elucidate the role of the
conduction electrons in establishing the complex helical structures in these sys-
tems. This ab initio theory and calculations go beyond the ‘standard model’ of
lanthanide magnetism ( Jensen and Mackintosh, 1991).
The standard approach to describing the magnetism of lanthanides, and in













FIGURE 2 Ionic radii of trivalent lanthanides.
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isolated atom. In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the angular momenta of the
electrons in an atom combine according to Russel-Saunders coupling to give a
total orbital angular momentum L^ and a total spin angular momentum Sˆ, with the
respective eigenvalues of L L þ 1ð Þh2 and S S þ 1ð Þh2 (Gasiorowicz, 1974). In the
lanthanides, however, spin-orbit coupling l L^  Sˆ cannot be ignored (Strange,
1998) and therefore one has to introduce the total angular momentum J^ ¼ L^ þ S^.
The wavefunctions describing the electrons then obey the eigenvalue relations:
J^2cJ;mj;L;S ¼ J J þ 1ð Þh2cJ;mj;L;S
J^zcJ;mj;L;S ¼ mjhcJ;mj;L;S
L^2cJ;mj;L;S ¼ L L þ 1ð Þh2cJ;mj;L;S
S^2cJ;mj;L;S ¼ S S þ 1ð Þh2cJ;mj;L;S;
ð1Þ
where c J,mj,L,S are normalized atomic wavefunctions, which are assumed to be
located on a single atom nucleus.
The energy associated with a magnetic field in the lanthanide is small in
comparison to electronic energies and it is usual to treat it applying perturbation
theory. The perturbing potential is simply the scalar product of the magnetic
moment, m^, and the magnetic field, B, experienced by the atom:
dV ¼ m^B; ð2Þ
where m^ is given as
m^ ¼ mBgJ J^: ð3Þ
Here, g J is the Lande´ g-factor:
gJ ¼ 1 þ J J þ 1ð Þ  L L þ 1ð Þ þ S S þ 1ð Þ
2J J þ 1ð Þ : ð4Þ
If this model is correct, then it is only necessary to know the values of the
quantum numbers J, L, and S to calculate the magnetic moment of the lantha-
nides. These are determined by Hund’s rules:
(1) S will be a maximum subject to the Pauli exclusion principle
(2) L will be a maximum subject to rule 1 and to the Pauli exclusion principle
(3) If the shell is less than half-full, then the spin-orbit coupling coefficient l is
positive and J ¼ |LS| is the ground state. For a shell that is greater than or
equal to half-full l is negative and J ¼ L þ S is the ground state.
In Table 1, we show the quantum numbers for the trivalent lanthanide ions, the







J J þ 1ð Þ
p
; ð5Þ
assuming that only the f-electrons contribute to the magnetic moment. If we know
the energy levels of the lanthanide ions in a magnetic field, we can use standard
statistical mechanics to calculate the susceptibility of the ions. For most of the ions,
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the difference in energy between the first excited state and the ground state is
much greater than kBT at room temperature, where kB is the Boltzmann constant,






for the susceptibility of a system of N non-interacting ions. More realistically, this
formula should be replaced by the Curie-Weiss law, where the T in the denomi-
nator in Eq. (6) is replaced by TTc, where Tc is the magnetic ordering tempera-
ture. The Curie-Weiss formula was employed to determine the experimental
magnetic moments, me, in Table 1. For Sm
3þ and Eu2þ, the first excited
level is within kBT of the ground state and so is appreciably populated. To describe
these two ions with numerical accuracy, it is necessary to sum over the allowed
values of J and recall that each J contains 2J þ 1 states. The susceptibility
then becomes considerably more complicated but does give a good description
of Sm3þ and Eu2þ.
The theoretical magnetic moments in Table 1 are for single trivalent ions
assuming no inter-ionic interactions. However, the experiments are performed
on metallic elements where each individual ion is embedded in a crystal and feels
TABLE 1 Quantum numbers and total f-electron magnetic moments of the trivalent lanthanide
ions. mt is the magnetic moment calculated from Eq. (5). me is the measured magnetic moment.
All magnetic moments are expressed in Bohr magnetons
S L J Ground state gj mt me
a
La 0.00 0.00 0.00 1S0
Ce 0.50 3.00 2.50 2F5/2 6/7 2.54 2.4
Pr 1.00 5.00 4.00 3H4 4/5 3.58 3.5
Nd 1.50 6.00 4.50 4I9/2 8/11 3.62 3.5
Pm 2.00 6.00 4.00 5I4 3/5 2.68
Sm 2.50 5.00 2.50 6H5/2 2/7 0.85 1.5
b
Eu 3.00 3.00 0.00 7F0 0.0 3.4
b,c
Gd 3.50 0.00 3.50 8S7/2 2 7.94 7.95
Tb 3.00 3.00 6.00 7F6 3/2 9.72 9.5
Dy 2.50 5.00 7.50 6H15/2 4/3 10.65 10.6
Ho 2.00 6.00 8.00 5I8 5/4 10.61 10.4
Er 1.50 6.00 7.50 4I15/2 6/5 9.58 9.5
Tm 1.00 5.00 6.00 3H6 7/6 7.56 7.3
Yb 0.50 3.00 3.50 2F7/2 8/7 4.54 4.5
Lu 0.00 0.00 0.00 1S0
a All experimental values taken from Kittel (1986).
b See text.
c Eu usually exists in the divalent form.
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the crystalline electric field, which arises from charges on neighbouring ions. The
excellent agreement between the magnetic moment measured experimentally and
that obtained from Eq. (5) implies that the 4f-electrons are so well shielded that the
effect of the crystalline environment can be neglected and the agreement with
Eq. (6) supports this view. With the agreement between theory and experiment
displayed in Table 1, it might reasonably be assumed that the magnetic moments
of the lanthanide metals are well understood. While this is probably true qualita-
tively, it is certainly not true quantitatively. Questions about this model that may
be raised are:
(1) In the solid state, the interactionwith the sea of conduction electrons distorts the
pure atomic picture, and multiplets other than the Hund’s rule ground state
mix into the full wave function. In view of the success of the atomic approxima-
tion, it is likely that this mixing of different J quantum numbers is at the few
percent level, nonetheless this is an assumption that should be tested.
(2) The eigenfunctions CJ,mj,L,S in Eq. (1) are generally quantum mechanically
entangled, given as sums of Slater determinants constructed from atomic
single-electron orbitals. The description of entangled quantum states in a
solid state environment is extremely difficult. With the recent introduction
of the DMFT (Section 3.8), one might have developed a scheme for this,
however, more investigations are needed. Usually, one resorts to the indepen-
dent particle approximation thus ignoring the ‘many-body’ nature of the
wavefunction and the localized f-manifold is represented by a single ‘best
choice’ Slater determinant. This is the approach taken in the various DFT
schemes, including the SIC-LSD theory to be described in Section 3.5. How
could such a picture arise from a more sophisticated and realistic description
of the electronic structure of the lanthanides?
(3) The picture of lanthanide magnetism described above is for independent
trivalent lanthanide ions. Thus, it does not explain cooperative magnetism,
that is ordered magnetic structures which are the most common low-
temperature ground states of lanthanide solids. Our view of a lanthanide
crystal is of a regular array of such ions in a sea of conduction electrons to
which each ion has donated three electrons. For cooperative magnetism to
exist, those ions must communicate with one another somehow. It is generally
accepted that this occurs through indirect exchange in the lanthanide metals,
the simplest example of this being the RKKY interaction (Ruderman and
Kittel, 1954; Kasuya, 1956; Yosida, 1957). However, for this to occur, the
conduction sd-electrons themselves must be polarized. This conduction elec-
tron polarization has been calculated using DFTmany times and is found to be
substantial. There have been many successes in descriptions of magnetic
structures, some of which will be discussed in Section 7.2. However, in
terms of the size of magnetic moments, the agreement between theory and
experiment shown in Table 1 is considerably worsened (see discussion in
Section 5). Why is this?
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(4) If the atomic model were rigorously correct, a lanthanide element would have
the same magnetic moment in every material and crystalline environment. Of
course, this is not the case, and more advanced methods have to be employed
to determine the effect of the crystalline and chemical environment on mag-
netic moments with numerical precision. Examples of materials where the
theory described above fails to give an accurate value for the lanthanide ion
magnetic moment are ubiquitous. They include NdCo5 (Alameda et al., 1982),
fullerene encapsulated lanthanide ions (Mirone, 2005), and lanthanide pyro-
chlores (Hassan et al., 2003).
In conclusion, it is clear that the standard model makes an excellent first
approximation to the magnetic properties of lanthanide materials, but to under-
stand lanthanide materials on a detailed individual basis, a more sophisticated
approach is required.
2.3 Fermi surfaces
The simple view of the lanthanide electronic structure as discussed previously is
shown in Figure 3. The f-electrons are very localized, core-like, and responsible for
magnetism, as described above, whereas the sd-electrons are responsible for other
electronic properties, such as cohesive energy, transport properties, Fermi sur-
faces. This model, we call the standard model, is a good first approximation and a
number of lanthanide properties can be explained in terms of it. The traditional
DFT approach to the lanthanide electronic structure has involved a self-consistent
calculation of the s, p, and d-bands with the filled f-states being treated as part of
the core and the empty f-states essentially ignored. Again this approach works
well and gives good agreement with experiment for structural and crystalline
properties as well as de Haas van Alphen experiments and some spectroscopies. It
has been used by a number of authors ( Jackson, 1969; Skriver, 1983a, 1983b;
Eriksson et al., 1990a) and yields band structures that look remarkable similar to
hexagonal transition metals such as yttrium and scandium. A major advantage of











FIGURE 3 Model DOS for a lanthanide metal. The low-energy narrow peak represents the
occupied f-band, the high-energy narrow peak just above the Fermi energy is the unoccupied
f-states. These are superimposed on the sd-band which is free-electron like to a first approximation.
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4fs. Both Skriver (1983b) and Eriksson et al. (1990a) have performed a successful
calculation of the cohesive properties and the work of Skriver reproduces well the
crystal structures which are sensitively dependent on the details of the valence
band. For example, the partial 5d occupation numbers decrease across the series
with a corresponding increase in the 6s occupation. The increase in 5d occupation
is what causes the structural sequence hcp ! Sm structure ! dhcp ! fcc as the
atomic number decreases or the pressure increases (Duthie and Pettifor, 1977). A
detailed analysis of Jackson’s work ( Jackson, 1969) on Tb yields a Fermi surface
that shows features with wave vector separations corresponding to the character-
istic wave vector describing the spiral phase of Tb.
One of the successes of this approach is the comparison of calculated electronic
structures with de Haas van Alphen measurements. The investigations of the
Fermi surface of Gd using this technique among others were pioneered
by Young and co-workers (Young et al., 1973; Mattocks and Young, 1977) and
extended by Schirber and co-workers (Schirber et al., 1976). These studies found
four frequencies along the c-direction and three in the basal plane and later work
found a number of small frequencies (Sondhelm and Young, 1977). All these
frequencies could be accounted for on the basis of the band structure calculations
of the time. Sondhelm and Young also measured cyclotron masses and mass
enhancements in Gd and found values in the region of 1.2–2.1 which were in
agreement with the band structure calculations, but were rather smaller than
those derived from low-temperature heat capacity measurements. More recently,
angle-resolved photoemission have been used for Fermi surface studies of Tb
(Do¨brich et al., 2007) and also Dy and Ho metals were studied (Schu¨ßler-
Langeheine et al., 2000). Fermi surfaces of Gd-Y alloys were studied with positron
annihilation (Fretwell et al., 1999; Crowe et al., 2004). In particular, the changes to
the Fermi surface topology upon the transition from ferromagnetism to helical
anti-ferromagnetism could be followed. Concerning the light lanthanides, the
Fermi surface areas and cyclotron masses in Pr were measured (Wulff et al.,
1988) with the de Haas van Alphen technique. Large mass enhancements, espe-
cially for an elemental metal, were measured and the understanding of the Fermi
surface needed an approach well beyond the standard model (Temmerman et al.,
1993).
This standard model does have several major drawbacks:
(1) It can never get the magnetic properties correct.
(2) It cannot describe systems with large mass enhancements.
(3) There is one overarching shortcoming of the standard model, which is slightly
more philosophical. It treats the f-electrons as localized and the sd-electrons as
itinerant, that is, it treats electrons within the same material on a completely
different basis. This is aesthetically unsatisfactory and furthermore makes it
impossible to define a reference energy. In principle, one has to know, a priori,
which electrons to treat as band electrons and which to treat as core electrons.
It would be infinitely better if the theory itself contained the possibility of both
localized and itinerant behaviour and it chose for itself how to describe the
electrons.
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For two elements, it is possible to perform LDA calculations including the
f-electrons in the self-consistency cycle. The first is cerium where the f-electrons
are not necessarily localized. Cerium and its compounds are right on the border
between localized and itinerant behaviour of the 4f electrons. There has been
much controversy over the nature of the f-state in materials containing cerium.
The key issue is the g–a phase transition where the localized magnetic moment
associated with a 4f1 configuration disappears with an associated volume collapse
of around 14–17%, but no change in crystal symmetry. The f electron count is
thought to be around one in both phases of Ce. What appears to be happening
here is a transition from a localized to a delocalized f-state (Pickett et al., 1981;
Fujimori, 1983). Both Pickett et al. (1981) and Fujimori (1983) highlight the limita-
tions of the band theory picture for cerium. In particular, Fujimori discusses the
calculation of photoemission spectra and the reasons why band theory does not
describe such spectroscopies well. The a-phase can be described satisfactorily
using the standard band theory, while there is more difficulty in describing the
g-phase and the energy difference between the two phases (which is very small on
the electronic scale) is not calculated correctly. The second lanthanide element
where band theory may hope to shed some light on its properties is gadolinium.
Here the f-levels are spilt into seven filled majority spin and seven unfilled
minority spin bands, neither of which are close to the Fermi energy. It is feasible
to perform a DFT calculation and converge to a reasonable result. This has been
done by a number of authors ( Jackson, 1969; Ahuja et al., 1994; Temmerman and
Sterne, 1990) with mixed results. Temmerman and Sterne were among the first to
indicate that the semi-band nature of the 5p levels could significantly influence
predicted properties. Sandratsakii and Ku¨bler (1993) took this work a bit further
by investigating the stability of the conduction band moment with respect to
disorder in the localized 4f-moment.
The experimentally determined Fermi surface of Gd (Schirber et al., 1976;
Mattocks and Young, 1977) has been used by several band structure calculations
to determine whether the f-states have to be treated as core-like or band-like. Gd
metal is the most thoroughly studied of all the lanthanides and one of the few
lanthanides that have been studied by the de Haas van Alphen technique
(Schirber et al., 1976; Mattocks and Young, 1977). Being trivalent, it has, through
the exchange splitting, a half-filled f-shell. The Gd f-states are well separated from
the Fermi level, and therefore f-states are not contributing to the Fermi surface. This
was seen in the Fermiology measurements (Schirber et al., 1976; Mattocks and
Young, 1977). Both f-core (Richter and Eschrig, 1989; Ahuja et al., 1994) and f-band
(Sticht and Ku¨bler, 1985; Krutzen and Springelkamp, 1989; Temmerman and Sterne,
1990; Singh, 1991) calculations claim to be able to describe this Fermi surface.
While these methods provide some useful insight into Gd and Ce, they yield
unrealistic results for any other lanthanide material as the f-bands bunch at the
Fermi level leading to unphysically large densities of states at the Fermi energy
and disagreement with the de Haas van Alphen measurements. It is clear that a
satisfactory theory of lanthanide electronic structures requires a method that
treats all electrons on an equal footing and fromwhich both localized and itinerant
behaviour of electrons may be derived. SIC to the LSDA provide one such theory.
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This method is based on DFT and the free electron liquid, but corrects it for
electrons where self-interactions are significant and takes the theory towards a
more localized description.
3. BAND STRUCTURE METHODS
As described in Section 1, there exist many theoretical approaches to calculating
electronic structure of solids, and most of them have also been applied to lantha-
nides. In this section, we shall briefly overview some of the most widely used,
focusing however on the SIC-LSD, in both full and local implementations, as this
is the method of choice for most of the calculations reported in this chapter. The
simplest approach to deal with the f electrons is to treat them like any other
electron, that is, as itinerant band states. Hence, we start our review of modern
methods with a brief account of the standard LDA and its spin-polarized version,
namely the LSD approximation. We also comment on the use of LSD in the cases,
where one restricts the variational space by fixing the assumed number of
f electrons to be in the (chemically inert) core (‘f-core’ approach). Following this,
we then briefly overview the basics of other, more advanced, electronic structure
methods mentioned in Section 1, as opposed to a more elaborate description of the
SIC-LSD method.
3.1 Local spin density approximation
DFT relies on the proof (Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964; Kohn and Sham, 1965;
Dreizler and Gross, 1990; Martin, 2004) that for any non-degenerate many-
electron system, there exists an energy functional E[n], where n(r) is the electron
charge density in space-point r, which when minimized (with respect to n(r))
provides the correct ground state energy as well as ground state electron charge
density. Hence, the charge density n(r), rather than the full many-electron wave-
function C(r1, r2, . . ., rN), becomes the basic variable, which constitutes a simplifi-
cation from a complex-valued function depending on N sets of space coordinates
to a non-negative function of only one set of space coordinates. The price paid is
that the exact functional form of E[n] is unknown, and presumably of such
complexity that it will never be known. However, approximations of high accu-
racy for a diversity of applications exist and allow predictive investigations of
many novel functional materials in condensed matter physics and materials
science. The great advance in the field was facilitated by the observation (Kohn
and Sham, 1965) that if one separates out from the total energy functional, E[n], the
kinetic energy, T0[n], of a non-interacting electron gas with charge density n(r)
(which does not coincide with the true kinetic energy of the system), and the
classical electrostatic energy terms, then simple, yet accurate, functionals may be
found to approximate the remainder, called the exchange-correlation (xc) energy
functional Exc[n]. Thus, the total energy functional can be written as
E n½  ¼ T0 n½  þ U n½  þ Vext n½  þ Exc n½ ; ð7Þ
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where the electron–electron interaction (Hartree term) is given by
U n½  ¼
ð ð
n rð Þn r0ð Þ
r r0j j d
3rd3r0; ð8Þ
and the external potential energy, Vext[n], due to electron–ion and ion–ion inter-
actions, respectively, is
Vext n½  ¼
ð
n rð ÞVion rð Þd3r þ Eion;ion: ð9Þ
Here Vion(r) is the potential from the ions, and the atomic Rydberg units
e2=2 ¼ 2m ¼ h ¼ 1  have been used in all the formulas. Since Eqs. (8) and (9)
are explicitly defined in terms of the electron charge density, all approximations
are applied to the last term in Eq. (7), the exchange and correlation energy.
In the LDA, it is assumed that each point in space contributes additively to Exc:
ELDAxc n½  ¼
ð
n rð Þehom n rð Þð Þd3r; ð10Þ
where ehom(n) is the exchange and correlation energy of a homogeneous electron
gas with charge density n. In the simplest case, when only exchange is considered,
one has (Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964)






Modern functionals include more elaborate expressions for ehom(n) (Vosko
et al., 1980; Perdew and Zunger, 1981) relying on accurate Quantum Monte
Carlo data for the homogeneous electron gas (Ceperley and Alder, 1980). General-
izing to magnetic solids, which is highly relevant for lanthanide materials, is
straightforward as one merely has to consider two densities, one for spin-up
and one for spin-down electrons, which corresponds to the LSD functional (von
Barth andHedin, 1972), ELSD. Evenmore accurate calculations may be obtained by
including corrections for the spatial variation of the electron charge density,
which is accomplished by letting ehom also be dependent on gradients of the
charge density, which constitutes the GGA (Perdew and Wang, 1992). Yet more
accurate functionals may be composed by mixing some non-local exchange inter-
action into the Exc (Becke, 1993), often named hybrid functionals.
The minimization of E[n], with these approximate functionals, is accomplished
by solving a one-particle Schro¨dinger equation for an effective potential, which
includes an exchange-correlation part given by the functional derivative of Exc[n]
with respect to n(r). The non-interacting electron gas system with the charge
density n(r) is generated by populating the appropriate number of lowest energy
solutions (the aufbau principle). Self-consistency must be reached between the
charge density put into the effective potential and the charge density composed
from the occupied eigenstates. This is usually accomplished by iterating the
procedure until this condition is fulfilled.
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Spin-orbit interaction is only included in the density functional framework if
the proper fully relativistic formalism is invoked (Strange, 1998). Often an approx-
imate treatment of relativistic effects is implemented, by solving for the kinetic
energy in the scalar-relativistic approximation (Skriver, 1983a), and adding to the





!  s! jcai; ð12Þ
where the sum extends over all occupied states caij and x is the spin-orbit
parameter. Here l
!
and s!denote the one-particle operators for angular and spin
moments. The method presupposes, which usually does not pose problems, that
an appropriate region around each atommay be defined inside which the angular
momentum operator acts.
The LDA and LSD, as well as their gradient corrected improvements, have
been extremely successful in providing accurate, material specific, electronic,
magnetic, and structural properties of a variety of weakly to moderately
correlated solids, in terms of their ground state charge density ( Jones and
Gunnarsson, 1989; Ku¨bler, 2000), However, these approaches often fail for sys-
tems containing both itinerant and localized electrons, and in particular d- and f-
electron materials. For all lanthanides, and similarly the actinide elements beyond
neptunium, the electron correlations are not adequately represented by LDA. In
d-electronmaterials, for example, transitionmetal oxides, this inadequate descrip-
tion of localized electrons leads commonly to the prediction of wrong magnetic
ground states and/or too small or non-existent band gaps and magnetic moments.
When applied to lanthanide systems, LSD (and GGA as well) leads to the
formation of narrow bands which tend to fix and straddle the Fermi level. Due to
their spatially confined nature, the f-orbitals hybridize only weakly and barely feel
the crystal fields. Furthermore, on occupying the f-band states, the repulsive poten-
tial on the lanthanide increases due to the strong f–f Coulomb repulsion, so the
f-bands fill up to the point where the total effective potential pins the f-states at the
Fermi level. Generally, the band scenario leads to distinct overbinding (when com-
pared to experimental data), since the occupation of the most advantageous f-band
states favours crystal contraction (leading to increase in hybridization). Hence, the
partially filled f-bands provide a negative pressure, which in most cases is unphy-
sical. The same effect iswell known to cause the characteristic parabolic behaviour of
the specific volumes of the transition metals, and would lead to a similar parabolic
behaviour for the specific volumes of the lanthanides, which is in variance with the
observation seen in Figure 1 in Section 2.1. This will be discussed further in Section
4.2. Even if narrow, the f-bands in the vicinity of the Fermi level alone cannot
describe the heavy fermion behaviour seen in many cerium and ytterbium com-
pounds. Zwicknagl (1992) and co-workers applied a renormalization scheme to
LDA band structures to describe the heavy fermion properties with successful
application in particular to the understanding of Fermi surfaces.
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3.2 ‘f Core’ approach
To remedy the failure of LSD, it was early realized that one could remove the
spurious bonding due to f-bands by simply projecting out the f-degrees of freedom
from variational space and instead include the appropriate number of f electrons in
the core. This approach was used to study the crystal structures of the lanthanide
elements (Duthie and Pettifor, 1977; Delin et al., 1998), which are determined by the
number of occupied d-states. In this approach, the lanthanide contraction neatly
follows as an effect of the incomplete screening of the increasing nuclear charge by
added f electrons, as one moves through the lanthanide series ( Johansson and
Rosengren, 1975). In a recent application, the ‘f core’ approach proved useful in
the study of complex magnetic structures (Nordstro¨m and Mavromaras, 2000).
Johansson and co-workers have extended the ‘f core’ approach to compute
energies of lanthanide solids, with different valencies assumed for the lanthanide
ion, by combining the calculated LSD total energy for the corresponding ‘f core’
configurations with experimental spectroscopic data for the free atom (Delin et al.,
1997). This scheme correctly describes the trends in cohesive energies of the
lanthanide metals, including the valence jumps at Eu and Yb, as well as the
intricate valencies of Sm and Tm compounds.
3.3 OP scheme
The OP scheme was introduced by Eriksson et al. (1990b) to reduce the bonding of
f-electrons without totally removing them from the active variational space. The
idea copies the way spin polarization leads to reduced bonding if the exchange
parameter is large enough (Ku¨bler and Eyert, 1993). An extra term is added to the
LSD functional (7):






where i numbers the atomic sites, Lzi is the total z-component of the orbital
moment, and E3i is a parameter (the Racah parameter), which can be calculated
from an appropriate combination of Slater integrals (Eriksson et al., 1990b). The
added term favours the formation of an orbital moment and adds a potential shift
E3i Lziml to each f orbital, where ml is the azimuthal quantum number of the
f electron considered. The effect is to partially split the f-band into 14 distinct
bands (if the E3 parameter exceeds hybridization and crystal fields). Since com-
pression enhances the latter two effects, the OP scheme could successfully
describe the g–a transition of cerium as a transition from large to low orbital
moment (Eriksson et al., 1990b). This is then to be interpreted as a Mott-type
transition in the f-manifold from a localized to a band-like behaviour. The OP
scheme has also been applied to the pressure-induced volume collapse in Pr
(Svane et al., 1997). Generally, the OP term is too small in magnitude to fully
describe the inertness of the f electrons in the lanthanide series beyond Pr. The OP
scheme has been most successful in describing the orbital moment contribution to
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itinerant systems, for example 3d-transition metal and actinide compounds
(Eriksson et al., 1991; Trygg et al., 1995). The LSD (with spin-orbit interaction
included) grossly underestimates orbital moments since there is no energy term
describing the energetics of the Hund’s second rule. The OP term in Eq. (13)
remedies this as it largely describes the extra energy gain of an f-manifold by
attaining its ground state configuration (compared to the average, ‘grand bary
centre’ energy of the f-manifold). Eschrig et al. (2005), by analysing the formal
relativistic DFT framework, showed that the functional form chosen by Eriksson
et al. (1990b) is in fact quite accurate.
3.4 Local density approximation þ Hubbard U
Similarly to the OP scheme, the LDA þ U method (Anisimov et al., 1991) adds a
quadratic term to the LSD Hamiltonian to improve the description of the corre-
lated f-manifold, namely
ELDAþU n½  ¼ ELSD n½  þ
X
i
Ecorr Nið Þ; ð14Þ
where for each site i, the correlation energy term depends on the orbital occupa-
tion numbersN ¼ Nkf g. These are obtained by projecting the occupied eigenstates




hcaj j fki 2:
 ð15Þ
In its simplest form (Anisimov et al., 1991), the correlation energy term includes a
Hubbard repulsion term (Hubbard, 1963) and the so-called double-counting term
Edc





NkNl þ Edc: ð16Þ
Here, indices k and l run over the 14 f orbitals on the site considered, and U is
the f–f Coulomb interaction. The double-counting term Edc is needed to correct for
the fact that ELSD[n] already includes some Coulomb correlation contribution.
A major deficiency of the LDA þ U method is that Edc is not easily estimated,
and therefore several forms of this correction have been introduced (Anisimov
et al., 1991, 1993; Lichtenstein et al., 1995), each leading to some differences in
results (Mohn et al., 2001; Petukhov et al., 2003). The appropriate value to use for
U is somewhat uncertain, since it necessarily must include screening from the
conduction electrons, which reduces the Coulomb interaction by a factor of 3–4
compared to the bare f–f Coulomb interaction energy. Its value may be deduced
from constrained LDA calculations (Anisimov and Gunnarsson, 1991), by which
the energy change due to an enforced increase of f occupancy is calculated,
including effects of screening. However, this is an approximate procedure due
to the intractable correlation effects inherent in the LDA.
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The physical idea behind the LDA þ U correction is like for the OP scheme
(section 3.3) to facilitate an orbital imbalance within the f-manifold with ensuing
loss in f contribution to bonding. However, theU parameter is significantly larger,
usually in the range of 6–10 eV for lanthanides, compared to the E3 parameter
used in Eq. (13), which is of the order 0.1 eV in lanthanides. Therefore, LDA þ U
strongly favours OP and for lanthanides, generally pushes the f-bands either far
below or far above the Fermi level (lower and upper Hubbard bands), that is the
occupation numbers Nk attain values of either 1 or 0. For this reason, the LDA
þ U scheme has not been applied to describe valence transitions. Improved
descriptions include an exchange interaction parameter in the f-manifold with
spin-polarization of the conduction electrons (LSD þ U), and/or a rotationally
invariant formulation (Lichtenstein et al., 1995), by which the dependence on
representation (e.g., spherical versus cubic harmonics) is avoided. In full imple-
mentation, this latter scheme introduces band shifts reminiscent of multiplet
splittings (Gotsis and Mazin, 2003; Duan et al., 2007).
The LDAþU has been extensively used in studies of lanthanides, but a compre-
hensive reviewwill not be given here. Some significant applications and reviews are
reported inAntonov et al. (1998), Gotsis andMazin (2003), Duan et al. (2007), Larson
et al. (2007), andTorumba et al. (2006). Themethod is almost as fast as a conventional
band structure method, and when comparisons to experimental photoemission
experiments are made, the LDA þ U method provides a much improved energy
position of localized bands over the LDA/LSD. In addition, often, the precise
position of occupied f-states is not essential to describe bonding properties, rather
the crucial effect is that the f-states are moved away from the Fermi level.
3.5 Self-interaction-corrected local spin density approximation
In solids containing localized electrons, the failure of LDA, LSD, as well as their
gradient improvements can to a large extent be traced to the self-interaction error
inherent in these approaches. The self-interaction problem of effective one-
electron theories of solids has been realized for a long time (Cowan, 1967;
Lindgren, 1971). The favoured formulation within the DFT framework is due to
Perdew and Zunger (Zunger et al., 1980; Perdew and Zunger, 1981).
Consider first a system of a single electron moving in an arbitrary external
potentialVext(r). The wavefunction,C1, is the solution to the Schro¨dinger equation
r2 þ Vext
 
c1 ¼ e1c1: ð17Þ
From this, the energy may easily be calculated as:
e1 ¼ hc1 r2 þ Vext
 c1i ¼ T0 n1½  þ Vext n1½ ; ð18Þ
where the density is simply n1 rð Þ ¼ jc1 rð Þ 2
 , and T0 is the kinetic energy and Vext
given by Eq. (9). When the same system is treated within DFT, the energy is
written as in Eq. (7), that is, the two additional terms must cancel:
U n1½  þ Exc n1½  ¼ 0: ð19Þ
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This is a fundamental property of the true exchange-correlation functional, Exc,
valid for any one-electron density. In the LSD, Exc is approximated, and the
self-Coulomb and self-exchange do not cancel anymore. One speaks of spurious
self-interactions that are introduced by the approximations in the local functionals
(Dreizler and Gross, 1990).
Next we consider a many-electron system. When the electron density is
decomposed into one-electron orbital densities, n ¼Pana, it is straightforward
to see that the Hartree term, Eq. (8), contains a contribution, U na½ , that describes
the electrostatic energy of orbital a interacting with itself. In the exact DFT, this
self-interaction term is cancelled exactly by the self-exchange contribution to Exc
in the sense of Eq. (19) for orbital a, but not when approximate functionals are
used for Exc. The remedy to the self-interaction problem proposed by Perdew and
Zunger (1981) was simply to subtract the spurious self-interactions from the LSD
functional for each occupied orbital. Their SIC-LSD functional has the form












Here the sums run over all the occupied orbitals ca, with the SIC given by
dSICa ¼ U na½  þ ELSDxc na½ ; ð21Þ
where
na ¼ ca 2
 ð22Þ
and a is a combined index comprising all the relevant quantum numbers of the
electrons. The spurious self-interactions are negligible for extended orbitals, but
are substantial for spatially localized orbitals.
When applied to atoms, the most extreme case where all electrons occupy
localized orbitals, the SIC-LSD functional drastically improves the description of
the electronic structure (Perdew and Zunger, 1981). In solids, where not all
electrons occupy localized orbitals, one has to deal with an orbital-dependent
SIC-LSD functional [Eq. (20)]. In addition, since the LSD exchange-correlation
functional depends non-linearly on the density, the SIC [Eq. (21)] and hence the
SIC-LSD functional [Eq. (20)] are not invariant under unitary transformations of
the occupied states, and therefore one is faced with a daunting functional minimi-
zation problem (Temmerman et al., 1998).
The minimization condition for the SIC-LSD functional in Eq. (20) gives rise to
a generalized eigenvalue problem with an orbital dependent potential as
Haca rð Þ  r2 þ VLSD rð Þ þ VSICa rð Þ
 	
ca rð Þ ¼
Xocc:
a0
eaa0ca0 rð Þ; ð23Þ
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with the Lagrange multipliers matrix, eaa´, ensuring the orthonormality of the
orbitals. Since the SIC is only non-zero for localized electrons (Perdew and
Zunger, 1981), the localized and delocalized electrons experience different poten-
tials. The latter move in the LSD potentials, defined by the ground state charge
density of all the occupied states (including the localized, SIC, states), whereas the
former experience a potential from which the self-interaction term has been
subtracted. Hence, in this formulation, one distinguishes between localized and
itinerant states but treats them on equal footing. The decision whether a state is to
be treated as localized or extended is based on a delicate energy balance between
band formation and localization. As a result, one has to explore a variety of
configurations consisting of different distributions of localized and itinerant
states. The minimization of the SIC-LSD total energy functional with respect to
those configurations defines the global energy minimum and thus the ground
state energy and configuration. In addition, to ensure that the localized orbitals
are indeed the most optimally localized ones, delivering the absolute energy
minimum, a localization criterion (Pederson et al., 1984, 1985)
hca VSICa  VSICa0
 ca0i ¼ 0 ð24Þ
is checked at every iteration of the charge self-consistency process. The fulfil-
ment of the above criterion is equivalent to ensuring that the Lagrange multi-
plier matrix in Eq. (23) is Hermitian, and the energy functional is minimal with
respect to the unitary rotations among the occupied orbitals. The resulting SIC-
LSD method is a first-principles theory for the ground state with no adjustable
parameters. It is important to realize that the SIC-LSD functional subsumes the
LSD functional, as in this case all electrons (besides the core electrons) are
itinerant, which corresponds to the configuration where SIC is not applied to
any orbitals, and thus the solution of the SIC-LSD functional is identical to that
of the LSD.
The SIC constitutes a negative energy contribution gained by an f-electron
when localizing, which competes with the band formation energy gained by the
f-electron if allowed to delocalize and hybridize with the available conduction
states. The volume dependence of da is much weaker than the volume dependence
of the band formation energy of lanthanide’s 4f (or actinide’s 5f) electrons, hence
the overbinding of the LSD approximation for narrow f-band states is reduced
when localization is realized.
One major advantage of the SIC-LSD energy functional is that it allows one to
determine valencies of the constituent elements in the solid. This is accomplished
by realizing different valence scenarios, consisting of atomic configurations with
different total numbers of localized and itinerant states. The nominal valence is
defined as the integer number of electrons available for band formation, namely
Nval ¼ ZNcore NSIC; ð25Þ
where Z is the atomic number, Ncore is the total number of core (and semi-core)
electrons, and NSIC is the number of localized, SIC, states. The self-consistent
minimization of the total energy with different configurations gives rise to
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different local minima of the same functional, ESIC–LSD in Eq. (20), and hence
their total energies may be compared. The configuration with the lowest energy
defines the ground state configuration and the ensuing valence, according to
Eq. (25). As already mentioned, if no localized states are realized, ESIC–LSD
coincides with the conventional LSD functional, that is, the Kohn-Sham mini-
mum of the ELSD functional is also a local minimum of ESIC–LSD. A second
advantage of the SIC-LSD scheme is that one may consider localized f-states of
different symmetry. In particular, the various crystal field eigenstates, either
magnetic or paramagnetic may be investigated.
The SIC-LSD still considers the electronic structure of the solid to be built from
individual one-electron states, but offers an alternative description to the Bloch
picture, namely in terms of periodic arrays of localized atom-centred states (i.e.,
the Heitler-London picture in terms of the exponentially decaying Wannier orbi-
tals). Nevertheless, there still exist states that will never benefit from the SIC.
These states retain their itinerant character of the Bloch form and move in the
effective LSD potential. This is the case for the non-f conduction electron states in
the lanthanides. In the SIC-LSD method, the eigenvalue problem, Eq. (23), is
solved in the space of Bloch states, but a transformation to the Wannier represen-
tation is made at every step of the self-consistency process to calculate the loca-
lized orbitals and the corresponding charges that give rise to the SIC potentials of
the states that are truly localized. These repeated transformations between Bloch
andWannier representations constitute the major difference between the LSD and
SIC-LSD methods.
It is easy to show that although the SIC-LSD energy functional in Eq. (20)
appears to be a functional of all the one-electron orbitals, it can in fact be rewritten
as a functional of the total (spin) density alone, as discussed by Svane (1995). The
difference with respect to the LSD energy functional lies solely in the exchange-
correlation functional, which is now defined to be self-interaction free. Since,
however, it is rather impractical to evaluate this SIC exchange-correlation func-
tional, one has to resort to the orbital-dependent minimization of Eq. (20).
Since the main effect of the SIC is to reduce the hybridization of localized
electrons with the valence band, the technical difficulties of minimizing the SIC-
LSD functional in solids can often be circumvented by introducing an empirical
Coulomb interaction parameter U on the orbitals that are meant to be localized,
which leads to the LDA þ U approach, discussed in Section 3.4. The original
derivation of the LDA þ U approach (Anisimov et al., 1991) was based on the
conjecture that LDA can be viewed as a homogeneous solution of the Hartree-
Fock equations with equal, averaged, occupations of localized d- and/or f-orbitals
in a solid. Therefore, as such, it can be modified to take into account the on-site
Coulomb interaction, U, for those orbitals to provide a better description of their
localization. The on-site Hubbard U is usually treated as an adjustable parameter,
chosen to optimize agreement with spectroscopy experiments, and thus the
method looses some of its predictive power. In contrast, SIC-LSD has no adjus-
table parameters and is not designed to agree with spectroscopy experi-
ments. The LDA-based band structure is often compared to photoemission
experiments. This is because the effective Kohn-Sham potentials can be viewed
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as an energy-independent self-energy and hence the Kohn-Sham energy bands
correspond to the mean field approximation for the spectral function. In the SIC-
LSD, this argument only applies to the itinerant states that are not SI-corrected.
The localized states that have been SI-corrected respond to a different potential,
and the solution of the generalized SIC-LSD eigenvalue problem, which is differ-
ent from the solution to the Kohn-Sham equations in the LDA, no longer corre-
sponds to a mean field approximation of the spectral function. Nevertheless, one
can make contact with spectroscopies by performing the so-called DSCF calcula-
tions (Freeman et al., 1987), or utilize the transition state concept of Slater (1951).
The most advanced procedure, however, would be to combine the SIC-LSD with
the GW approach (see Section 3.7) to obtain both the real and imaginary part of an
energy-dependent self-energy and the excitation spectrum for both localized and
itinerant states.
Finally, given the above SIC-LSD total energy functional, the computational
procedure is similar to the LSD case, that is minimization is accomplished by
iteration until self-consistency. In the present work, the electron wavefunctions
are expanded in LMTO basis functions (Andersen, 1975; Andersen et al., 1989),
and the energy minimization problem becomes a non-linear optimization prob-
lem in the expansion coefficients, which is only slightly more complicated for
the SIC-LSD functional than for the LDA/LSD functionals. Further technical
details of the present numerical implementation can be found in Temmerman
et al. (1998).
3.6 Local self-interaction-corrected local spin density approximation
A local formulation of the self-interaction-corrected (LSIC) energy functionals has
been proposed and tested by Lu¨ders et al. (2005). This local formulation has
increased the functionality of the SIC methodology as presented in Section 3.5.
The LSIC method relies on the observation that a localized state may be recog-






passing through a resonance. Here, S denotes the atomic radius, and f‘ Sð Þ and
f0‘ Sð Þ are, respectively, the partial wave and its derivative at radius Swith angular
character ‘. Specifically, the phase shift is given as






0 denote the corresponding logarithmic derivatives for the regular and
irregular radial waves in zero potential, respectively (Martin, 2004). For a quasi-
localized (resonant) state, the phase shift increases rapidly around the energy of
that state and goes through a resonance, that is jumps from 0 to p passing rapidly
through p/2. The energy derivative of the phase shift is related to the Wigner
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delay-time (Taylor, 1972). If this is large, which is the case for a resonance, the
electron spends a long time in the corresponding atomic orbital. Such ‘slow’
electron will be much more affected by the relaxations of other electrons in
response to its presence, and therefore should see a SIC potential.
The phase shift carries all necessary information about the local potential and
is the fundamental quantity in the multiple scattering formalism of the electronic
structure problem (Martin, 2004). In this approach, the solid state Green’s function
is formulated in terms of the scattering matrix (t-matrix), which is calculated from
the phase shifts for constituent atoms at different angular momentum quantum
numbers and a purely geometrical part expressed by the so-called structure
constants. For the LSIC formulation, one merely replaces the scattering potential
at a given resonant channel with the SIC potential. The local aspect of the
approach is due to the SI-corrected potential being confined to the atomic sphere
of the correlated atom.
Because of the multiple scattering aspect of the LSIC approach, we can
easily calculate the Green’s functions and various observables from them for
making contact with experiments, most notably the total energy given by
Eq. (21) and, as for the full SIC of Section 3.5, also valencies. The great
potential of the Green’s function formulation of the SIC-LSD method is that
it can be easily generalized to study different types of disorder such as
chemical, charge, and spin disorder. This is accomplished by combining LSIC
with the CPA (Soven, 1967; Gyorffy and Stocks, 1978; Stocks et al., 1978;
Faulkner and Stocks, 1981; Stocks and Winter, 1984). The CPA is the best
possible single-site mean field theory of random disorder. In conjunction
with the DLM formalism for spin fluctuations (Gyorffy et al., 1985; Staunton
et al., 1986), the method allows also for different orientations of the local
moments of the constituents involved, which will be demonstrated in Section
7.2 on the study of the finite temperature magnetism of the heavy lanthanide
elements. The CPA used with the LSIC allows to study chemical disorder by
investigating alloys of lanthanides, and to treat valence fluctuations by imple-
menting an alloy analogy for a variety of phases, whose constituents are
composed of, for example, two different configurations of a system, say f n
and f n þ 1 of a given lanthanide ion. In the latter application, thermal fluctua-
tions are mapped onto a disordered system. If the total energies of these
configurations are sufficiently close, one can envisage dynamical effects play-
ing an important role as a consequence of tunnelling between these states.
Such quantum fluctuations become important at low temperatures. In Section
7.3, we explore the thermal fluctuations for the study of the Ce a! g phase
transition at finite temperatures, and in Section 8, we outline how to evaluate
the quantum fluctuations. To fully take into account the finite temperature
effects, one has to calculate the free energy of a system (pseudo-alloy), as a
function of temperature, T; volume, V; and concentration, c, namely
F T; c;Vð Þ ¼ Etot T; c;Vð Þ  T Sel T; c;Vð Þ þ Smix cð Þ þ Smag cð Þ þ Svib cð Þ
 
: ð28Þ
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Here Sel is the electronic (particle-hole) entropy, Smix the mixing entropy of the
alloy, Smag the magnetic entropy, and Svib the entropy originating from the lattice
vibrations. The discussion of cerium in Section 7.3 includes finite temperature
effects along these lines.
3.7 The GW method
The GWmethod (Hedin, 1965; Aryasetiawan and Gunnarsson, 1998) is aimed at a
precise determination of the excitations of the solid state system, which is funda-
mentally different from the focus on ground state properties of the density
functional methods outlined in the preceding sections. In GW, the central object
is the Green’s function (Mahan, 1990). The excitation (quasi-particle) energies oa




ca rð Þ 
ð
S oa; r; r
0ð Þca r0ð Þd3r0 ¼ 0: ð29Þ
Here, Hˆ0denotes theHamiltonian for the uncorrelated (reference) system,whereas
ca denote the quasi-particle wavefunctions and S is the self-energy. The physical
meaning of this equation is that S, through the integration in the last term, causes a
shift of the eigenenergy from ea in the non-interacting case (assuming H^0ca  eaca)
tooawith interactions turned on. Obviously,S is the crucial quantity to determine.
The Green’s function G of the interacting system is in fact given by
G oð Þ ¼ o ea  Sð Þ1; ð30Þ
so that Eq. (29) may be seen as a search for poles in G.
The GWmethod takes its name from the approximation invoked to calculate S,
namely S ¼ G0W, or explicitly
S o; r; r0ð Þ ¼ i
2p
ð
G0 o þ o0; r; r0ð ÞW o0; r; r0ð Þdo0: ð31Þ
In this equation, G0 is the Green’s function of the uncorrelated reference system,
whereas W denotes the screened Coulomb interaction. Commonly, G0 is con-
structed from an LDA or LDA þ U band structure, in which case, the reference
system strictly speaking is not uncorrelated, but the potential due to correlation is
the exchange-correlation potential, Vxc, which is explicitly known and can be
subtracted from S, namely S ¼ S Vxcd r r0ð Þ.
In terms of the wavefunctions, c0a rð Þ, of the reference system and the
corresponding eigenenergies, ea, the reference Green’s function reads
G0 o; r; r
0ð Þ ¼S
a
c0a rð Þc0a r0ð Þ
o ea  id ; ð32Þ
where the sum is over the eigenstates of the reference system. The id in the
denominator in Eq. (32) is introduced as a mathematical trick to distinguish
between occupied and unoccupied states.
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The bare interaction between an electron in the position r and another electron
in the position r0 is
V r r0ð Þ ¼ 1
r r0j j ð33Þ
that becomes screened by the presence of the other electrons in the solid. This
screening is expressed through the dielectric function, e(o, r, r0), so that the
effective interaction is
W o; r; r0ð Þ ¼
ð
e o; r; r0ð ÞV r0  rð Þd3r0; ð34Þ
which defines the second ingredient of the GW method, Eq. (31). Note that the
pure exchange, Hartree-Fock, approximation can also be expressed as a GV
method.
The difficult part of this method is the evaluation of the dielectric function. In
the simplest meaningful approximation, this is accomplished in the random phase
approximation, in which e is given explicitly in terms of the c0a rð Þ and ea of the
reference system [see, e.g., Hybertsen and Louie (1986), Godby et al. (1988),
Mahan (1990), and Aryasetiawan and Gunnarsson (1994, 1998) for technical
details]. In the random phase approximation, the screening is mediated through
the excitations of electron-hole pairs. The screening is dynamic leading to the
o-dependence of e and hence S. This then leads to the very non-linear dependence
on oa in Eq. (29). Further complications arise because e is a complex valued
function, the imaginary part contributing to finite lifetimes of quasi-particles.
A final issue to consider is which reference system is best suited. By far, most
applications have used LDA as starting point, but for optimum consistency, the
initial band structure should reflect as closely as possible the final result, for
example for a semi-conductor, the screening properties are quite dependent on
the fundamental gap, which however is consistently underestimated in the LDA
and GGA band structures. This is in particular a problem when the LDA band
structure is metallic, as happens for Ge (van Schilfgaarde et al., 2006a) and InN
(Rinke et al., 2006). Likewise, for lanthanides, because of the localized nature of
the f electrons, LDA and GGA are inadequate reference band structures for GW,
whereas SIC-LSD or LDA þ U might be better suited. Unfortunately, no GW
calculations of this sort have been reported for lanthanide systems. Recently, van
Schilfgaarde et al. (2006b) in their quasi-particle self-consistent GW approxima-
tion suggested to iterate the input band structure to the point that it comes as close
as possible to the GW output band structure, which is the most consistent choice,
but evidently requires more computing effort. They applied their approach to the
lanthanide elements Gd and Er, as well as to the compounds GdAs and ErAs, and
GdN, ErN, and YbN (Chantis et al., 2007). The calculations show the occupied
f-bands shifted away from the Fermi level, with some multiplet-like splittings,
showing good agreement with experimental photoemission spectra. The unoccu-
pied f-bands appear 1–3 eV above their experimental positions. All in all, as far as
the f-manifold is concerned, the GW band structure is quite LDA þ U like, as
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indeed suggested by Anisimov et al. (1997). However, the authors do not find a
straightforward mapping from GW to the appropriate parameters for LDA þ U.
The greatest success of the GW method has hitherto been in the semi-
conducting solids, where the underestimate of the fundamental gap within
LDA/GGA is greatly improved (Hybertsen and Louie, 1986; van Schilfgaarde
et al., 2006b).
3.8 Dynamical mean field theory
The DMFT (Georges et al., 1996; Kotliar et al., 2006; Held, 2007) is a general
framework for incorporating the self-energy of a correlated atom into the solid
state environment. The basic assumption is that the correlation effects are local in
nature, so that as a first step, the self-energy for a single atommay be computed in
an otherwise uncorrelated environment, the conduction electron bath, which is
described by the Green’s function Gbath, that is:
S ¼ S Gbathð Þ: ð35Þ
This constitutes the DMFT impurity problem. Subsequently, the Green’s function
for the solid is constructed from
G1 ¼ G10  S Gbathð Þ; ð36Þ
where G0 is the Green’s function of the uncorrelated solid, Eq. (32). From G, the
solid state excitations can be obtained, for example the spectral function
(generalized DOS) Ank oð Þ is given as:





for the quasi-particle labelled by band and k-vector index nk.
An intriguing aspect of DMFT is that the effective bath to be used in the
impurity problem, Eq. (35), may be determined by averaging the solid state
Green’s function in Eq. (36) and subtracting the correlation term (S), namely






þ S oð Þ: ð38Þ
Here, we explicitly write the averaging as a sum over the BZ. Hence, the imposed
self-consistency condition is that the Gbath put into Eq. (35) should equal the Gbath
extracted from Eq. (38) with Eq. (36). This is usually obtained via an iteration
process (the DMFT self-consistency cycle).
Crucial to all DMFT calculations is how S Gbathð Þis evaluated. There are many
possibilities and the quality of the calculation depends on this. Two aspects need
to be specified, namely the model adopted to describe the correlation effects of the
impurity atom and the method/approximation used to solve the impurity prob-
lem (the impurity solver), once the model has been chosen. The choice of the
model requires physical insight. The Hubbard model (Hubbard, 1963) is the
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favoured choice in most approaches. Usually, it is necessary to reduce the number
of degrees of freedom involved in the correlation problem to a minimum for
computational reasons. Generally, the uncertainty of the double-counting term,
haunting the LDA þ Umethod (Section 3.4), also prevails in the DMFT treatment.
The method of solving the impurity problem can be either numerical, as in the
Quantum Monte Carlo and exact diagonalization methods, or rely on approxi-
mate methods (which again require physical insight), for example perturbation
theory. For details, we refer the reader to the recent reviews of DMFT (Kotliar
et al., 2006; Held, 2007). In Section 6.1, we describe results of a particularly simple
DMFT implementation that is well applicable to lanthanide compounds, in which
the full multiplet structure of the lanthanide ion is computed; however, it ignores
the coupling to the conduction sea.
Many DMFT calculations have been reported in recent years, the majority
discussing 3d systems, but also several dealing with actinides. Less attention
has been paid to the lanthanides, most probably because the atomic limit, as
outlined Section 6.1, is sufficient for an accurate description in most cases. An
important exception is the g–a transition in cerium, which has been the subject of
several studies (Held et al., 2001; Zo¨lfl et al., 2001; McMahan et al., 2003; Haule
et al., 2005; Amadon et al., 2006), all using the Hubbard model, but with various
impurity solvers. Ce compounds have also been studied based on the Hubbard
model (Lægsgaard and Svane, 1998; Sakai et al., 2005; Sakai and Shimuzi, 2007).
4. VALENCE AND VALENCE TRANSITIONS
4.1 Determining valence
Valence is a chemical concept but can be very useful in describing the lanthanides
in the solid state, as it is strongly linked to their physical properties. In particular,
valence changes can lead to anomalies of lattice parameters across the elemental
lanthanides and their monopnictides and monochalcogenides ( Jayaraman, 1978).
Most of the lanthanide atoms in solids are trivalent, although in the atomic state,
most are divalent (Gschneidner, 1971). However, there are exceptions to this rule,
Eu, Yb metals are divalent, and in some compounds Eu, Sm, Tm, and Yb, can be
either divalent or trivalent (Gschneidner, 1969). On the other hand, Ce, and its
phases and compounds, can be either trivalent or tetravalent. Of course, not all the
lanthanides and their compounds can be associated with an integer valence, and
some of them are classified as intermediate- or mixed-valent systems, as it is the
case for the heavy fermion materials.
In the ionic picture, divalent, trivalent, or tetravalent valence means that two,
three, or four electrons, respectively, are chemically active. In the solid state
context, lanthanide valence means that two, three, or four valence bands are
occupied by two, three, or four electrons. In addition, unlike in the ionic picture,
these valence band electrons can have s, p, d, and even f character, as it is often the
case for the lanthanide materials.
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The effect of SIC is different between atoms and solids. In the case of atoms, the
levels are being populated in steps of one electron and the self-interaction is
always large. In the solid state, the occupancy of a particular orbital can vary
between zero and one, and whether to apply the SIC is determined by a competi-
tion between the band formation energy (no SIC) and the localization energy
(application of SIC) of each of the bands. This leads to a definition of valence
because the SI-corrected, localized, states are well separated from the valence
states and are no longer available for bonding and band formation. In the SIC-
LSD method, one calculates valence from first-principles, by comparing local
energy minima corresponding to different valence scenarios composed of differ-
ent numbers of localized and itinerant electrons. As mentioned earlier, this com-
parison establishes the nominal valence to be given by
Nval ¼ ZNcore NSIC;
with Z being the atomic number, Ncore the total number of core (and semi-core)
electrons, and NSIC the number of localized, SI-corrected, states. Thus, in the SIC-
LSD approach, these are the localized, SI-corrected, electrons that define the
valence, and we shall come back to this point later.
It was postulated by Gschneidner (1971), more than 30 years ago, that there
exist two types of f electrons in lanthanide materials, of which an integer number
are atomic-like and a small, fractional number are band-like. Our ab initio
approach confirms this dual character of f electrons, with the localized ones
determining valence, and the itinerant ones, appearing at the Fermi level and
hybridizing with the other, s, p, and d conduction electrons, being responsible for
valence transitions, observed in many of the lanthanides systems. As, we shall
discuss in the following, there exists a critical fractional number of these itinerant
f electrons, above which, the solid will want to reduce its valence by localizing
an additional electron. Such valence, and indeed also structural and magnetic,
transitions can happen due to pressure or temperature.
4.2 Valence of elemental lanthanides
As already mentioned, in the SIC-LSD approach, one deals with the split
f-manifold. The localized f electrons are responsible for establishing the ground
state valence of the elements, based on the total energy considerations involving
different valence configurations. In Figure 4, we show the total energy differences
between the divalent and trivalent scenarios for all the lanthanide elemental
solids, and their sulphides (which will be discussed in Section 4.3), as calculated
within the SIC-LSD approach. As we are only interested in trends in valence
across the lanthanide series, for simplicity, all calculations have been performed
in the fcc structure, assuming in addition the ferromagnetic ordering of spins. The
energy differences seen in Figure 4 are large and positive at the beginning of
the lanthanide series, indicating preference for the trivalent state, but towards the
middle of the series, they fall sharply, eventually becoming negative for Eu. This
marks the change of valence to divalent state. From Eu to Gd, one observes a
discontinuous jump due to the switch to a trivalent state at Gd, from where the
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behaviour of the energy differences repeats the one at the beginning of the series,
until the arrival at Yb where a switch to divalence occurs.
To understand these anomalous changes in energies, in Figure 5, we show the
corresponding energy differences as a function of the change in the number of
itinerant f electrons across the lanthanide series, and also for the sulphides. One
sees clearly the change from positive to negative values occurring when the
number of itinerant electrons in the trivalent solid reaches the value of about
0.7, at which point, it is more favourable for the system to switch its valence to
divalent. As observed above, these changes of valence happen for Eu and Yb, and
these are precisely the elements for which one observes the dramatic jumps of
lattice parameters now displayed in comparison with experiment in Figure 6.
The agreement is very good and the anomalies are well reproduced. What we
have learned from these ab initio SIC-LSDA calculations is that the dual character
of the f electrons, postulated many years ago by Gschneidner (1971), can be
understood from first principles and that both types of electrons play a different
role in these systems. The localized electrons determine the valence and the
magnetic and optical properties, whereas the valence transitions are driven by
the itinerant f electrons. The latter are the conduction f electrons that hybridize
strongly with the s, p, and d valence electrons, contributing to the DOS at the
Fermi energy and establishing the Fermi surface. These itinerant f electrons exist
















FIGURE 4 Total energy differences between divalent and trivalent elemental lanthanide
metals (open circles) and their sulphides (solid circles). The dashed line shows the experimental
values for the lanthanide metals. The calculated energy differences have been uniformly
shifted upwards by 43 mRy to reproduce the valence transition pressure of 6 kbar in SmS.
This rigid shift is sufficient to reproduce the correct valence states of the whole lanthanide
metal series and their compounds.
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4.3 Valence of pnictides and chalcogenides
At ambient conditions, the lanthanidemonopnictides RX (X¼N, P, As, Sb, Bi) and
monochalcogenides RX (X ¼ 0, S, Se, Te, Po) crystallize in the NaCl structure.
Given the combination of an electropositive R-ion with an electronegative pnic-
tide or chalcogenide, one might assume that an ionic picture can be applied here.
But based on the observed properties, Rhyne and McGuire (1972) proposed a
classification distinguishing between the so-called valence balanced compounds















FIGURE 5 The energy differences between the divalent and trivalent valence states of the
elemental lanthanides (open circles) and their sulphides (solid circles) versus the difference
between the fractional numbers of itinerant f electrons in the two valence states.





FIGURE 6 The calculated equilibrium atomic sphere radii, S, (open circles) and their experimental
counterparts (solid circles) for all the lanthanide elements. The atomic sphere radius is defined
in the caption of Figure 1.
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Chalcogenide2R3þ . The former being mostly ionic insulators, although there are
exceptions, and the latter being mostly conductors.
The overall electronic properties of the lanthanide pnictides and chalcogenides
are mainly determined by the f–f and f–d overlap between the corresponding
orbitals on neighbouring lanthanide sites, and the f–p overlap between the
lanthanide-sites and the pnictogen/chalcogen ion. While the f–f overlap in princi-
ple leads to narrow band formation, the corresponding small gain in energy has to
compete with the strong intra-atomic correlations among the f-electrons that tend
to localize them. As we will show, the difference between the valence balanced
and valence unbalanced compounds is related to the competing trends of
f-electron localization and f-band formation. In all our calculations, we assume
the rock salt structure and ferromagnetic arrangement of spins. The reason is that
the true magnetic structures of the lanthanide compounds are not always known.
4.3.1 The pnictides
The lanthanide pnictides have been studied extensively, given their potential
applications. An overview of their electronic and magnetic properties has recently
been written by Duan et al. (2007). An earlier review of the lanthanide pnictides
can be found in Hulliger (1979). In this section, we shall mainly concentrate on the
valencies of the lanthanide-ions, and the resulting electronic structure, as obtained
within the SIC-LSD approach. In a simple ionic picture, one expects the pnictides
to be trivalent insulators. The reason being that the pnictide ion, when alloyed
with the lanthanide element, can accommodate additional three electrons
through charge transfer and hybridization. The resulting trivalent lanthanide-ion
configuration is confirmed by experiment and the present calculations. Many of
these compounds, however, turn out not to be insulators.
Among the nitrides, only NdN, GdN, TbN, and DyN definitely order ferro-
magnetically, SmN is anti-ferromagnetic, and most of the remaining nitrides have
not been investigated in sufficient detail for their magnetic structure to be unam-
biguously defined. The SIC-LSD study of the lanthanide–nitrides in the ferromag-
netically ordered state finds all the compounds, from Pr onwards, to be trivalent
in the ground state (Aerts et al., 2004). CeN is found to prefer, energetically, the
tetravalent configuration. The calculated energy difference, EIIEIII, between the
divalent and trivalent configurations, is shown in Figure 7. As expected, the trend
is towards a strongly trivalent state at the beginning of the series, and a decreasing
energy difference as a function of filling up the f-shell up to Eu. Trivalent Gd is
again very energetically favourable, given the half-filled f-shell, after which the
energy trend repeats itself. The divalent configuration, however, does not become
favourable for any of the nitrides. The calculated lattice parameters (Aerts et al.,
2004) are compared to the experimental values (Wyckoff, 1968) in Figure 8. The
jump between Ce and Pr is due to the valence change from tetravalent to trivalent.
The overall agreement is very good, even though for some of the lighter lantha-
nides, the unexplained irregularities in the experimental data seem to reflect the
relatively limited quality of the samples available at the time.
In Table 2, we show the spin-resolved band gaps and densities of states of each
material at the Fermi energy. It is clear from the table that our SIC-LSD
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calculations find most of the light lanthanide nitrides to be half-metallic. Only
CeN is metallic because it exists in the tetravalent state (in fact the trivalent state is
also just metallic). TbN, DyN, and HoN are found to be narrow band gap
insulators, and ErN, TmN, and YbN are metallic in both spin-channels, with the
Fermi energy lying at the bottom of the spin-down 4f-states, leading to a rather
large spin-down DOS at the Fermi energy. The insulating (semi-conducting), half-
metallic, and full metallic behaviours that we have predicted for lanthanide
nitrides is a consequence of the nitrogen p and the band-like lanthanide f-states
occurring in the same energy window, in the vicinity of the Fermi level, which
leads to strong hybridization of these states. Our results seem to suggest that
lanthanide nitrides and their alloys may enable us to fabricate materials with a
wide and continuous range of useful properties, particularly with regard to spin
filtering applications where they may provide alternatives to the lanthanide
chalcogenides already in use for this purpose (Moodera et al., 1993; Worledge
and Geballe, 2000; Filip et al., 2002; LeClair et al., 2002).
The total and species-decomposed spin magnetic moments are displayed in
Table 3. There we also present the lanthanide orbital moments. With the excep-
tions of ErN, TmN, and YbN, the spin magnetic moments of these materials take
on an integer value. This indicates that these systems are either insulating
(Tb-, Dy-, and Ho-nitrides) or half-metallic (Pr- to Gd-nitrides), since one needs
at least one full band in one of the spin channels to obtain an integer value for
the spin magnetic moment. CeN is a non-magnetic metal, and the last three
compounds of the series are metallic in both spin-channels. These results are as
one would expect; the spin magnetic moment is dominated by the rare earth






















FIGURE 7 Total energy differences (in eV) between divalent and trivalent scenarios for
lanthanide nitrides (triangles). The results for elemental lanthanides (diamonds) are repeated
for an easy comparison (including 43 mRy correction, but not for the nitrides).














FIGURE 8 Lattice parameters of the lanthanide nitrides. The open circles are the experimental
values, whereas the solid circles are the calculated lattice parameters.
TABLE 2 Spin-resolved band gaps (in Ry) and densities of states (in states/Rydberg/formula unit)
at the Fermi energy for the lanthanide nitrides
Material
Band gap DOS
Spin up Spin down Spin up Spin down
CeN 0 0 15.37 15.37
PrN 0 0.039 0.0001 0
NdN 0 0.065 0.068 0
PmN 0 0.076 31.77 0
SmN 0 0.095 154.56 0
EuN 0 0.107 69.85 0
GdN 0 0.082 0.065 0
TbN 0.008 0.052 0 0
DyN 0.018 0.058 0 0
HoN 0.031 0.004 0 0
ErN 0 0 0.682 69.57
TmN 0 0 1.52 220.78
YbN 0 0 1.72 93.18
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earth s-d electrons and the nitrogen p-states. This indicates that the nitrogen p-states
occur in the same energy range as the valence rare earth states, allowing hybridiza-
tion to occur. It is interesting to note that the contribution from the nitrogen atom to
the spin moment changes sign half way through the series and becomes parallel to
the lanthanide’s spin moment. It appears that the nitrogen moment wants to point
anti-parallel to the partially occupied majority f-spin channel.
With respect to the trends in the RX series as a function of pnictide X (X¼N, P,
As, Sb, Bi), a number of SIC-LSD investigations have been published, respectively
for CeX (Svane et al., 1996, 1998), PrX (Vaitheeswaran et al., 2004), SmX (Svane
et al., 2005), EuX (Horne et al., 2004), and YbX (Temmerman et al., 1999). Generally,
it has been found that the tendency towards trivalence decreases with increasing
anion size, that is from N to Bi. The larger pnictide ions push the lanthanide-ions
further apart, thus decreasing the mutual f–f and f–d overlaps. As a consequence,
band formation becomes less favourable as the lanthanide size increases, resulting
in less gain of band formation energy, and the gain in SIC-localization energy
becoming relatively more important. Eventually, as is the case with the late Eu-
pnictides and Yb-pnictides, the SIC-energy becomes the more important energy
scale, localizing an additional electron in the divalent ground state configuration.
In Figure 9A, the band structure for PrSb is shown. Here Pr is assumed to be in
its trivalent ground state configuration. The lowest lying bands, around –0.6 Ry
TABLE 3 Total and species-decomposed spin magnetic moments (MS) of the rare earth nitrides.
All values are in Bohr magnetons (mB). The contribution of the empty spheres to the total spin
magnetic moments is not shown. Because of these empty spheres that were introduced in the
unit cell to increase the accuracy of the calculation, the sum of the R and N spin magnetic
contributions does not give the total spin magnetic moment. The lanthanide orbital moment (ML)
assumes that the lanthanide ions obey Hund’s rules
Material
MS ML
R N Total R
CeN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PrN 2.07 0.08 2.00 5.0
NdN 3.10 0.11 3.00 6.0
PmN 4.13 0.14 4.00 6.0
SmN 5.22 0.24 5.00 5.0
EuN 6.30 0.30 6.00 3.0
GdN 7.01 0.04 7.00 0.0
TbN 5.97 0.01 6.00 3.0
DyN 4.93 0.05 5.00 5.0
HoN 3.91 0.08 4.00 6.0
ErN 2.90 0.09 2.99 6.0
TmN 1.83 0.12 1.96 5.0
YbN 0.79 0.14 0.94 3.0
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relative to the Fermi level, are mainly due to the Sb s-state, which is well separated
from the remaining valence bands. Just below the Fermi level, we find the Sb
p-band that is highly hybridized with Pr s- and d-states. The cluster of bands
situated at 0.02–0.2 Ry above the Fermi level is due to the itinerant f-states of
Pr. The two localized Pr f-states are not shown in the figure. PrSb remains metallic
as hole pockets in the vicinity of the G-point compensate electron pockets around
the X points. The major contribution to the DOS at the Fermi level comes from the
d-states of Pr and the p-states of Sb. As can be seen from Figure 9B, the resulting
DOS at the Fermi level is rather low, which makes PrSb a semi-metal, in agree-
ment with results from an LDA þ U calculation (Ghosh et al., 2003). With respect
to the f-bands, we notice some hybridization with the spd-band, but the main part
is bundled in the two large, exchange split peaks above the Fermi level.
For a given pnictogen, as we move through the lanthanide series, the lantha-
nide contraction results in increased localization of the f-electrons that, as we have






























FIGURE 9 Band structure (A) and DOS (B) of trivalent PrSb. In (A), the dotted line marks the
Fermi level. In (B), the energy (in Ry relative to the Fermi level) is plotted along the x-axis and
the DOS (in units of states Ry1 per formula unit) along the y-axis. The full curve is the total
DOS whereas the dotted curve gives the itinerant Pr f partial DOS. The SIC localized states are
not shown.
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increasing trend towards localization also means that the corresponding f-state
energy levels move towards lower energies, that is they move closer to the
pnictogen p-band. This can be observed, for example, in the previously described
PrSb DOS depicted in Figure 9B, as compared with the DOS of SmAs shown in
Figure 10. In the latter, we find two narrow Sm f resonances situated just above the
Fermi level. With increasing localization of the lanthanide ion f-electrons, the
itinerant f-peak gets pinned to the Fermi level, and as theymove to lower energies,
they start filling up with valence electrons. It was shown earlier that the degree
of populating the delocalized narrow f-peak is correlated with EIIEIII, in the
sense that the SIC energy is related to the occupied f-states and becomes increas-
ingly important as the f-peak is being occupied, eventually preferring to localize.
Thus, the increased occupancy of the f-peak explains the observed trend in
valence as a function of lanthanide ion.
Parallel to the observed trend towards filling up the f-peak as a function of the
lanthanide ion, one also observes increased occupancy for a given lanthanide as
onemoves through the pnictide series fromN to Bi. Again this can be correlated to
the corresponding EIIEIII. In the Sm pnictides, for example, the preference for a
trivalent ground state configuration is reduced from 135 mRy per formula unit in
SmN to only 6 mRy per formula unit in SmBi (Svane et al., 2005). This trend is
explained by the fact that with decreasing electronegativity, the p-bands move up
in energy, which results in the Fermi energy moving progressively into the f-peak
when going from N to Bi. As this happens, the pnictide p-bands are intersected at
the top by the narrow f-band which pins the Fermi level.
The two trends of f-peak moving towards lower energies with increasing
f-electron localization, and of the p-band moving towards higher energies with
decreasing electronegativity, culminate for the Eu pnictides and Yb pnictides,


















FIGURE 10 DOS with respect to the Fermi energy of trivalent SmAs. The full line shows the total
DOS and the dotted line shows the Sm contribution. The SIC localized states are not shown.
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SIC-energy becomes large enough to overcome the loss in band formation energy.
Thus, from the calculated EIIEIII, we observe that this energy difference eventu-
ally turns marginally positive or even negative for the later Eu pnictides, EuAs,
EuSb, and EuBi, and YbBi. These findings are in good agreement with experiment,
where it turns out that neither of the latter compounds exists in the NaCl structure
(Iandelli and Franceschi, 1973), and one might speculate that this is due to the fact
that the trivalent configuration is no longer stable in these compounds. Thus,
EuAs adopts the hexagonal Na2O2 crystal structure (Ono et al., 1971; Wang et al.,
1977), that is a distortion of the NiAs structure due to the formation of anion–
anion pairs. In conclusion, although the large majority of the lanthanide pnictides
prefer the trivalent ground state configuration, the trend towards trivalence
decreases with cation size from Ce to Eu, and again from Gd to Yb, as well as
with anion size from N to Bi. In the Eu series, the N and P are still sufficiently
electronegative to support the charge transfer of three electrons resulting in Eu3 þ
ions, but starting with EuAs, seven f-electrons remain localized at the Eu site, and
an eventual NaCl structure, with divalent Eu ions, is unstable to structural
transition towards the Na2O2 crystal structure.
4.3.2 The chalcogenides
In many respects, the chalcogenides are similar to the pnictides, crystallizing in
the same NaCl structure and with the s-, p-, and d-states situated at the same
energy ranges as their corresponding neighbours to the left in the Periodic Table.
Nevertheless, with respect to the electronic structure, they differ dramatically
from each other, which can be traced to the fact that with one additional
p-electron, there is only space for accommodating two additional electrons in
the valence band, through charge transfer and hybridization. As a consequence,
an eventual trivalent ground state is forced to accommodate the third electron in
the narrow f-peak, which results in many more compounds being situated at the
boundary of the trivalent–divalent phase transition. A divalent ground state
configuration is in agreement with the ionic picture for chalcogenides.
Calculations with the SIC-LSD method of the lanthanide-sulphides (Strange
et al., 1999) have shown that divalence already sets in here, although only with
respect to the lanthanide ions Sm, Eu, and Yb, as can be seen from Figure 11. At the
beginning of the lanthanide series, the empty f-levels are held well above the
Fermi level, and the third electron is accommodated in the states at the bottom of
the broad sd-band. As the atomic number increases, the f-levels move closer to the
Fermi level and start picking up electrons. As we reach SmS, the state immediately
above the Fermi level is almost entirely of f character, and the electrons now filling
up the narrow peak prefer to localize, resulting in a divalent ground state. This
behaviour occurs in the light lanthanide from CeS to EuS, and is repeated in the
heavy lanthanide from GdS to YbS.
For the lanthanide chalcogenides, it was demonstrated experimentally that
Sm, Eu, and Yb are divalent in their sulphide, selenide, and telluride compounds,
while Tm becomes divalent for the telluride phase only ( Jayaraman, 1978, 1979).
The SIC-LSD calculations find all the Eu chalcogenides, including EuO, to be
insulators in the ferromagnetic state, and to have a divalent configuration
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(Horne et al., 2004). For the Yb chalcogenides, the divalent state is seen to be
favoured in all cases by 35–70 mRy (Svane et al., 2000). Both of these results are
thus in good agreement with experiment. With respect to the Sm chalcogenides
already in Smmonoxide, the divalent f 6 configuration is found to be energetically
most favourable, by 6 mRy, and in SmS by 15 mRy (Svane et al., 2005). Hence, the
SIC-LSD predicts a Sm valence transition between the pnictides and chalcogen-
ides, as shown in Figure 12. This is not in complete agreement with the experi-
mental picture, according to which the divalent and trivalent ground states in SmS
are almost degenerate, while Sm in SmO is trivalent and metallic (Krill et al., 1980;
Leger et al., 1980). Thus, it appears that the SIC-LSD functional overestimates the
tendency for divalence by approximately 15 mRy in SmS. Assuming this error to
be similar for all SmX compounds, this would imply that the calculated energy
balance curve in Figure 12 lies too high by approximately 15 mRy. In Figure 12, we
therefore include a calibrated energy curve (dashed line) when 15 mRy correction
is subtracted from the calculated trivalent-divalent energy difference. In the paper
by Strange et al. (1999), a similar uniform calibration of 43 mRy (this uniform
energy shift is already included in Figure 11) was applied to the trivalent-divalent
energy difference of the lanthanide sulphides in order to account for the experi-
mentally observed valence of SmS. The different size of the calibrating energy
shift can to a large extent be traced to the neglect of spin-orbit coupling in the
former work of Strange et al. (1999).
In the Tm chalcogenides, the calculated energy differences between divalent
f 13 and trivalent f 12 are found to be 1.2, 13.5, 24.3, and 37.3 mRy for TmS,

















FIGURE 11 Total energy differences (in eV) between divalent and trivalent scenarios for
lanthanide sulphides (squares). The results for elemental lanthanides (diamonds) are repeated
for an easy comparison (including 43 mRy correction also applied to sulphides).
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TmSe, TmTe, and TmPo, respectively, reflecting the trend towards greater locali-
zation with the larger ligand. Also here, it turns out that at ambient pressure, the
trend towards localization is overestimated by some 15 mRy, as it is found
experimentally that TmS is a trivalent metal and TmSe is in a mixed valent state.
4.4 Valence of ytterbium compounds
Ytterbium compounds show a wealth of anomalous physical phenomena caused
by the intricate electronic structure related to its f-electrons (Cho et al., 1993;
Wachter, 1993; Joyce et al., 1996). In the atomic ground state, Yb is divalent with
a filled f 14 shell, but in the solid state, the f-electrons may play an active role in the
bonding giving rise to intermediate valent, heavy-fermion, or Kondo behaviour as
well as complex magnetic structures. In Temmerman et al. (1999) and Svane et al.
(2000), a number of Yb compounds were investigated with the SIC-LSD approach
and the energetics of the valence of Yb ions was calculated. The divalent configu-
ration is realized by applying SIC to all 14 f-electrons, while the nominally
trivalent configuration is realized by applying SIC to 13 of 14 f-electrons. In this
latter case, the last f-electron is allowed to hybridize with the normal sd conduc-
tion electrons and form band states. The effective Yb valence, which is given as the
number of non-f valence electrons, is then determined by the degree of occupancy
of these f-band states, and the resulting electronic structure may be viewed as a
realization of an intermediate valence state. The highest effective valence found in
this study is 2.88 (for YbN), that is, in no case is the ideal trivalent state reached.
The results are summarized in Figure 13 that shows the energy difference between
the two localization scenarios correlated with the degree of filling of the f-band in














FIGURE 12 Total energy differences (in mRy) between divalent and trivalent scenarios for
SmX (full line). A negative sign implies that the trivalent state is favoured. The dashed line
marks a 15 mRy corrected energy curve: this is the amount by which the SIC-LSD (with spin-orbit
included) overestimates the tendency to form the divalent configuration.
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The Yb compounds considered may be divided into three groups, according to
the size and sign of the energy difference between the f 14 and f 13 localization
scenarios. The group of strongly trivalent compounds comprises the monopnic-
tides YbN, YbP, YbAs, and the intermetallics YbRu, YbRh, YbIr, YbAl3, and
YbPd3. For this group, the f
13 configuration is favourable over the f 14 configura-
tion by more than 0.25 eV per Yb atom. The effective valence ranges from 2.88 in
YbN to 2.54 in YbRh and YbPd3.
The second group consists of the strongly divalent Yb compounds, encom-
passing all the monochalcogenides YbO, YbS, YbSe, YbTe, and YbPo, as well as
elemental Yb, Yb3Pd, YbPb3, and YbIn. Here the divalent Yb configuration is
favoured over the nominally trivalent configuration by more than 0.25 eV. The
effective valence is 2 for these compounds.
The remaining compounds are characterized by having the calculated energies
of the f 13 and f 14 Yb configurations equal within 0.25 eV. Therefore, effects of
valence fluctuations may start to be important. It has been found, however, that
the weakly divalent compounds, the intermetallics YbCd, YbZn, YbAg, and
YbAu, are in fact well described by the f 14 localized configuration, as evidenced
by the agreement between the calculated and experimental volumes (Svane et al.,
2000). Hence, for these compounds, there seems to be no need for additional
cohesive contribution originating from valence fluctuations. Interesting behaviour
may be expected when pressure is applied to these materials since the effects of
















FIGURE 13 Energy difference between the configurations with 13 and 14 localized f-electrons,
DE ¼ E f 13  E f 14 , correlated with the degree of filling of the 14th Yb f-band in the f13
configuration, Nf, for a sequence of Yb compounds. Triangles correspond to the mononitrides, in
order of increasing Nf: YbN, YbP, YbAs, YbSb, and YbBi. Circles correspond to the monochalco-
genides, in order of increasing Nf: YbO, YbS, YbSe, YbTe, and YbPo. Crosses correspond to the
ytterbium intermetallics, in order of increasing Nf: YbAl3, YbRu, YbIr, YbPd3, YbRh, YbPd, YbAl2,
YbBiPt, YbZn, YbAu, YbAg, YbCd, Yb3Pd, YbPb3, and YbIn. Finally, the diamond denotes elemental
fcc Yb.
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pressure experiments have been reported on any of the Yb compounds in this
group. Finally, the compounds YbSb, YbBi, YbBiPt, YbPd, and YbAl2 are weakly
trivalent, that is according to the calculations, the f 13 localization scenario is
favoured by less than 0.25 eV. Among these, YbBiPt and YbAl2 are known to be
heavy-fermion compounds (Havinga et al., 1973; Robinson et al., 1994), and YbPd
is believed to be a mixed valent system, with approximately equal proportions of
Yb2þ and Yb3þ ions (Iandelli et al., 1980; Bonville et al., 1986). YbBi has never been
synthesized, while YbSb in most respects resembles the other predominantly
trivalent Yb pnictides, however, with somewhat unusual low-temperature mag-
netic behaviour (Kasuya, 1994; Oyamada et al., 1994; Li et al., 1995). Hence, for the
compounds in this group, the valence fluctuation phenomena seem to be signifi-
cant. The calculated effective valencies range from 2.53 in YbSb to 2.45 in YbBi and
YbBiPt, that is, the band states of the 14th f-electron are approximately half-filled.
The heavy-fermion character of YbBiPt is also confirmed by LDAþU calculations
(Oppeneer et al., 1997).
In conclusion, the valence classification of Yb compounds, based on the SIC-
LSD total energies, maps very well onto the physical properties observed experi-
mentally. In particular, this allows to identify the third group of compounds as the
heavy-fermion and mixed-valent systems on the trivalent side, and, on the diva-
lent side, those systems that are likely to undergo pressure-induced valence
transitions.
At ambient conditions, theYbmonopnictides andmonochalcogenides crystallize
in the B1 structure.As outlined, theYbpnictides are all found to bewell described by
the nominally trivalent scenario, where the effective valence varies from 2.88 in YbN
to 2.69, 2.63, and 2.53 in YbP, YbAs, and YbSb, respectively. Experimentally, the
position of the f 14 band is found 0.2 eV above the Fermi level in YbN, YbP, and
YbAs (Degiorgi et al., 1990, 1993). Other experiments have revealed heavy-electron
behaviour in Yb pnictides (Ott et al., 1985; Sakon et al., 1992; Takeda et al., 1993), but
this can be a reflection of sample non-stoichiometry (Degiorgi et al., 1990, 1993). The
discrepancy between the present electronic structure and the picture provided by
Degiorgi et al. (1990, 1993) can bedue to the LSDapproximation, since the position of
the narrow f14 band in the theory is solely determined by the LSD potential
(no correlation correction).LDAþU calculationsonYbN (Larsonet al., 2007) include
a positive correlation shift of the unoccupied f-states that leads to an ideal trivalent
Yb ion in accordance with Degiorgi et al. (1990, 1993).
In contrast to the pnictides, the equilibriumvolumes of theYb chalcogenides are
accurately described assuming the divalent f 14 configuration for Yb. As pressure is
applied to the Yb chalcogenides, the f 13 configuration becomes more and more
favourable, and eventually a transition to an intermediate valence state occurs.
Valence transitions in lanthanide systems will be discussed in the next section.
4.5 Valence transitions
When pressure is applied to lanthanide systems, the interaction of the electrons
generally increases and at some point, it becomes advantageous for the f-electrons
to contribute more actively to the bonding, that is the effective valence increases.
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In the SIC-LSD formalism, this happens when localization scenarios of different fn
configurations become close in energy. In the present T ¼ 0 K theory, only
discontinuous pressure-induced transitions can be described, while experiments
often, but not always, observe continuous transitions, signalled by anomalous
softening of the pV-curve.
Tables 4 and 5 summarize results for valence transitions in the cerium and
praseodymium pnictides (Svane et al., 1996, 1998; Vaitheeswaran et al., 2004) and
selected rare earth chalcogenides (Svane et al., 1998, 1999, 2001, 2004;
Vaitheeswaran et al., 2004; Lebegue et al., 2005; Svane et al., 2005). In Figure 14
is shown the total energy of CeP as calculated with SIC-LSD considering both the
B1 (rocksalt) and B2 (caesium chloride) crystal structures as well as both the
itinerant, f 0, and the localized, f 1, scenario for the Ce ions (Svane et al., 1996).
The lowest energy is found in the B1 phase with localized f-electrons and with a
specific volume of 348 a30 per formula unit, which coincides with the experimental
equilibrium volume. The B1 phase with delocalized f-electrons has its minimum
at a considerably lower volume, due to the significant f-electron band formation
energy providing a large negative component to the pressure. From the common
tangent, a phase transition is predicted at a pressure of 7.1 GPa with a volume
collapse of DV/V0 ¼ 8% (change in volume relative to the zero pressure equilib-
rium volume), which is in excellent agreement with the transition observed at 5.5
GPa (Mori et al., 1993). The B2 structure is not as favourable for the CeP com-
pound since the calculated energy is substantially higher than that of the B1
structure. This holds for both localized and delocalized f-electrons. From
Figure 14, we conclude that the B2 structure with localized f-electrons is never
reached in CeP, while at high pressure, a second phase transition to the B2 struc-
ture with delocalized f-electrons is found. The transition pressure is calculated to
be 11.3 GPa and the volume collapse 12%, while experimentally, the B1 ! B2
phase transition is seen at 15  4 GPa (Vedel et al., 1987). The experimental
volume collapse is 11%.
The results reported in Table 4 show that all of the observed pressure transi-
tions in the cerium pnictides and chalcogenides are indeed reproduced (Svane
et al., 1998). In all cases except CeN is the localized f 1 configuration favoured in
the ground state. The total energy curves look rather similar to those of CeP in
Figure 14, but minor changes in the relative positions occur when the ligand is
varied. The localized phases are generally more favoured when the ligand ion
becomes heavier, and as a consequence, in CeAs, no isostructural delocalization
transition occurs in the B1 structure. Instead, a transition directly from the B1
structure with localized f-electrons to the B2 structure with delocalized f-electrons
occurs, in agreement with experiment. In CeSb and CeBi, the first high-pressure
transition to occur is from B1 to B2, with localized f-electrons in both cases, and
only at higher pressures is a delocalization transition predicted to take place. The
calculated transition pressures for these delocalization processes are only slightly
above the ranges studied experimentally. In this work, only the B2 structure was
considered for the second transition, but in reality, the valence transition which
eventually must take place in CeSb and CeBi may involve another unknown high
pressure phase.
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In CeS, the first transition occurs to the B1 phase with delocalized f-electrons
(Svane et al., 1999), that is, the theory predicts an isostructural phase transition in
CeS similar to CeP. The calculated transition pressure is 10.1 GPa with a volume
collapse of 6%. These findings are in excellent agreement with the experiment of
Croft and Jayaraman (1980), but at variance with the results of Vedel et al. (1986),
who observe a soft anomaly in the pV-curve but no discontinuity. These results
may indicate the proximity of a critical point. At higher pressures, CeS transforms
into the B2 phase. According to the present calculations, this occurs in two steps.
First, at a pressure of 24.3 GPa, CeS goes into the trivalent B2 phase with a 4.6%
volume change. In the second step, at a pressure of 29.5 GPa, the tetravalent B2
phase is reached with a 3.6% volume collapse (Svane et al., 1999). Unfortunately,
no experiments have been performed beyond 25 GPa (Le´ger, 1993).
In both CeSe and CeTe, the only pressure transition observed is that from B1 to
B2 with localized f-electrons in both phases. These are also first to occur according
to the calculations, whereas valence transitions are predicted in the range of 40
GPa. Thus, the situation here is quite similar to that in CeSb and CeBi, apart from
the tetragonal distortion in these compounds that was not found for CeSe and
TABLE 4 Calculated transition pressures for the electronic and structural phase transitions in the
Ce pnictides and chalcogenides. Also quoted are the volume discontinuities (relatively to the zero
pressure equilibrium volume) at the transition. The notation ( f n) refers to SIC-LSD calculations
with n localized f-electrons. For the cerium pnictides, B2* denotes the distorted B2 structure.
Experimentally, the transitions of the Ce pnictides are discontinuous, while those of the cerium
chalcogenides (at room temperature) are continuous
Compound Transition
Pt (GPa) Volume collapse (%)
Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental
CeN B1( f 0)!B2( f 0) 62.0 – 3.6 –
CeP B1( f 1)!B1( f 0) 7.1 9.0a,5.5b 8.0 4a
CeP B1( f 0)!B2( f 0) 11.3 15(4)a,25.0j 12.1 11a
CeAs B1( f 1)!B2( f 0) 11.4 14(2)c,21.0j 18.0 11c
CeSb B1( f 1)!B2*( f 1) 7.0 8.5(2.5)d,15j 10.9 10d
CeSb B2*( f 1)!B2*( f 0) 25.2 – 3.7 –
CeBi B1( f 1)!B2*( f 1) 8.8 9(4)e 10.8 9e
CeBi B2*( f 1)!B2*( f 0) 37.0 – 2.8 –
CeS B1( f 1)!B1( f 0) 10.1 –f,12.5(1.5)g 6.3 5g
CeS B1( f 0)!B2( f 1) 24.3 – 4.6 –
CeS B2( f 1)!B2( f 0) 29.5 – 3.6 –
CeSe B1( f 1)!B2( f 1) 12.4 17(3)h 11.1 9h
CeSe B2( f 1)!B2( f 0) 37.7 – 3.1 –
CeTe B1( f 1)!B2( f 1) 74.0 5.5(2.5)i 11.7 9i
CeTe B2( f 1)!B2( f 0) 43.5 – 2.4 –
a Vedel et al. (1987); b Mori et al. (1993); c Werner et al. (1983); d Le´ger et al. (1984); e Le´ger et al. (1985); f Le´ger (1993);
g Croft and Jayaraman (1980); h Le´ger and Redon (1989); i Le´ger et al. (1983).
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CeTe. The B1! B2 transition in cerium chalcogenides has also been investigated
within the GGA approach (Bouhemadou et al., 2005), in which case, the f electrons
are treated as itinerant.
The SIC-LSD studies on the Pr chalcogenides and pnictides show that the
ground state favours the B1 structure over the B2 structure throughout the entire
series. With applied pressure, all these compounds undergo a transition to the B2
CsCl structure (or a distorted version of it). For the Pr pnictides, the calculated
transition pressures agree quite well with experiment, although they are
TABLE 5 Calculated transition pressures for the electronic and structural phase transitions in
the Pr pnictides and chalcogenides of Pr, Sm, Eu, Tm, and Yb. Also quoted are the volume
discontinuities (relatively to the zero pressure equilibrium volume) at the transition. The notation
( f n ) refers to SIC-LSD calculations with n localized f-electrons. Experimentally, the transitions
of SmS are discontinuous, while those of SmSe, SmTe, EuO, EuS, and the Tm and Yb chalcogenides
(at room temperature) are continuous. The volume changes for SmSe and SmTe as well as TmTe
are obtained by extrapolation over the transition range. For Yb compounds, we quote the relative
volumes at which the delocalization starts
Compound Transition
Pt (GPa) Volume collapse (%)
Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental
PrP B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 16.0 26a 11.4 –
PrAs B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 12.0 27a 12.4 18.4a
PrSb B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 8.0 13a 11.7 10.0a
PrBi B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 8.0 14a 10.9 9.0a
PrS B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 22.0 – 8.0 –
PrSe B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 12.0 – 9.3 –
PrTe B1( f 2)!B2( f 2) 5.0 9 11.7 –
SmS B1( f 6)!B1( f 5) 0.1 0.65b 1.24c 11.1 13.5b, 13.8c
SmSe B1( f 6)!B1( f 5) 3.3 4b, 3.4c, 3–9d,
2.6–4e
9.8 8b, 11d, 7e
SmTe B1( f 6)!B1( f 5) 6.2 2–8b, 5.2c, 6–8d,
4.6–7.5e
8.4 9d,7e
EuO B1( f 7)!B1( f 6) 19.3 30 f, 13–30g 6.3 5 f
EuS B1( f 7)!B1( f 6) 11.6 16 h 5.7 0 h
TmSe B1( f 13)!B1( f 13) 0 0–5k 14 8 k
TmTe B1( f 13)!B1( f 13) 3.0 2–5k 15 14k
TmPo B1( f 13)!B1( f 13) 8.0 – – –
YbO B1( f 14)!B1( f 13) 18.0 8i 0.87 0.95i
YbS B1( f 14)!B1( f 13) 7.5 10j 0.93 0.88j
YbSe B1( f 14)!B1( f 13) 16.0 15f 0.79 0.75f
YbTe B1( f 14)!B1( f 13) 24.0 15f 0.78 0.65f
a Shirotani et al. (2003); b Benedict and Holzapfel (1993); c Insulator-metal transition of Sidorov et al. (1989); d Present
author’s estimates from figures of Bihan et al. (1995) and e Tsiok et al. (1991); f Jayaraman et al. (1974); g Zimmer et al.
(1984); h Insulator-metal transition, Syassen (1986). i Werner et al. (1981); j Syassen (1986). k Debray et al. (1982).
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systematically lower, as can be seen from Table 5. The agreement with experiment
is equally good for PrTe, while the values for PrS and PrSe have not yet been
measured experimentally. Unlike in the case for the Ce pnictides and chalcogen-
ides, the trivalent Pr configuration remains stable under pressure up to 50 GPa.
At ambient pressure, the Sm ions in samarium chalcogenides are divalent, f 6,
but the trivalent phase becomes relevant at high pressure. In this phase, the
localized f 5 Sm ions coexist with a partly occupied narrow f-band, effectively
describing an intermediate valent phase (Svane et al., 2005). The calculated and
measured transition pressures are listed in Table 4. The good agreement both for
transition pressures and for volume collapses shows that the bonding of the high-
pressure phase is well described in the SIC-LSD approximation, even if the true
many-body wavefunction of the intermediate valence phase is much more com-
plicated than the corresponding SIC-LSD wavefunction. This is in line with the
general philosophy of the density functional approach in obtaining good total
energy estimates from simple reference systems (non-interacting electrons). The
present theory cannot describe the continuous nature of the transition observed
for SmSe and SmTe. The experiments were all conducted at room temperature
and it would be interesting to investigate whether the continuous transition
would exist at low temperature as well.
The calculated valence transition pressures for EuO and EuS in the B1 structure
are compared with experiment in Table 5. Experimentally, the transition of EuO (at
room temperature) is continuous, as in SmSe and SmTe. For EuS, the experiments
show no anomalous compression curve ( Jayaraman et al., 1974), but the band gap
closes at 16 GPa, just before the structural transition to the B2 structure occurs (at















FIGURE 14 Cohesive energy of CeP (in Ry/formula unit) as a function of specific volume (in a30/
formula unit). Two crystal structures, the B1 and B2, are considered, and each with two different
treatments of the Ce f-electrons. The full drawn curves correspond to calculations with one
localized f-electron per Ce atom, whereas the dashed curves correspond to itinerant f-electrons.
The dotted line marks the common tangent at the isostructural phase transition in the B1
structure.
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significant uncertainty exists in the comparison of the total energy between differ-
ent crystal structures. Also the spin-orbit interaction can significantly alter the
results: we found that without spin-orbit, the structural transition occurs at 13.7
GPa (Svane et al., 2001), however, without an isostructural transition occurring first.
For TmSe and TmTe, one observes continuous isostructural (B1! B1) valence
transitions over a wide volume range, for TmSe already starting at ambient
conditions. The calculated discontinuous volume changes are in good agreement
with the experimental volumes.
For Yb chalcogenides, the application of pressure leads to a pronounced
softening of the pV-curve ( Jayaraman et al., 1974; Werner et al., 1981; Syassen,
1986). This softening is found to be correlated with the closure of the f! d energy
band gap, that is, it starts as the f 14 shell becomes unstable. In Figure 15, the
experimental pV-curve (Syassen, 1986) of YbS is compared with the theoretical
curves, obtained with SIC-LSD for the two valence scenarios f 13 and f 14
(Temmerman et al., 1999). At pressures below 10 GPa, the experimental and
theoretical (14 localized f-electrons) curves coincide. Above 10 GPa, the experi-
mental curve is clearly anomalous, indicating valence instability (Syassen, 1986).
The theoretical transition pressure is found to be Pt  7.5 GPa, in good agreement
with the observed onset of anomalous behaviour around 10 GPa.
In Table 5, the calculated and available experimental data are collected for the
isostructural pressure transitions in Yb chalcogenides. The general trends are
reproduced by the calculations. Only for the case of YbO, the calculated transition
pressure seems to be significantly too high. In the intermetallic YbAl3 compound,
pressure induces a continuous increase of valence (Kumar et al., 2008), which is in















FIGURE 15 Equation of state for YbS as calculated by the SIC-LSD method. The two theoretical
curves correspond to divalent Yb f 14 ions (solid line) and trivalent Yb f 13 ions (dashed line),
respectively. The filled circles are the experimental data of Syassen et al. (1986). The dotted line
marks the theoretical transition at Pt¼ 7.5 GPa.
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4.6 Valence of lanthanide oxides
The lanthanide oxides find important applications in the catalysis, lighting, and
electronics industries. In particular, the design of advanced devices based upon
the integration of lanthanide oxides with silicon and other semiconductors calls
for a detailed understanding of the bonding, electronic, and dielectric properties
of these materials (Scarel et al., 2007). Here, we use the SIC-LSD to address
the issue of the lanthanide valence in the dioxides RO2 and sesquioxides R2O3,
for R ¼ Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho.
Even though all the lanthanide elements readily oxidize, they do so with
varying strength (Holland-Moritz, 1992). Ce metal oxidizes completely to CeO2
in the presence of air, whereas the stoichiometric fluorite structured PrO2 and
TbO2 exist under positive oxygen pressure. With the exception of Tb, the R-oxides
from Nd onwards all occur naturally as sesquioxides R2O3. Under suitable con-
ditions, all the lanthanide elements form as sesquioxides (Eyring, 1978), and there
is general agreement, that in the corresponding ground states, the lanthanide
atoms are in the trivalent R3þ configuration (Tanaka et al., 1995; Moewes et al.,
1999). The debate is, however, still ongoing as to the tetravalent (Kern et al., 1984;
Wuilloud et al., 1984; Hanyu et al., 1985; Karnatak et al., 1987; Marabelli and
Wachter, 1987; Boothroyd et al., 2001) or intermediate-valent (Bianconi et al., 1988;
Ogasawara et al., 1991; Butorin et al., 1997) configuration of the R-ions in CeO2,
PrO2, and TbO2. In the SIC-LSD approach, by studying the divalent, trivalent, and
tetravalent configurations of the lanthanide ions in the respective oxides, we
determined the valencies from first-principles and established the corresponding
ground state electronic structure.
The calculated energy differences between respectively the tetravalent and
trivalent R-ion configurations for the corresponding dioxides and sesquioxides
are shown in Figure 16. For CeO2, we find a clearly preferred tetravalent ground
state configuration, as indicated by a large negative energy difference of 2.4 eV.
With all the f-electrons delocalized, CeO2 is thus best described in the LSD
approximation, in line with results from earlier band structure calculations
(Koelling et al., 1983; Skorodumova et al., 2001). The tetravalent state is also
energetically most favourable for PrO2, indicating a Pr( f
1) ground state configu-
ration. The corresponding DOS is shown in Figure 17B, where it is compared with
the LSD configuration with Pr( f 0) in Figure 17A and the trivalent configuration
with Pr( f 2) in Figure 17C. In Figure 17A, with all the f-electrons treated as
delocalized, the Fermi level is situated in the f-peak, in accordance with the LSD
calculations by Koelling et al. (1983), but in disagreement with the experimentally
observed insulating nature of PrO2. Localizing a single f-electron gives an insula-
tor, with the Fermi level situated between the occupied O p-states and the empty
Pr f-states, as shown in Figure 17B. In the trivalent scenario of Figure 17C, a
further f-electron becomes localized to form Pr( f 2), which results in some of the
O p-states becoming depopulated (Wulff et al., 1988) with an associated cost in
band formation energy that outweighs the gain in localization energy by 1.4 eV as
can be seen from Figure 16.
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FIGURE 16 Energy difference EIV–EIII (in eV per lanthanide ion) between the tetravalent and


































FIGURE 17 Total DOS (solid line) and f-projected DOS (dotted line) for PrO2, with Pr in (A) the
pentavalent (f 0) configuration, (B) the tetravalent (f 1) configuration, and (C) the trivalent (f 2)
configuration. The SIC localized states are not shown. The energy is in units of eV, with zero
marking the Fermi level.
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The tetravalent ground state in the SIC-LSD translates into a gain of band
formation energy from delocalizing an additional f-electron compared with the
corresponding trivalent lanthanide metal. In the light lanthanides, the f-electrons
are less tightly bound, resulting in compounds that display a larger oxygen
coordination number, as the lanthanide atom donates electrons to each of the
strongly electronegative O ions. In TbO2, the tetravalent ground state configura-
tion is also found to be energetically the most favourable, although the energy
difference EIV EIII is now reduced to 0.27 eV as can be seen from Figure 16. In Tb,
the extra f-electron on top of the half-filled band is again less tightly bound that
results in a valence larger than 3þ . The calculated equilibrium volumes in the
tetravalent ground state are in good agreement with the experimental values,
respectively for CeO2, 39.61 A˚
3 (Vexp¼ 39.6 A˚3); for PrO2, 39.22 A˚3 (Vexp¼ 39.4 A˚3);
and for TbO2, 36.50 A˚
3 (Vexp ¼ 35.6 A˚3). We similarly find a tetravalent ground
state for NdO2 and PmO2, but it turns out that these dioxides do not form in
nature, that is it is found that these compounds are unstable with respect to the
reduction to their respective sesquioxide, as is the case for all lanthanides, except
for CeO2, PrO2, and TbO2.
Calculations based on the LSD approximation tend to give a reliable picture of
the electronic structure of CeO2 (Koelling et al., 1983), resulting in the tetravalent
ground state configuration, with no localized f-electrons. We find an energy gap
between the valence band and the unoccupied conduction band (situated above
the empty f-peak) to be around 5.1 eV (Gerward et al., 2005), as compared with
the experimental value of 6 eV (Wuilloud et al., 1984). Not surprisingly, the LSD
somewhat underestimates the band gap. Recent calculations with respectively the
hybrid functional method (Silva et al., 2007), and the LDAþU approach (Loschen
et al., 2007), find good agreement with experimental data when applied to CeO2.
For PrO2, we find an energy gap of approximately 1.1 eV in the ground state f
1
configuration, considerably larger than the 0.262 eV derived from conductivity
measurements by Gardiner et al. (2004), but smaller than the 6 eV obtained in
LDA þ U calculations treating the localized 4f-states with the open core approach
(Divisˇ and Rusz, 2005).
Our calculations do not confirm an intermediate valent ground state for either
dioxide, which has, however, been proposed as a possible interpretation of core-
level spectroscopy data (Bianconi et al., 1988; Ogasawara et al., 1991; Butorin et al.,
1997). Koelling et al. (1983) have instead argued that the intermediate valence
scenario is related to the ionic description of the lanthanide-oxides, which cannot
account for the covalent f–p bonding. In the ionic picture, valence is defined as the
number of valence electrons that have transferred from the R atoms to the O
atoms, that is f-electrons do not participate in the bonding, and only exist as
localized states at the lanthanide sites. Thus, a given integer valent configuration
has an integral number of f-electrons, and consequently, a non-integral number of
f-electrons can only result from an intermediate valence scenario. In the SIC
picture, both localized and delocalized f-states coexist. The delocalized f-states
are allowed to participate in the band formation, and they occur as part of the tails
of the O p-states. The overall number of f-electrons is non-integral, in analogy to
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the intermediate valent picture, however not as a consequence of intermediate
valence but rather as a result of the p–f mixing.
At temperatures below 2000 	C, the lanthanide sesquioxides adopt three
different structure types (Eyring, 1978). The light lanthanides crystallize in the
hexagonal La2O3 structure (A-type, space group P3m1, no. 164), and the heavy
lanthanides assume the cubic Mn2O3 structure (C-type, Ia3, no. 206), also known
as the bixbyite structure (Villars and Calvert, 1991). Themiddle lanthanides can be
found either in the C-type structure or a monoclinic distortion hereof (B-type
structure). Transitions between the different structure types are induced under
specific temperature and pressure conditions (Hoekstra and Gingerich, 1964). We
investigated the electronic structure of both A-type and C-type sesquioxides (Petit
et al., 2005). The valence energy difference EIV  EIII for the sesquioxides in the
A-type structure is displayed in Figure 16, where it can be seen that the trivalent
configuration is the ground state in all cases. The overall trend is that of an
increasing energy difference from Ce2O3 to Gd2O3 and again from Tb2O3 to
Ho2O3. Apart from the extraordinary stability of the half-filled shell, which results
in a slightly increased influence of the tetravalent configuration in Tb2O3 relative
to Gd2O3, the general tendency towards trivalence is clearly related to the increas-
ing localization of the f-electrons with increasing atomic number.
A similar total energy behaviour is observed for the simulated C-type structure
sesquioxides. The highly directional f-orbitals are only partially able to screen
each other from the attractive force of the nucleus, which results in a steadily
increasing effective nuclear charge with an increasing number of f-electrons. The
increase in localization leads to the well-known lanthanide contraction, that is
the decrease in ionic radius across the lanthanide series, which is also reflected in
the volumes of the lanthanide sesquioxide series, as illustrated in Figure 18.
We notice that the agreement between theory and experiment is considerably
better for the C-type structure than for the A-type one, which might be related to
the fact that the ASA used in the calculations is likely less reliable when applied to
the hexagonal A-type structure than when applied to the higher symmetry cubic
C-type structure. Overall, for the C-type structure, the calculated values are in
better agreement with the experimental values for the early lanthanide sesqui-
oxides. This behaviour is compared in Figure 18 to the results obtained with the
projector augmented PAW (Hirosaki et al., 2003). Here the localized partly filled
f-shell is treated as part of the core, which results in better agreement with
experiment for the later lanthanides with localized f-states, but which may be
too restrictive an approximation for the early lanthanide sesquioxides.
The DOS and band structures for all the sesquioxides are quite similar and
differ mostly with respect to the unoccupied f-electron states (Petit et al., 2007). In
Figure 19, we show three representative examples, namely, Eu2O3, Gd2O3, and
Tb2O3. The energy zero has been placed at the top of the valence bands. The
valence band, originating from the O p-states, is of equal width (of the order of
3.5 eV) in all the compounds, and is completely filled as a result of hybridization
and charge transfer. In the DOS of Eu2O3, depicted in the top panel of Figure 19, an
empty f-band is situated in the gap between the valence band and the (non-f)
conduction band. The low position of the f-band is caused by the exchange
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interaction with the localized f 6 shell of Eu. In Gd2O3 and Tb2O3, there are only
unoccupied minority spin f-states, and their position is significantly higher. All
the sesquioxides, with the exception of C-type Eu2O3 are found to be insulators.
In Figure 20A, we show the evolution across the sesquioxide series of the
unoccupied f-band (hatched area indicating f-band width) and the non-f conduc-
tion band edge with respect to the top of the O p-bands (at zero energy). With
respect to experimental data, in Figure 20B, one notices a considerable discrep-
ancy between optical (Prokofiev et al., 1996) and conductivity (Lal and Gaur, 1988)
measurements of the energy gaps. The direct comparison between theory and
experiment (Petit et al., 2005) is further complicated by the fact that in the
SIC-LSD, the bare f-bands always appear at too high binding energies due to the
neglect of screening and relaxation effects (Temmerman et al., 1993). The position
of the occupied and empty f-states with respect to the band edges is crucial, and
the interpretation of the optical data is that the empty f-levels are situated above
the conduction band minimum, while the gap energies obtained from conductiv-
ity measurements indicate that, for some compounds, the transitions are from
valence! f , that is that the empty levels can be situated in the gap between
valence band maximum and conduction band minimum.
From experiment, we know that whereas all the lanthanide sesquioxides can
be found in nature, the only lanthanide dioxides that occur naturally are CeO2,
PrO2, and TbO2. On the other hand, SIC-LSD theory concludes that all the lantha-
nide sesquioxides prefer the trivalent ground state configuration, whereas the


















FIGURE 18 Calculated equilibrium volumes (in A˚3) of the lanthanide sesquioxides, crystallizing in
the hexagonal A-type structure and the cubic C-type structure. The triangles, squares, and circles
refer to PAW (Hirosaki et al., 2003), SIC-LSD (present), and experimental results (Eyring, 1978),
respectively.
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CeO2 and PrO2, and trivalent heavy lanthanide dioxides, with the exception of
TbO2, which again prefers the tetravalent ground state configuration. This leads
us to conclude that with respect to the naturally occurring lanthanide oxides, the
oxidation process from sesquioxide to dioxide goes hand in hand with the delo-
calization of an extra electron. The question then is why the heavy lanthanide
dioxides do not form in nature. To shed some light on this issue, we have
investigated the oxidation process
R2O3 þ 1
2



























































FIGURE 19 Band structure and DOS (in states per formula unit and eV) for Eu2O3 (top), Gd2O3
(middle), and Tb2O3 (bottom) in the trivalent configuration, in the A-type structure, and at the
calculated equilibrium volume. The energy zero has been put at the top of the valence bands. The
horizontal axis in the band structure diagram refers to the wave vector k along the symmetry
directions denoted by the high symmetry points of A, G, M, K, G, in the BZ of the A-type lattice.
The total DOS in the DOS plots is indicated by a continuous line, whereas the R and O partial DOS
are shown with dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The SIC localized states are not shown.
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The balance of this reaction in general will depend on the Gibbs free energy of the
reactants at the given temperature and pressure. The ab initio calculations of these
quantities are beyond the capability of the present theory. However, we can still to
some extent analyse the reaction (39) by looking at the zero temperature and zero
pressure limit (Petit et al., 2005). In that case, the free energy difference between
the reactants reduces to the corresponding total energy difference, as obtained by
the SIC calculations, namely
Eox  2ESIC RO2ð Þ  ESIC R2O3ð Þ  mO; ð40Þ
























FIGURE 20 Band gaps of the lanthanide sesquioxides. Energy is in units of eV, and the valence
band maximum is situated at zero energy. (A) Evolution of the SIC-LSD gap structure through the
lanthanide sesquioxide series (A-type). The unoccupied f-band (of majority spin character only
from Ce to Eu) is positioned between squares and triangles (hatched area). The non-f conduction
band edge is marked with solid circles. (B) Experimental values for the optical gaps (Prokofiev et al.,
1996) are shown as solid circles connected by a dotted line, while the energy gap Eg values,
deduced from high-temperature conductivity experiments (Lal and Gaur, 1988) are shown as open
circles connected by a dashed line.
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where mO is the chemical potential of O. The result of this study is shown in
Figure 21. Here a negative (positive) energy means that the formation of the
dioxide (sesquioxide) is preferred energetically. Furthermore, the oxidation ener-
gies [Eq. (40)] with respect to both the A- and C-type sesquioxides were calcu-
lated, and the energetically most favourable of these two structures is compared to
the corresponding dioxide in Figure 21. The conclusion is that for Ce, Pr, and Tb,
the dioxide is energetically preferred. With respect to the corresponding sesqui-
oxides, the A-type is closest in energy for Ce and Pr, while the C-type is closest
in energy to the dioxide for Tb. All other compounds prefer reduction to the
sesquioxide, which crystallizes in the A-type structure for Nd and the C-type
structure for the remainder. This overall picture is in relatively good agreement
with the degree of oxidation observed in the naturally occurring compounds.
5. LOCAL SPIN AND ORBITAL MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The SIC-LSD method provides an approach for the ab initio determination of the
magnetic moment of materials. Ab initio theory has the advantage that it can be
used to calculate quantities that are inaccessible to experiment. Here we exploit
this advantage to explore the magnetic moments of the lanthanide elements. The
electrons in the lanthanides generate an exchange field that is modelled as half of
the difference in potential felt by spin-up and spin-down electrons. The exchange
field defines a direction in the crystal and this is arbitrarily chosen as the z-
direction. All magnetic moments are defined as parallel or anti-parallel to the
exchange field. Within the electronic structure calculation, we define lattice vec-

















FIGURE 21 Oxidation energies, Eox in Eq. (40), for the lanthanides Ce to Ho. The filled circle is for
the cubic C-type sesquioxide and the open circle for the A-type hexagonal structure of the
sesquioxide. Negative values indicate that the dioxide is stable. The chemical potential of free O is
taken as mO ¼ 6.12 eV. The solid line just below 1.5 eV indicates the dioxide/sesquioxide
borderline in the case when the FP-LMTO calculated value mO ¼ 4.76 eV is used.
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the crystal can be defined. The results discussed in this section are all the result of
fully self-consistent relativistic calculations unless otherwise stated. This is abso-
lutely necessary for a quantitative evaluation of the orbital moments. We discuss
the light lanthanides and the heavy lanthanides separately.
5.1 Hund’s rules
In the description of the standard model, Section 2.2, it is assumed that the
electrons distribute themselves among the available f-states according to Hund’s
rules. However, Hund’s rules are essentially based on experiment. A good first-
principles theory of electronic structure is one where Hund’s rules drop out of the
theory rather than having to be included empirically.
As already said, to apply the SIC to the f-states, it is first necessary to decide
which (and how many) states it should be applied to based on total energy
considerations. Of course, it needs to be applied to the occupied states, but not
to the unoccupied ones. If we take trivalent praseodymium as our example, there
are nominally two occupied f-states out of a possible 14, and in principle we can
choose to occupy any 2. Let us start by occupying two states of opposite spin and a
variety of possible ml quantum numbers. During iteration to self-consistency, the
SIC-states adjust but largely keep their initial characteristics, that is the scheme
possesses many different solutions, which can be accessed by different starting
conditions. In the end, it is the total energy that selects the proper ground state.
For each arbitrarily chosen pair of initially occupied ml values, a fully self-
consistent SIC-LSD calculation is performed and we plot the energy and the
total orbital moment. This process is repeated choosing two states with parallel
spins. The results of this are shown in Figure 22. It is clear that the data points
separate into two clusters. Those above –2.28 Ry are those where the two spins are
anti-parallel (solid circles) and those below –2.28 Ry are those with parallel spins
(open circles). Evidently lining up the spins parallel to each other of the individual
states is energetically preferable to having them anti-parallel, and so Hund’s first
rule is satisfied. Examining this figure further, we see that for the states with
parallel spin, there is a rough linearity between the total energy and the orbital
moment with the minimum total energy being when the orbital moment has
maximum magnitude anti-parallel to the spin moment. Clearly, then Pr obeys
all three of Hund’s rules. In all honesty, Pr is the best example, but the trends
displayed here are also observed in all the light lanthanides. In the heavy lantha-
nides, similar behaviour is displayed but the lowest total energy is when the
orbital moment is a maximum and parallel to the spin moment, also completely
consistent with Hund’s rules.
5.2 The heavy lanthanides
Although the relativistic SIC-LSD (Beiden et al., 1997) calculations have been
carried out for all the lanthanide metals, we start discussing results from the
heavy lanthanides. Thus, in Figures 23 and 24, we display the densities of states
for Tb and Ho as illustrative examples. Figure 23A shows the majority spin d and f
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densities of states for Tb. Figure 23B shows the equivalent minority spin curves.
The details are described in the figure caption. In Figure 24A and B, we display the
equivalent curves for Ho. There are several key points to note about these curves.
First, the amount of minority (majority) spin f-character hybridized into the
majority (minority) spin bands is small on the scale of the f DOS, but appreciable
on the scale of the d DOS. Second, the amount of hybridization between different
f-spin states increases from Tb to Ho and generally increases in the heavy lantha-
nides as atomic number increases. It is straightforward to understand why this
occurs. At the Gd end of the series, the exchange field dominates the spin-orbit
coupling and so states are split according to their spin. At the Yb end of the series,
the f-states are more or less completely filled and there is no exchange field, the
dominant splitting in the f-states is spin-orbit coupling where each individual
state has mixed spin-up and spin-down character. The change from exchange
splitting to spin-orbit splitting is not abrupt, but occurs gradually as we proceed
across the 4f-series. Comparison of the d-bands in Figures 23 and 24 shows that
they are all broadly similar. However, the effect of changing f-hybridization and
small changes in the lattice such as a slightly different lattice constant and c/a ratio
means that the details of the d densities of states vary from element to element.
In turn, this affects the calculated lattice and magnetic properties.
Now we go on to discuss the results of the calculation of the heavy lanthanide
magnetic moments. These calculations were performed on a hexagonal close















FIGURE 22 The total energy of praseodymium calculated as a function of orbital and spin
magnetic moments. The SIC was applied to two f-states and the calculations were performed for a
variety of ms and ml quantum numbers. All the total energies above 2.28 Ry (solid circles) are
calculated with the spin of the localized electrons anti-parallel, while the points below 2.28 Ry
(open circles) had parallel spins. This shows that the parallel arrangement is preferred and is
consistent with Hund’s first rule. The rough proportionality between total energy and orbital
moment displayed by the parallel spin states, together with the fact that the most negative orbital
moment has the lowest energy, is consistent with Hund’s second rule.






















FIGURE 23 The d (dashed lines) and f (full lines) densities of states for Tb with respect to the
Fermi energy. (A) Majority spin: the very tall and narrow peaks at around 1.15Ry are the majority
spin f-states. The small peak at 0.85 is majority spin f hybridized into the minority spin states
through spin-orbit coupling. From 0.25 to 0.5Ry, the d-bands dominate the DOS, but the lower
curve indicates a very small majority spin f-contribution in this region. (B) Minority spin: there is
considerable minority spin character hybridized into the occupied spin-up f-states. The single
occupied predominantly minority spin f-state is at0.85Ry. The minority spin f-states are close to






















FIGURE 24 The d (dashed lines) and f (full lines) densities of states for Ho with respect to the
Fermi energy. (A) Majority spin: The very tall and narrow peaks at around 1.1Ry are the majority
spin f-states. The small peaks at 0.85 are majority spin f hybridized into the minority spin states
through spin-orbit coupling. From 0.25 to 0.5Ry, the d-bands dominate the DOS, but the lower
curve indicates a very small majority spin f-contribution in this region. There is considerable
majority spin DOS hybridized into the d-bands around the Fermi energy. (B) Minority spin: There is
considerable minority spin character hybridized into the occupied spin-up f-states. The three
occupied predominantly minority spin f-states are at0.85Ry. The minority spin f-states are close
to the Fermi energy and these overlap and hybridize with the d-bands.
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directly comparable with experiment. In Table 6, we lay out all the magnetic
quantities calculated within an SIC-LSD calculation. These are the expectation
values of 2Sz and Lz, that is assuming an ordered magnetic state with a local
intrinsic exchange field directed along the z-axis. The quantities obtained are
those for the Hund’s rule arrangement of initial states within the f-manifold. In
principle, we could show systematically that this is the ground state by
performing calculations for every possible configuration of electrons and finding
that the Hund’s rule state is the one with minimum energy. We have done this for
some elements such as Pr above, and found the Hund’s rule result, but a full
systematic study has not been carried out. However, we assume that this could
have been done and the Hund’s rule configuration is assumed henceforth. The
normal procedure to calculate the total magnetic moment for these elements
would be to add all the different, valence and localized, contributions together.
However, if we do this, it does not work well when compared with the experi-
mental saturated magnetic moment as can be seen from the last two columns of
Table 6. There are only two systems, Gd and Tb, for which our calculations show a
reasonable agreement with the experimental values of the saturated magnetic
moment. These results of the calculations do not compare as well as the values
obtained from the standard model (see Table 1), which contain only the localized f
contributions. In particular, for Tm and Er, the valence orbital magnetic moments
are large and anti-parallel to the orbital magnetic moments from the localized
f-states. The valence orbital moment for Gd is positive, decreases for Tb and Dy,
changes sign in Ho. The valence spin magnetic moment changes continuously
from –0.05 in Gd to –0.83 in Tm. Thus, the present theory seems to overestimate
these valence contributions to the ordered moment of the lanthanides. The
TABLE 6 The magnetic properties of the heavy lanthanides. The magnetic moments are all
written in units of Bohr magnetons per atom. The first column is the spin magnetic moment of the
valence states. The second column is the orbital moment associated with the valence electrons.
The third column gives the spin moment for the SIC f-states, the fourth column is their orbital
moment. The fifth column is the sum of all the previous contributions. The final column is the
experimental saturated magnetic moment ( Jensen and Mackintosh, 1991). For Gd through Tm, the
calculations were done in the trivalent state. For Yb, the divalent state was the only state to which
the calculation could be reliably converged and the moments are all close to zero and so are not
shown. From Gd through Tm, the calculations were performed in the Hund’s rule ground state
Valence moments f(SIC) moments Total moment
Spin Orbital Spin Orbital Theoretical Experimental
Gd 0.05 0.53 6.94 0.013 7.43 7.63
Tb 0.29 0.40 5.90 3.03 9.04 9.34
Dy 0.45 0.12 4.88 5.04 9.59 10.33
Ho 0.56 0.34 3.84 6.06 9.00 10.34
Er 0.65 1.02 2.86 6.06 7.25 9.1
Tm 0.83 1.96 1.88 5.05 4.14 7.14
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SIC-LSD method has a slight tendency to overlocalize states and as a result brings
a small amount of unphysical valence f-states below the Fermi energy. This means
that the lanthanides become divalent slightly too early as we proceed across the
Periodic Table (Strange et al., 1999). The extra unphysical valence f-states replace
d-states. However, they play a similar role in bonding to the d-states, so do not
affect the prediction of crystal structural properties, but can distort the prediction
of the magnetic moment.
A better agreement with experiment is obtained if the valence moments are
ignored, as in the following procedure. The SIC states are highly localized on
a particular lattice site. This can be seen from Table 6 where the values of Lz and
Sz of the SIC states of f-character are essentially the atomic values presented
in Table 1. Thus, we may interpret these as projections onto the z-axis
corresponding to effective S, L, and ensuing J quantum numbers, which can be
used in Eqs. (4) and (5) to determine the total magnetic moment due to the SIC
states. In this estimate, the moment of the occupied valence states is ignored. In
Table 7, we show the results of this procedure and compare them directly with
the experimental values. Surprisingly with the omission of the spin and orbital
moments of the valence states, we obtain excellent agreement between theory
and experiment. This can indicate that the experiment provides only the contri-
bution of the localized states to the spin and orbital magnetic moments. This is
plausible since these experimental magnetic moments are deduced from the
linear dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibilities on temperature in
the high-temperature paramagnetic phases, Eq. (6). At these elevated tempera-
tures, the magnetic behaviour is best described by the DLM model (see the next
section), according to which the local f magnetic moments are not aligned but
rather point randomly in all directions. As a consequence, one does not expect
much of a valence electron polarization to develop and could even be negligible,
which we assumed in our analysis presented in Table 7. The success of this
reasoning might also be construed as an illustration on how well the SIC
describes the localized part of the f-states.
TABLE 7 The magnetic properties of the heavy lanthanides. The magnetic moments are all
written in units of Bohr magnetons per atom. The first three columns are the S, L, and J quantum
numbers and gJ is the effective Lande´ g-factor, all of which can be compared with the equivalent
results in Table 1. The remaining columns are, respectively, the effective moments calculated
according to Eq. (5) and the experimental moment deduced from the Curie-Weiss behaviour of the
magnetic susceptibilities in the paramagnetic phases (Jensen and Mackintosh, 1991). The Hund’s
rule ground state was chosen throughout
S L J gJ mt me
Gd 3.47 0.013 3.48 1.997 7.88 7.95
Tb 2.95 3.03 5.98 1.493 9.65 9.5
Dy 2.44 5.04 7.48 1.326 10.56 10.6
Ho 1.92 6.06 7.98 1.240 10.50 10.4
Er 1.43 6.06 7.49 1.191 9.50 9.5
Tm 0.94 5.05 5.99 1.157 7.49 7.3
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5.3 The light lanthanides
In this section, we discuss some calculations of the magnetic moments of the light
lanthanides using SIC-LSD in a variety of situations. We have calculated the
magnetic moments of all the light lanthanides on an fcc lattice with an identical
volume per atom for each element. This has enabled us to untangle the effect of
small lattice constant changes on the moment from the effect of the extra f-electron
as we proceed across the Periodic Table. The results of these calculations are
shown in Tables 8 and 9, where we have explicitly shown all contributions to
the moment. In Table 8 are shown the ordered moments, whereas in Table 9 are
shown the paramagnetic moments, extracted as outlined for the heavy lantha-
nides in subsection 5.2.
TABLE 8 The magnetic properties of the light lanthanides. The magnetic moments are all written
in units of the Bohr magneton. The first column is the spin magnetic moment of the valence states.
The second column is the orbital moment associated with the valence electrons. Column three
is the spin moment for the SIC f-states, the next column is their orbital moment. The fifth
column is the total moment and the last column is the experimental saturated magnetic moment
(Jensen and Mackintosh, 1991). For Ce through Sm, the calculations were done in the trivalent
state, whereas for Eu, the calculation was done in the divalent state. From Ce through Sm, the
state chosen was the Hund’s rule ground state and this turned out to be the lowest energy state
Valence moments f(SIC) moments Total moment
Spin Orbital Spin Orbital Theoretical Experimental
Ce 0.32 0.03 0.96 2.96 1.71 0.6
Pr 0.44 0.16 1.98 4.96 2.7 2.7
Nd 0.34 0.51 2.94 5.93 3.16 2.2
Pm 0.32 1.74 3.94 5.95 3.43 –
Sm 0.55 1.69 4.94 4.94 1.14 0.13
Eu 0.42 0.001 6.96 0.01 7.37 5.1
TABLE 9 The magnetic properties of the light lanthanides.The magnetic moments are all
written in units of Bohr magnetons per atom. The first three columns are the S, L, and J
quantum numbers and gJ is the effective Lande´ g-factor, all of which can be compared with
the equivalent results in Table 1. The remaining columns are the calculated effective moment
calculated according to Eq. (5) and the experimental moment (Jensen and Mackintosh, 1991).
The Hund’s rule ground state was chosen throughout
S L J gJ mt me
Ce 0.48 2.96 2.48 0.93 2.73 2.4
Pr 0.99 4.96 3.97 0.80 3.55 3.5
Nd 1.47 5.93 4.46 0.73 3.60 3.5
Pm 1.97 5.95 3.98 0.60 2.67
Sm 2.47 4.94 2.47 0.29 0.84 1.5
Eu 3.48 0.01 3.47 1.96 7.72 3.4
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It is notable that the spin and orbital contributions of the localized states are
nearly the same as for the ionic case. This shows that in the light lanthanides, the
f-states are as localized as for the heavy lanthanides. For the paramagnetic
moments, the agreement between theory and experiment is very satisfactory
(Table 9) and much better than using a band description of adding the contribu-
tions of the localized and delocalized states (Table 8). Sm and Eu are less well
described by this procedure and it could be that the assumption of pure trivalent
Sm and pure divalent Eu are not fully applicable and some divalent Sm and some
trivalent Eu might be mixed into the ground state.
Now let us consider the effect of crystal environment on the magnetic moment
of the lanthanides. In Table 10, we show the results of calculations of the magnetic
moment of neodymium on several common crystal lattices. A trivalent Nd ion
yields a spin moment of 3mB and an orbital moment of 6mB. In the final two
columns of Table 10, we see that the SIC-LSD theory yields values slightly less
than, but very close to, these numbers. This is independent of the crystal structure.
The valence electron polarization varies markedly between different crystal struc-
tures from 0.34mB on the fcc structure to 0.90mB on the simple cubic structure. It is
not at all surprising that the valence electron moments can differ so strongly
between different crystal structures. The importance of symmetry in electronic
structure calculations cannot be overestimated. For example, the hcp lattice does
not have a centre of inversion symmetry and this allows states with different
parity to hybridize, so direct f–d hybridization is allowed. However, symmetry
considerations forbid f–d hybridization in the cubic structures. Such differences in
the way the valence electrons interact with the f-states will undoubtedly lead to
strong variations in the valence band moments.
6. SPECTROSCOPY
In this section, we highlight two spectroscopies that can reveal information on the
valence of the lanthanide ion. First, we will discuss high-energy photoemission
spectroscopy that shows the multiplet nature of the lanthanide ion. Second, we
TABLE 10 The magnetic properties of neodymium on a variety of crystal lattices (fcc, bcc, simple
cubic, and hexagonal lattices) calculated as described in the text. The magnetic moments are all
written in units of the Bohr magneton. The second column is the spin magnetic moment of the
valence s, p, d, and f-states. The third column is the orbital moment associated with the valence
electrons. The final two columns are the spin and orbital magnetic moments of the SI-corrected
f-states
Valence moments f(SIC) moments
Spin Orbital Spin Orbital
fcc 0.34 0.51 2.94 5.93
bcc 0.75 0.51 2.95 5.95
sic 0.90 0.88 2.93 5.89
hcp 0.74 0.34 2.94 5.96
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discuss resonant MXRS that allows us to study directly the spin and orbital
magnetic properties of the late lanthanides. This experimental probe also has
the potential to determine the number and symmetry of the localized f-states. In
the first spectroscopy, the starting band structure is that of the LDA, while in the
second one, the SIC-LSD is used.
6.1 Hubbard-I approach to lanthanide photoemission spectra
Photoemission is a powerful spectroscopy of lanthanide systems (Campagna
et al., 1979). This is due to the distinct atomic multiplet features, which serve as
a fingerprint of the configuration adopted by the lanthanide ion in the solid
environment.
In photoemission, a photon g of energy ho impinges on a solid, which is an
N-electron system in its ground state |N; 0i. The photon is absorbed and its
energy is transferred to an electron, which is emitted, leaving behind a solid
with only N1 electrons and in some excited state. Schematically,
g þ N; 0 >!j jN  1; i > þ e: ð41Þ
The energy of the electron, Ee, is measured and contains information about the
excitation energies in the N1 electron system:
Ee ¼ ho þ E N; 0ð Þ  E N  1; ið Þ: ð42Þ
In principle, all possible excitations contribute to the photoelectron spectrum
and the proper quantum mechanical amplitude must be calculated. For the
lanthanides, the atomic limit corresponds to the assumption that the photoelec-
tron spectrum is dominated by those processes, where the photon hits a particular
ion and causes an excitation on that ion without disturbing the remainder of the
crystal. In the standard model, the lanthanide ion would initially be in its trivalent
f n configuration with the Hund’s rule ground state multiplet (Table 1 in Section
2.2), and would be transferred into some multiplet 2Sþ1LJ within configuration
f n1when the photon has been absorbed. The photoelectron energy would thus be
Ee 
 ho þ Eion f n; 0ð Þ  Eion f n1; 2Sþ1LJ
 
; ð43Þ
where Eion is the atomic energy. The amplitude for this to happen is proportional
to the product of two matrix elements:
A / hce eikr
 ff ih f n1; 2Sþ1LJÞj f^ j f n; 0i; ð44Þ
where the first factor is the matrix element of the photon field between the
wavefunction of the outgoing electron ce and the f electron wavefunction ff,
whereas the second factor is the matrix element of the f destruction operator
f^ between the final and initial f multiplets.
In view of the strength of the Coulomb interaction, the atomic limit is certainly a
quite idealized assumption. For example, in the real world, the kicked out electron
still has some distance to travel through the solid before leaving at the surface and
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might scatter off other atoms or electrons on its way (secondary processes). Fur-
thermore, the sea of conduction electrons might react to the presence of a hole in
the f-shell of the targeted ion, with some partial transfer of relaxation energy to the
photoelectron (screening). Finally, the photon might induce some further excita-
tions of the conduction electrons (shake up effects), for example by exciting
plasmon oscillations. For a complete understanding of photoemission, all such
processes must be considered, which is a formidable task. It so happens that the
atomic limit is a good first approximation for many lanthanide systems, so we will
describe in the following text its implementation within the DMFT framework
(Lichtenstein and Katsnelson, 1998) and compare with experimental spectra.
The atomicmultiplet DMFTmethod is a generalization of theHubbard-I approx-
imation (Hubbard, 1963, 1964a, 1964b) to a full f-manifold of 14 orbitals. The model
adopted for the isolated atom considers only these 14 degrees of freedom, and their
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where ’m(r) are the f-orbitals. The Coulomb integrals may be expressed in terms
of vector coupling coefficients, a‘, and Slater integrals, F‘, with ‘ ¼ 0; 2; 4; 6
(Lichtenstein and Katsnelson, 1998). The second and third terms in Eq. (45) are
the spin-orbit interaction, and a chemical potential term used to align with the
Fermi level of the solid [see, e.g., Lebegue et al. (2006a)].
The Hamiltonian, Hat, is solved by exact diagonalization in the space of all
possible Slater determinants for each of the f n configurations needed in the
calculation (typically for the ground state configuration with n electrons and for
the n  1 configurations corresponding to excited states). The eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, denoted respectively by En and nij , are obtained and the atomic






o þ El  Ev ; ð47Þ
where the weight factor gln ¼ dl,0 þ dn,0 specifies that one of the states in the sum
must be a ground state (T ¼ 0). More generally, in a thermal environment, gln is
given by the appropriate Boltzmann weights (Lichtenstein and Katsnelson, 1998).
From Gat the atomic self-energy, Satmm0 , is finally extracted
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Satmm0 oð Þ ¼ odmm0  Gat
 1
mm0 oð Þ; ð48Þ
to be inserted in the DMFT Eq. (36) for the solid. We have used the LDA as
reference system to obtain G0. The procedure outlined above describes the multi-
plets of the 4f atom and combines in a unified framework the strong intra-shell
correlation effects related to the 4f electrons and the weaker interaction between s,
p, and d electrons. Adding Sat to the LDA Hamiltonian on the right-hand side of
Eq. (36) shifts the f-weight from the narrow LDA bands into the energy positions
corresponding to multiplet excitation energies. The matrix elements in the numer-
ator of Eq. (47) ensure that the proper transition amplitudes, according to atomic
selection rules, enter the spectral function in Eq. (37). Not included in the descrip-
tion based upon Eq. (37) are the matrix elements between the outgoing photoelec-
tron and the orbital of the left-behind hole. These matrix elements will depend on
the angular character of the photo-hole. However, in the applications to be
discussed in the following, we will focus on the f-part of the spectral function
only, and compare to photoemission spectra using photon energies chosen so as to
enhance the f-contribution. Viewed as a DMFT implementation, the above proce-
dure is particularly simple since the impurity is uncoupled from the bath [Gbath
does not enter in the model Eq. (45)].
In Figures 25 and 26, we show the calculated spectral functions, respectively,
for SmAs and SmS using the above theory (Svane et al., 2005). The chemical
potential of the reference ion is chosen such that the ground state is f 5(6H) for
trivalent Sm in SmAs and f 6(7F) for divalent Sm in SmS with an energy separation
to the lowest n1 excited levels [ f 4(5I) of 4.0 eV for SmAs and f 5(6H) of 0.8 eV for
SmS, respectively], to coincide with the experimental values for these energies.




















FIGURE 25 The calculated spectral function of trivalent Sm in SmAs at equilibrium volume,
with a ¼ 5.91 A˚. The full curve shows the f-contribution and the dashed curve the non-f
contribution. The energy is given relative to the Fermi level. The main lines are characterized
by their final state characteristics, either As s, p-bands, or as Sm f n1 multiplet term.
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equal for the two compounds, F‘ ¼ 23:9; 10:6; 6:5; and 4:6 eV, respectively, for
‘ ¼ 0; 2; 4; 6 (evaluated with the f-radial wave at an energy given by the centre
of gravity of the occupied f-partial DOS). However, for the direct Coulomb
parameter, F0U, a screened value of F0 ¼ 7.1 eV was used instead of the
unscreened value quoted above.
The SmAs spectral function in Figure 25 shows four distinct peaks between 5
and 12 eV corresponding to the f 4(5L), L ¼ D, G, F, I, final states in the photo-
emission process. These states agree well with the three-peak structure observed
by Pollak et al. (1974) at binding energies of approximately10.0 eV,8.2 eV, and
6.0 eV (presuming that the 5F emission is too weak to lead to a resolvable peak).
In the positive frequency range, one observes the 7F peak just above the Fermi
level whereas the f 6 final states of S ¼ 2 are situated further up in energy,
however, now with a considerable spread due to the many allowed multiplets.
The position of the corresponding levels in the reference atomic calculation are
marked in the figure.
The SmS spectral function is shown in Figure 26. The spectrum is now char-
acterized by the low binding energy three-peak structure, which is also observed
in several experiments (Campagna et al., 1974b; Pollak et al., 1974; Chainani et al.,
2002; Ito et al., 2002), at binding energies0.8 eV,1.5 eV, and4.0 eV, andwhich
is attributed to the 6H, 6F, and 6P final states (Campagna et al., 1974b). The latter
state coincides with the sulphur p-band, as also found in the calculations. The
results in Figure 26 agree well with those obtained by Lehner et al. (1998) by a
similar theoretical procedure.
The two spectra of SmAs and SmS demonstrate the distinctly different signa-
tures of trivalent and divalent Sm ions in photoemission. Recent experiments





















FIGURE 26 The calculated spectral function of divalent Sm in SmS (black phase, a ¼ 5.95 A˚).
The full curve shows the f-contribution and the dashed curve the non-f contribution. The energy
is given relative to the Fermi level. The main lines are characterized by their final state
characteristics, either as Sulphur s, p-bands or as Sm f n1 multiplet term.
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photoemission experiments, possibly also present in older works (Pollak et al.,
1974). It is unclear whether this is due to small impurity concentrations or implies
a more complicated ground state for SmS than the ideal divalent state, which is
normally assumed and indeed also was found by the SIC-LSD calculations dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.1. It is well known that doping of SmS can lead to the
intermediate valence phase, characterized by photoemission spectra of both the
high and low binding energy type (Campagna et al., 1974b; Pollak et al., 1974). The
unoccupied states of SmS have been monitored with bremsstrahlung inverse
spectroscopy (Oh and Allen, 1984). The spectra reveal two broad structures,
approximately 4.5 and 9 eV above the Fermi level, which are in good agreement
with the positions in Figure 26 of the 8S and 6P, I, D, G, F, H features, respectively.
As an example of application of the atomic multiplet theory to the elemental
metals (Lebegue et al., 2006a, 2006b), we show in Figure 27 a comparison of the
calculated and measured spectra for terbium. The removal part of the spectrum at
negative energies, corresponding to f 8 ! f 7 transitions, reveals the exchange
splitting between the 8S and 6L (L ¼ G, H, I) peaks, which in band language
translates into the minority and majority spin bands. At positive energy, the
spectrum is dominated by the strong peak at 3 eV with a shoulder towards higher
energy. There is a one to one correspondence between the observed and calculated
peaks, although their relative intensities differ, which could be a matrix element
effect. For the high-energy shoulder, there is a 1.5 eV discrepancy in position,
which could be due to the neglect of the non-f electrons in the theory. Similarly,
the smaller hump-like spectral intensity observed in experiment, in the region just


























FIGURE 27 The calculated f-contribution to the spectral function of Tb in the hcp structure at
the equilibrium volume computed within the Hubbard-I method (dashed line) compared with
experiments (circles). Experimental data are X-ray photoemission and bremsstrahlung isochromat
spectroscopy from Lang et al. (1981). The Fermi level is at zero energy and the dominating atomic
final states are marked.
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possibly with some small interaction effects with the f-manifold, which are not
treated by the present theory.
As a final example we show in Figure 28 a mixed valence spectrum of TmSe
(Lebegue et al., 2005). TmSe is situated between the predominantly trivalent TmS
and the divalent TmTe in the thulium monochalcogenides series. The figure
shows data from two different experiments (Campagna et al., 1974a; Ufuktepe
et al., 1998) with similar results, possibly with a relative shift in the Fermi level
position. The recorded photoemission spectra exhibit both low lying excitations
(between the Fermi level and 3 eV below) due to f 13 ! f 12 transitions and higher
excitations (between 5 and 13 eV below the Fermi level) due to f 12 ! f 11 transi-
tions, each of these with their distinct multiplet structure. TmTe shows only the
former and TmS only the latter kinds of excitations (Lebegue et al., 2005). Again,
there is good agreement between the positions of peaks in theory and experiment.
The two experiments differ somewhat in the relative intensities of the divalent
and trivalent parts. This could be an effect of different sample quality that
influences the relative balance of the f 13 and f 12 configurations in the mixed valent
ground state. A second possibility is a different surface sensitivity in the two
experiments, combined with surface influence on the mixed valent ground state.
The theory presented here is not fully ab initio since it involves the adjustment
of the chemical potential as well as the F 0 (or Hubbard U) parameter. The U
parameter only enters in cases where three or more occupation numbers n of f n
configurations are involved, as is the case in the examples presented here. The size
of multiplet splittings within a given configuration is solely determined by the
F‘ ‘ > 0ð Þ parameters, which are calculated from the self consistent f partial wave,
as the examples show with quite accurate results. Hence, screening effects do not





















FIGURE 28 The calculated f-contribution to the spectral function of TmSe at equilibrium volume
computed within the Hubbard-I method (full line) compared with photoemission spectrum of
Campagna et al. (1974b) (solid squares) and of Ufuktepe et al. (1998) (solid circles) (vertically
displayed for clarity). The Fermi level is at zero energy.
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6.2 Relativistic theory of resonant X-ray scattering
MXRS is a well-developed technique for probing the magnetic and electronic
structures of materials. The foundations of the theory of MXRS were laid down
byBlume (1985). He showed that this spectroscopy is intrinsically relativistic. Later
on Blume and Gibbs (1988) developed the theory further to show that the orbital
and spin contributions to the magnetic moment can be measured separately using
MXRS with a judicious choice of experimental geometry and polarization of the
X-rays. This makes it a potentially very powerful spectroscopy. Integration of the
SIC into the MXRS theory enables us to describe lanthanide and actinide materials
on an equal footing with transition and simple materials. We then go further and
make the connection between this theory and the standard theories of resonant
X-ray scattering (Hill and McMorrow, 1996; Lovesey and Collins, 1996) and illus-
trate it with a calculation for the heavy lanthanides. In the relativistic SIC-LSD
approach (Beiden et al., 1997), we adopt the same strategy as in the non-relativistic
theory, but instead of Eq. (23), we have to solve the Dirac equation of the form
ch
i
ar þ mc2 b I4ð Þ þ Veff rð Þ þ mBbsBeff rð Þ þ VSICg rð Þ
 





where a and b are Dirac matrices, Beff is an effective magnetic field, s4 and I4 are
44 spin operator and unit matrices, respectively, and lg;g0 is the Lagrange multi-
pliers matrix. The SIC potential is given by









xc ng rð Þ
 	
dng rð Þ  mBbs4





with g denoting orbitals and
mg rð Þ  mBc{g rð Þbs4cg rð Þ:
The task of finding the single particle-like wavefunctions is now in principle
equivalent to that within non-relativistic SIC-LSD theory. The four-component
nature of the wavefunctions and the fact that neither spin nor orbital angular
momentum are conserved separately presents some added technical difficulty,
but this can be overcome using well-known techniques (Strange et al., 1984). The
formal first-principles theory of MXRS, for materials with translational periodic-
ity, is based on the fully relativistic spin-polarized SIC-LSDmethod in conjunction
with second-order time-dependent perturbation theory (Arola et al., 2004).
6.2.1 Basic theory of X-ray scattering
The theory of X-ray scattering is based on the second-order golden rule for the











dðEf  EiÞ; ð51Þ
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where jii; jIi; andj f i are the initial, intermediate, and final states of the electron–
photon system. Ei, EI, and Ef are the corresponding energies. H^0int is the time-
independent part of the photon–electron interaction Hamiltonian





r; tð Þac^ r; tð ÞA^ r; tð Þd3r ð52Þ
where A^ r; tð Þ is the quantized radiation field operator, and c^ r; tð Þand c^{ r; tð Þ are
the quantized Dirac field operators. The formalism to reduce Eq. (51) to single-
electron-like form has been published previously (Arola et al., 1997). Therefore,
we will not repeat the details here, but only the equations that are key to an
understanding of the theory.
In relativistic quantum theory, it is the second term in Eq. (51) that is entirely
responsible for scattering as it is second order in the vector potential. It is conve-
nient to divide this term into four components, and the X-ray scattering amplitude











¼ fþðposÞql;q0l0 ðoÞ þ fðposÞql;q0l0 ðoÞ þ fþðnegÞql;q0l0 ðoÞ þ fðnegÞql;q0l0 ðoÞ;
ð53Þ
where q, l (q0, l0) represent the wave vector and polarization of the incident
(outgoing) photon. Two different terms arise, as the distinction in energy is
made between eL > 0 and eL < 0 according to whether the intermediate states
contain excitations from the ‘negative-energy sea of electrons’, that is the creation
of electron–positron pairs. For both positive and negative energies, there are two
separate types of intermediate states, Iij , that is those containing no photons and
those containing two photons, which altogether results in the four separate scat-
tering amplitudes. In the energy range of interest, ho << 2mc2, three of these
components (the latter three) have no resonance, and so will only make a contri-
bution to the cross section that is slowly varying. In the following, we shall only be
interested in scattering around resonance, and the corresponding expression for
the scattering amplitude reduces to the component that is large and rapidly
varying around resonance, namely










0 r0ð ÞXql r0ð ÞuL r0ð Þ
eL  eL0 þ ho
ð54Þ
where uL (r) and uL (r) are positive and negative energy electron eigenstates with
quantum numbers L of the Dirac Hamiltonian for the crystal and form a complete
orthonormal set of four-component basis functions in the Dirac space. The one-
electron states are subject to the constraint that eL  eF and eL0 > eF, where eF is the
Fermi energy. The relativistic photon–electron interaction vertex is




a^e lð Þ qð Þeiqr; ð55Þ
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where e ¼  ej j; and e^ lð Þ qð Þ is the polarization vector for the X-ray propagating in
the direction of q.
Equation (54) represents scattering with no photons and positive energy elec-
trons only in the intermediate state. The corresponding theory is only applicable
around resonance that makes it complementary to the work of Blume (1985),
which is only valid well away from resonance.




ql;q0l0 oð Þ ¼ f
þ posð Þ
0;ql;q0l0 oð ÞNcellsdQK; ð56AÞ
whereNcells stands for the number of unit cells,K is a reciprocal lattice vector,Q
q0– q, and the 0th unit cell contribution to the scattering amplitude is
f
þ posð Þ


















tið Þ þ jk
Lt









Here j is the band index, Ntype represents the number of different atom types
and Nt is the number of atoms of each type. The matrix elements m





















represents the natural width of the intermediate states
created by the core hole state Ltij at the t type basis atom.
Within the electric dipole approximation [eiqr
1 in Eq. (55)], the polarization
can be taken outside the matrix elements and the scattering amplitude of Eq. (56B)
can be written as
f
þ posð Þ


















0m tið Þ þ jkLt q0ð Þlm











where the scalar product is between the photon polarization and the Pauli spin
matrices that appear within the matrix elements in this formulation. This equation
can be reduced to a rather appealing form. Using the notation
Qþ1 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Qx þ iQy
 
Q0 ¼ Qz Q1 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Qx  iQy
  ð58Þ
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l0lð Þ m tið Þ þ jkþ 1Lt
 2 þ m tið Þ þ jk1Lt
 2
 h
þ imz l0  lð Þ m tið Þ þ jk1Lt










 m tið Þ þ jkþ1Lt





wheremz is a unit vector in the direction of the magnetization. The advantage of a
formulation of the scattering amplitude in these terms is that the geometry of the
experiment is separated from the matrix elements and other atomic level informa-
tion. It is possible to choose a geometry such that only one of the three terms in
Eq. (59) is non-zero. For example, if we have p–p scattering with 90	 between the
incident and outgoing beam, the first term is zero. If the magnetization points at
90	 to both the incident and outgoing polarizations, then the third term is zero and
only the second term remains. This cancellation was exploited in Brown et al.
(2007) in the investigation of magnetism in lanthanide elements (see below).
Furthermore, if a spherical approximation is made for the electronic structure,
the matrix elements can be calculated as a function of energy just once and all the
angular dependence of the scattering is in the polarization and mz dependence.
In the LMTO implementation, the resonant matrix element m
tið Þ þ jk
Lt
qlð Þ can be
written as
m





















where A and B are the wavefunction coefficients of the LMTO-ASA wavefunction




d3rf { rð ÞX{ql rð Þg rð Þ; ð60BÞ
with f  uðtÞLt and g  fntL or f

ntL
While the cross section is the fundamental measurable quantity in scattering
theory, it is frequently more convenient in X-ray scattering from magnetic materi-
als to measure the asymmetry ratio (dichroism). This is defined as the difference
divided by the sum of the cross section for the moment in one direction and the
moment in the opposite direction.
A q;q0l;oð Þ  odO qþ;q
0l0;oð Þ  odO q;q0l0;oð Þ
odO qþ;q0l0;oð Þ þ odO q;q0l0;oð Þ ð61Þ
where the scattering rate odO into a solid space angle dO can be written in terms of
the scattering amplitude fql;q0l0(o) as
odO ¼ 2p
h
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As shown by Lovesey and Collins (1996), the asymmetry ratio directly reflects the
scattering amplitude rather than the cross section and emphasizes the interference
between magnetic scattering and charge scattering.
6.2.2 Application to lanthanides
As discussed previously, the SIC-LSD method has been used successfully to
describe properties of lanthanide materials that cannot be described within the
bare LDA (Strange et al., 1999). Here we look at how SIC-LSD describes resonant
X-ray scattering. An important point made in the paper of Arola et al. (2004) is that
the spectra are dependent on the number and symmetry of the localized states and
intermediate states. Therefore, this spectroscopy could become quite important
for the unravelling of the nature of the localized states.
Calculations of the asymmetry ratio for the heavy lanthanide metals have been
carried out by Brown et al. (2007). They have shown that the asymmetry ratio
consists of two features. There is a major peak in the asymmetry ratio that is
predominantly due to dipolar scattering from the magnetic moment of the 5d
states, and a smaller feature (below the elemental absorption edge) which in their
experiment is also dipolar but in general is due to a mixture of dipolar and
quadrupolar scattering. These features are labelled A and B, respectively, in
Figure 29. Feature B remains more or less in the same place relative to the
absorption edge as we proceed along the lanthanide series whereas feature A
gradually moves higher above the absorption edge. This means that these features
separate and feature B changes from being a shoulder on the side of feature A to a
separate peak. Note also the inversion of feature A in Tm. This is related to the fact
that the d-electrons couple anti-ferromagnetically to the f-electrons in Tm, but
ferromagnetically in the other heavy lanthanides. Obviously the data in Figure 29
are providing information about the details of the electronic structure of the
lanthanides. In Figure 30, we present the 5d electron spin moment (left panel)
and orbital moment (right panel) of the heavy lanthanides as a function of energy.
As expected in the left panel, a lower energy peak is representing the majority spin
states and a higher peak is representing the minority spin states. Features A and B
from Figure 29 are also shown. It is clear that feature A in the scattering corre-
sponds to the peak in the 5d minority spin states. Feature B does not correspond
exactly to anything in the spin moment although it is fairly close in energy to the
maximum in the majority spin moment as a function of energy. If we look at the
right panel, the magnitude of the 5d orbital moment is generally small, although
for Er and Tm, it does become comparable to the spin moments. Clearly feature A
has no correspondence with the orbital moment whereas feature B is close to a
peak in the orbital moment. It is clear then that feature A arises from scattering
from the empty spin states anti-parallel to the f spin moments whereas feature B
represents scattering from both the orbital and spin moments parallel to the f spin
moment. The correlation of peaks A and B in Figure 29, with the structure in
Figure 30, demonstrates that the dipolar asymmetry ratios at the LIII edges reflect
the progression from spin-dominated Gd to orbital-dominated Er and Tm elec-
tronic structure.
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7. FINITE TEMPERATURE PHASE DIAGRAMS
7.1 Thermal fluctuations
Up to now, we have concentrated on the physics at zero kelvin. In this section, we
extend the studies to finite temperatures and discuss finite temperature phase
diagrams. The physics at finite temperatures is dominated by thermal fluctuations
between low lying excited states of the system. These fluctuations can include spin
fluctuations, fluctuations between different valence states, or fluctuations
between different orbitally ordered states, if present. Such fluctuations can be
addressed through a so-called ‘alloy analogy’. If there is a timescale that is slow
compared to the motion of the valence electrons, and on which the configurations
persist between the system fluctuations, one can replace the temporal average



























FIGURE 29 The asymmetry ratio of the lanthanides Gd through to Tm after Brown et al. (2007).
The circles represent the experimental results measured on the XMaS beamline at the ESRF. The
dashed line represents the full first-principles theory outlined in this section and yields at least
good qualitative agreement with experiment. The full line is a simple model calculation that
neglects all matrix elements and bases the asymmetry ratio on the DOS calculated using SIC-LSD
theory. Note the features A and B that are discussed in the text.
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disordered) configurations of the system. In the following text, we will explain
this procedure in detail for the treatment of spin fluctuations, which leads to the
well-known DLM theory of finite temperature magnetism. After that, the same
methodology is applied to different valence configurations and demonstrated on
the example of the finite temperature phase diagram of Ce.
This static alloy analogy picture should be a good description as long as there
is a separation of timescales. If this breaks down, dynamical fluctuations—or
quantum fluctuations—which are beyond this static picture, become important.
These quantum fluctuations are the main emphasis of DMFT (Georges et al.,
1996), which maps the system onto an effective Anderson impurity model,
describing a dynamically fluctuating impurity in a self-consistently determined
effective host. So far, DMFT has been formulated for model Hamiltonians, such as
the Hubbard model, and material-specific results have been achieved by con-
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FIGURE 30 The spin and orbital moments associated with the 5d states in the heavy lanthanide
metals after Brown et al. (2007). (A) The spin moment. The arrows on the left-hand side represent
the coupling to the empty f-states above EF. The zero of energy on this scale is the Fermi energy.
Also shown are features A and B from Figure 29. (B) The orbital moment of the 5d states. As
expected, this quantity is generally small, although it becomes comparable with the spin moment
in Er and Tm. The dashed line represents the case when the f-states are filled according to Hund’s
rules and the full line when they are filled directly opposite to Hund’s rules.
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the context of model Hamiltonians, it has been shown (Kakehashi, 2002) that
DMFT is equivalent to a dynamical CPA. Hence, the static CPA approach, pre-
sented here, corresponds to the static limit of a, still to be developed, fully ab initio
version of DMFT. A discussion on how such a theory could be constructed is
given in Section 8.
7.2 Spin fluctuations: DLM picture
For low temperatures, calculations of the characteristics of the free energy (ground
state energy) of a magnetic material are all based on an electronic band structure
for a given configuration, such as a fixed spin-polarization, for example a uniform
spin-polarization for a ferromagnet and fixed sublattice spin polarizations for an
anti-ferromagnet, a given valence state, or, if present, a given orbital order. With
increasing temperature, fluctuations between those configurations are induced
that eventually destroy the long-range order. These collective electron modes
interact as the temperature is raised and are dependent upon and affect the
underlying electronic structure. In this and the following sections, we concentrate
on magnetic order and magnetic excitations through spin fluctuations. For many
materials, the magnetic excitations can be modelled by associating local spin-
polarization axes with all lattice sites and the orientations vary very slowly on
the timescale of the electronic motions (Moriya, 1981). These ‘local moment’
degrees of freedom produce local magnetic fields on the lattice sites that affect
the electronic motions and are self-consistently maintained by them. By taking
appropriate ensemble averages over the orientational configurations, the system’s
magnetic properties can be determined. The DLM DFT-based theory has been
developed and used in this context to describe the onset and type of magnetic
order ab initio in manymagnetic systems (Gyorffy et al., 1985; Staunton et al., 1985;
Staunton and Gyorffy, 1992). Moreover, the recent inclusion of relativistic effects
into DLM theory produces an ab initio description of the temperature dependence
of magnetic anisotropy of metallic ferromagnets, which agrees well with experi-
mental results and deviates qualitatively from simple, widely used models
(Staunton et al., 2004, 2006). It is the incorporation of the LSIC method for
describing strongly correlated electrons into the DLM theory that we focus on in
this section and its application to the magnetic structure of Gd and other heavy
lanthanide systems. The standard model of lanthanide electronic structure gives a
good qualitative description of the formation and magnitude of the magnetic
moments. It has long been understood that these local moments, formed predom-
inantly by the localized f-electrons, interact with each other by spin-polarizing the
sea of conduction electrons in which they sit. The RKKY interaction is the simplest
example of this effect. As we will show, our DLM-LSIC theory gives a quantitative
ab initio description of this physics.
In principle, the extension of electronic DFT to finite temperatures was carried
out by Mermin (1965) soon after the pioneering papers of Hohenberg, Kohn, and
Sham (Hohenberg and Kohn, 1964; Kohn and Sham, 1965). The single-particle
entropy is included and the effective one-electron fields involveOxc, the exchange-
correlation part of the Gibbs free energy functional of particle and magnetization
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densities. Formally, this can be expressed in terms of spin-dependent pair corre-
lation functions gl(s, s
0; r, r0), that is












ns rð Þns0 r0ð Þ
r r0j j gl s; s
0; r; r0ð Þ ð63Þ
where ns(r) is the spin resolved charge density.
It would seem logical then simply to make the finite temperature extension of
the LDA (or GGA) that is successfully exploited in applications on the ground
state of magnetic materials in conjunction with, say, the SIC, to deal with locali-
zed states where appropriate. So, for example, Oxc n;m½  is replaced byÐ
d3rn rð ÞO0xc n rð Þð Þ where O0xc is the exchange-correlation part of the Gibbs free
energy of a homogeneous electron gas. This assumption allows the thermally
averaged magnetization, M, along with the spin splitting of the electronic struc-
ture to decrease only by the excitation of particle-hole, ‘Stoner’ excitations across
the Fermi surface. However, it severely underestimates the effects of the thermally
induced spin-wave excitations. For lanthanide materials, these orientational mag-
netic fluctuations are entirely neglected, whereas in transitionmetal ferromagnets,
the reliance on Stoner particle-hole excitations causes the calculated Curie tem-
peratures to be typically an order of magnitude too high with no obvious mecha-
nism for the Curie-Weiss behaviour of the uniform static paramagnetic
susceptibility found for many metallic systems.
Evidently, part of the pair correlation function gl(s, s
0; r, r0) should be related
by the fluctuation dissipation theorem to the magnetic susceptibilities harbouring
information about spin waves. These spin fluctuations interact as temperature is
increased and so Oxc [n, m] should deviate significantly from the local approxi-
mation with a consequent impact upon the form of the effective single electron
states. Indeed, accounts of modern electronic structure theory for magnetic sys-
tems (Staunton, 1994; Ku¨bler, 2000) have large sections devoted to work that is
concerned with the modelling of spin fluctuation effects while maintaining the
spin-polarized single electron basis.
Most of this work is based on a rather simple, pervasive picture of fluctuating
‘local moments’ that stems from the belief of a timescale separation of the elec-
tronic degrees of freedom. A conduction electron (in a lanthanide material) travels
from site to site on a much faster timescale than that of the collective spin wave
motion. So the dominant thermal fluctuation of the magnetization that the
straightforward finite temperature extension of spin-polarized band theory
misses can be pictured quite simply as orientational fluctuations of ‘local
moments’. These entities are the magnetizations within each unit cell of the
underlying crystal lattice that are largely determined by the localized f-electrons
in the lanthanides, while in itinerant electron transition metal magnets, they are
set up by the collective behaviour of all the electrons. Their orientations persist on
timescales long compared to electronic ‘hopping’ times. At low temperatures,
their long wavelength, slow spin wave dynamics can be directly extracted from
the transverse part of the magnetic susceptibility. At higher temperatures, the
more complex behaviour can be described with a classical treatment. The energy
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is considered of the many interacting electron system constrained to have a set
inhomogeneous magnetization profile. From atomic site to atomic site, the local
magnetic moments are oriented along prescribed directions, that is producing a
‘local moment’ configuration. Averages over such orientational configurations are
subsequently taken to determine the equilibrium properties of the system. M can
now vanish as the disorder of the ‘local moments’ grows. There remains, however,
the issue as to which fluctuations are the most important.
Formally DFT (Gyorffy et al., 1985) is used to specify the ‘generalized’ grand
potential, O n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ, of an interacting electron system which is constrained in such
a way that the site by site spin polarization axes are configured according to
e^f g ¼ e^1; e^2;...;e^N
 
, where N is the number of sites (moments) in the system. The
{eˆ}, classical unit vectors, are thus the degrees of freedom describing the local
moment orientations and O n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ is the ‘local moment’ Hamiltonian. (With
relativistic effects such as spin-orbit coupling included, the temperature depen-
dence of magnetic anisotropy can be described. This means that orientations of the
local moments with respect to a specified direction n^ within the material are
relevant.)
One way forward from this point is to carry out calculations of O n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ for a
selection of configurations (‘spin’ spirals, two impurities in a ferromagnet, mag-
netically ordered supercells, etc.) by making some assumptions about the most
dominant fluctuations. One then fits the set of O n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ’s to a simple functional
form. Typically a classical Heisenberg model, O n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ ¼ 1=2PijJije^i ^ej is set up
and various statistical mechanics methods (e.g., Monte Carlo) are used to produce
the desired thermodynamic averages. Many useful studies have been carried out
in this way but there is a risk that a bias is produced so that some of the physics is
missed. The spin-polarized electronic structures of the restricted set of con-
strained systems are not guaranteed to generate magnetic correlations that are
consistent with the chosen sampling of the orientational configurations. In other
words, the electronic and magnetic structures are not necessarily mutually con-
sistent. In the following, we summarize the main points of our DLM theory which
avoids these problems. Full details can be found in references Gyorffy et al. (1985),
Staunton et al. (1985), and Staunton and Gyorffy (1992) and relativistic extension
in references Staunton et al. (2004, 2006).
The DLM picture is implemented within a multiple-scattering formalism
(KKR) (Korringa, 1947; Kohn and Rostoker, 1954; Stocks et al., 1978; Stocks and
Winter, 1982; Johnson et al., 1986). Some applications include the description of
the experimentally observed local exchange splitting and magnetic short-range
order in both ultrathin Fe films (Razee et al., 2002) and bulk Fe (Gyorffy et al., 1985;
Staunton et al., 1985), the damped RKKY-like magnetic interactions in the compo-
sitionally disordered CuMn ‘spin-glass’ alloys (Ling et al., 1994), and the onset of
magnetic order in a range of alloys (Staunton et al., 1997; Crisan et al., 2002). By
combining it with the LSIC (Lu¨ders et al., 2005) for strong electron correlation
effects, we have recently used it to account quantitatively for the magnetic order-
ing in the heavy lanthanides (Hughes et al., 2007). This gives an ab initio account of
the well-known picture of f-electron magnetic moments interacting via the con-
duction electrons.
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We consider a collinear magnetic systemmagnetized with reference to a single
direction n^ at a temperature T. (A non-collinear generalization can be made by
making the notation more complicated.) The orientational probability distribution






n^ð Þ e^f gð Þde^1 . . .de^N ¼ mn^; ð64Þ
is aligned with the magnetization direction n^. The canonical partition function
and the probability function are defined as Z n^ð Þ ¼ Ð . . . Ð ebO n^ð Þ e^f gð Þde^1 . . .de^N and
P n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ ¼ ebO n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ=Z n^ð Þ, respectively. The thermodynamic free energy that
includes the entropy associated with the orientational fluctuations as well as
creation of electron-hole pairs is given by F n^ð Þ ¼ 1=b ln Z n^ð Þ . By choosing a
trial Hamiltonian function, O
n^ð Þ










e^f gð Þde^1 . . .de^N; ð65Þ
P
n^ð Þ











0 ¼ 1=bðln Zðn^Þ0 Þ, the Feynman-Peierls Inequality (Feynman, 1955) implies
an upper bound for the free energy, that is,
F n^ð Þ  F n^ð Þ0 þ hO n^ð Þ  O n^ð Þ0 i0; ð67Þ
where the average refers to the probability P
n^ð Þ
0 e^f gð Þ. By expanding O n^ð Þ0 e^f gð Þ as
O
n^ð Þ













  þ . . . ; ð68Þ
the ‘best’ trial system is found to satisfy (Gyorffy et al., 1985; Staunton and
Gyorffy, 1992)
hO n^ð Þi0e^i  hO n^ð Þi
0 ¼ hO n^ð Þ0 i0e^i  hO
n^ð Þ
0 i0; ð69Þ
hO n^ð Þi0e^i; e^j  hO n^ð Þi
0 ¼ hO n^ð Þ0 i0e^i ;^ej  hO
n^ð Þ
0 i0; ð70Þ
and so on, where hie^iorhie^i ;^ej denote restricted statistical averages with eˆi or both eˆi
and eˆj kept fixed, respectively. (In the following, we shall omit the superscript
0 from the averages.)
If we set O
n^ð Þ
0 e^f gð Þ as a sum of mean field Weiss terms, namely
O
n^ð Þ

















e^in^ð ÞhO n^ð Þie^ide^i; ð72Þ
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the probability distribution factorizes as
P
n^ð Þ

























































follows, where L(x) is the Langevin function. Moreover, the free energy of the
system is







i e^ið ÞlnP n^ð Þi e^ið Þde^i: ð77Þ
Another way of writing the Weiss field is (Gyorffy et al., 1985)
h
n^ð Þ













7.2.1 The role of the CPA
The averaging over local moment configurations is conveniently carried out using
CPA technology (Soven, 1967; Stocks et al., 1978; Stocks andWinter, 1982; Johnson
et al., 1986). The electronic charge density and also the magnetization density,
which sets the magnitudes, mf g; of the local moments, are determined from an
SCF-KKR-CPA (Stocks and Winter, 1982; Johnson et al., 1986) calculation. For a
given set of (self-consistent) potentials, electronic charge and local moment mag-
nitudes, the orientations of the local moments are accounted for by the similarity
transformation of the single-site t-matrices (Messiah, 1965),
ti e^ið Þ ¼ R e^ið Þti z^ð ÞR e^ið Þþ ; ð80Þ
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where for a given energy (not labelled explicitly), ti z^ð Þ stands for the t-matrix with
effective field pointing along the local z-axis (Strange et al., 1984) and R e^ið Þ is a
unitary representation of the O(3) transformation that rotates the z axis along eˆi.
The CPA determines an effective medium through which the motion of an
electron mimics the motion of an electron on the average. In a system magnetized
with reference to a direction n^, the medium is specified by t-matrices, t
n^ð Þ
i;c ,
which satisfy the condition (Stocks et al., 1978),
ht n^ð Þii e^f gð Þi ¼
ð
ht n^ð Þii ie^iP
n^ð Þ
i e^ið Þde^i ¼ t n^ð Þii;c ; ð81Þ
where the site-diagonal matrices of the multiple scattering path operator (Gyorffy
and Stott, 1973) are defined as,




i e^ið Þ; ð82Þ
with the CPA projector
D
n^ð Þ
















Equation (81) can be rewritten in terms of the excess scattering matrices,
X
n^ð Þ
i e^ið Þ ¼ t n^ð Þi;c

 1
 ti e^ið Þð Þ1
 1
 t n^ð Þii;c
 !1
; ð85Þ
in the form ð
X
n^ð Þ
i e^ið ÞP n^ð Þi e^ið Þde^i ¼ 0: ð86Þ
Thus, for a given set of Weiss fields, h
n^ð Þ
i , and corresponding probabilities,
P
n^ð Þ
i e^ið Þ; Eq.(86) can be solved by iterating together with Eqs. (85) and (84) to obtain
the matrices, t
n^ð Þ
i;c (Staunton et al., 2006).
Using the magnetic force theorem, the single-particle energy part of the DFT
grand potential gives
O n^ð Þ e^f gð Þ ’ 
ð




N n^ð Þ e; e^f gð Þ; ð87Þ
as an effective ‘local moment’ Hamiltonian, where n n^ð Þ is the chemical potential,
fb e; n
n^ð Þ  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and N n^ð Þ e; e^f gð Þ denotes the integrated
DOS for the orientational configuration, {eˆ}. From the Lloyd formula (Lloyd and
Best, 1975),
N n^ð Þ e; e^f gð Þ ¼ No eð Þ  1
p
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[N0(e) being the integrated DOS of the free particles] and properties of the CPA
effective medium, the partially averaged electronic Grand Potential is given by
hO n^ð Þie^i¼ 
ð

























Imhln detM n^ð Þj e; e^j
 i;
ð89Þ
and the Weiss field, h
n^ð Þ
































c eð Þ ¼  1
p








The solution of Eqs. (90) and (76) produces the variation of the magnetization m
n^ð Þ
i
with temperature T with m
n^ð Þ
i going to zero at T ¼ T n^ð Þc :
7.2.2 The paramagnetic DLM state
The paramagnetic state is given by the Weiss fields being zero so that the prob-
abilities, P
n^ð Þ
i ¼ 1=4p, and on any site, a moment has an equal chance of pointing in
any direction. This means the magnetizations, m
n^ð Þ
i , vanish. The magnetic transi-
tion temperature, onset, and type of magnetic order can be extracted by studying
the effects of a small inhomogeneous magnetic field on this high T paramagnetic
state (Gyorffy et al., 1985; Staunton et al., 1985; Staunton and Gyorffy, 1992).
When relativistic spin-orbit coupling effects are omitted, the single-site matrix




tþ þ tð Þ~1 þ 1
2
tþ  tð Þ~s  e^i; ð91Þ
where ~sx; ~sy; and ~sz are the three Pauli spin matrices defined according to the
global z-axis. In the local reference frame, where the z-axis is aligned with eˆi, we
evaluate the matrices tþ/t, representing the scattering of an electron with spin
parallel/anti-parallel to the local moment direction eˆi. These matrices are calcu-
lated according to
tþ ð ÞL eð Þ ¼ 
1ﬃﬃ
e
p sindþ ð ÞL eð Þeidþ ð ÞL eð Þ ð92Þ
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where the phase shifts dL(e) are computed using effective DFT potentials. These
effective potentials, uþ and u, differ on account of the ‘local exchange splitting’,
which is the cause of the local moment formation. Unlike the conventional LSDA
implementation, the potentials uþ/u are orbital dependent when the DLM theory
is combined with the SIC-LSD approach. This dependency comes about by our
SI-correcting certain L channels as discussed earlier. Importantly, the SI-corrected
channels of uþ and umay differ. Indeed, as described in Section 3.6, the channels
to which we apply the SIC are those with a resonant phase shift (Lu¨ders et al.,
2005). Such resonant behaviour is characteristic of well-localized electron states,
which will establish quasi-atomic like moments. Through the influence they exert
on the electron motions, these moments will be reinforced by the spins of more
itinerant-like electrons. It thus follows that resonant states will tend to define the
local moment orientation and, as such, we expect to SI-correct a greater number of
channels of uþ than we do for u. For example, for Gd, all 7 uþ f-channels are
SI-corrected while no correction is applied to any of the u f-channels.












~s  e^i ð93Þ
where







The superscript 0 signifies that the CPA projector is evaluated in the paramagnetic






i e^ið Þ ¼ ~1; ð95Þ






D0 ¼ 1: ð96Þ
Equation (96) is evidently just the CPA equation for a systemwith 50% ofmoments
pointing ‘up’ and 50% pointing ‘down’, that is an Ising-like system. The electronic
structure problem is thus reduced to that of an equiatomic binary alloy, where the
two ‘alloy’ components have anti-parallel local moments. Treating this ‘alloy’
problem with the KKR-CPA, in conjunction with the LSIC charge self-consistency
procedure, outlined in Section 3.6 and by Lu¨ders et al. (2005), we arrive at a fully
self-consistent LSIC-CPA description of the DLM paramagnetic state.
It should be noted that the equivalence of the DLM electronic structure prob-
lem to that of an Ising-like system is purely a consequence of the symmetry of the
paramagnetic state, and is not the result of our imposing any restriction on the
moment directions. Indeed, in the formalism for the paramagnetic spin suscepti-
bility, which we outline now, we maintain and consider the full 3D orientational
freedom of the moments.
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Within the DLM method, the magnetization at a site i, Mi, is given
by
Ð
de^i mPi e^ið Þe^i; where m is the local moment magnitude, determined self-
consistently. In the paramagnetic regime, where Pi is independent of eˆi and
Mi ¼ 0, we can study the onset of magnetic order by considering the response to
the application of an external, site-dependent magnetic field. Focusing on the
dominant response of the system to line up the moments with the applied field,




















and depends only on the vector difference between the positions of sites i and k. A
lattice Fourier transform can hence be taken of Eq. (97), giving




bS 2ð Þ qð Þ
 1
: ð99Þ
By investigating the wave vector dependence of the susceptibility, we gain infor-
mation about the wave vector (q) dependence of the spin fluctuations that char-
acterize the paramagnetic state and the type of magnetic order that might occur as
the temperature is lowered through a phase transition. For example in a ferro-
magnetic material, such as gadolinium, the paramagnetic state is characterized by
ferromagnetic spin fluctuations, which have longwavelengths, q(0, 0, 0), becom-
ing unstable to them at the Curie temperature, TC. For a system that orders into an
incommensurate anti-ferromagnetic structure, the paramagnetic state is domi-
nated by ‘anti-ferromagnetic’ spin fluctuations, specified by a finite, incommen-
surate, wave vector q ¼ Q0 which also characterizes the static magnetization or
spin density wave state formed below the Ne´el temperature, TN. For example, the
magnetic structures of the heavy lanthanides terbium (Tb) to thulium (Tm) are
described by wave vectors of the form Q0 ¼ (0, 0, qinc), where individual hexago-
nal layers are uniformly magnetized in a direction that changes from layer to layer
according to the modulation vector qinc.
An expression for S(2)(q), involving scattering quantities obtained from the
electronic structure of the paramagnetic state, can be found in Staunton et al.
(1986). In brief:
S 2ð Þ qð Þ ¼
ð














d3k tc kð Þtc k þ qð Þ  tc;00tc;00; ð101Þ
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which is the lattice Fourier transform of the ‘non-interacting’ susceptibility for the
system, and L qð Þ satisfies the following Dyson-like equation:
L qð Þ ¼ L0 þ L0w
0
qð ÞL qð Þ; ð102Þ
with L0 ¼ D0þ t1þ  t1
 
D0:
7.2.3 Magnetic order in gadolinium: The prototype
A summary of this work is provided by Hughes et al., (2007). Gadolinium’s hcp
crystal structure is parametrized by two variables, the c/a ratio of the lattice
parameters and the atomic unit cell volume, expressed in terms of the WS radius.
Experimentally, these two parameters are 1.597 and 3.762 a.u., respectively
(Banister et al., 1954). A LSDA calculation of the DOS of gadolinium in its
paramagnetic (DLM) state at these lattice parameters reveals theminority 4f-states
making a significant contribution at the Fermi energy. This has important impli-
cations for the magnetic ordering in the system (Heinemann and Temmerman,
1994). A SIC-LSDA calculation, however, where all seven majority 4f-states are
corrected, opens up a Hubbard gap between the occupied and unoccupied f-
states. The majority f-states are pushed down to approximately 16 eV below the
Fermi energy and the minority f-states are moved away from the conduction
bands, reducing the f contribution to the DOS at the Fermi energy. The SIC-
LSDA electronic structure thus describes the experimental picture well, with the
f-states playing little role in conduction.
Figure 31 shows paramagnetic spin susceptibilities for gadolinium, cor-
responding to these electronic structures. For the LDA calculation (a), the suscep-
tibility attains its maximum at q ¼ (0,0,1), indicating that the system should order
with a commensurate type 1 anti-ferromagnetic (AF1) structure, where magnetic
moments are oppositely aligned in alternate planes along the c-axis. This is
consistent with ground state energy (T¼ 0 K) calculations from other LDA studies
of gadolinium (Heinemann and Temmerman, 1994), where an anti-ferromagnetic
structure was found to be energetically favourable over the experimentally
observed ferromagnetic structure. The origin of this AF1 coupling derives from
the proximity of 4f minority states to the Fermi energy (Kurz et al., 2002). Previous
investigations have shown that by pushing the 4f-states away from the Fermi
energy, either by treating them as part of the core (Eriksson et al., 1995) or
including a Coulomb parameter U for the f-states (LDA þ U) (Harmon et al.,
1995), a ferromagnetic ground state can be obtained. Since the SIC succeeds in
pushing the f-states away from the Fermi energy, the paramagnetic DLM state
should show an instability to ferromagnetic order when the LSIC is included. This
feature is evident in Figure 31B, which shows the susceptibility attaining its
maximum value at q ¼ 0. Note, however, the presence of a shoulder in the
susceptibility along the [001] direction, around q ¼ 0.2. This feature is significant
as we shall show.
Having demonstrated that the LSIC gives an appropriate treatment of the 4f-
states, leading to a ferromagnetic ground state, we proceed further with the
investigation of gadolinium. We determined the theoretical lattice parameters of
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the paramagnetic state from calculations of the total energy. The energy is mini-
mized at a WS radius which is almost invariant of the c/a values. The overall
minimum occurs at a c/a ratio of 1.63 and a WS radius of 3.654 a.u. We find the
paramagnetic spin susceptibility for these lattice parameters to attain its maxi-
mum at q ¼ 0 also and hence to infer ferromagnetic ordering.
Figure 32 shows the temperature dependence of the q ¼ 0 (ferromagnetic)
susceptibility of gadolinium. A Curie-Weiss type behaviour is observed, with
TC ¼ 280 K/324 K for the theoretical/experimental lattice parameters in fair
agreement with that measured experimentally, TC ¼ 293 K ( Jensen and
Mackintosh, 1991). The effective magnetic moment was 7.34mB/7.36mB for the
theoretical/experimental lattice parameters, also in reasonable agreement with
the experimental value of 7.63mB and also the results from calculations where the
4f-states were treated as part of the core [7.44mB (Turek et al., 2003)] or the LDAþU
was used [7.41mB (Kurz et al., 2002)]. Examining the l-decomposed spin densities
obtained from the LSIC DOS shows the magnetic moment to originate mainly from
the f-states (6.95mB), with the remainder coming from a polarization of the d-states
(0.34mB) and a small contribution from the s- and p-states (0.07mB).
In our computations, we find the magnetic ordering tendencies of gadolinium
to change as the lattice parameters are altered away from their equilibrium values.
On changing the c/a ratio over the range 1.54–1.66, with theWS-radius fixed at the




















FIGURE 31 Paramagnetic spin susceptibilities for gadolinium at wave vectors along the [0,0,1]
direction, obtained from (A) LSDA calculation and (B) LSIC-LSDA calculation.
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theoretical value (3.654 a.u.), our calculated paramagnetic spin susceptibility,
shown in Figure 33, starts to develop a shoulder near q ¼ (0,0,0.2), similar to
that observed in Figure 31B. Moreover, at the lowest c/a ratios, this shoulder
grows into a peak and the susceptibility no longer attains its maximum value at
q ¼ 0. The maximum occurs instead at some incommensurate wave vector, qinc,
meaning that the system now has a tendency to order into an incommensurate
magnetic structure at low temperatures. This could be helical, where the helix turn
angle, that is the angle between magnetic moments in adjacent layers, would be
given by pqinc.
Such incommensurate ordering is characteristic of the heavy lanthanide ele-
ments, terbium to thulium, and is associated with a ‘webbing’ feature of their
0.0
200
Tc = 280 K Tc = 324 K
Exp.




















FIGURE 32 Inverse spin susceptibilities for Gd as a function of temperature, calculated for the






















































































































FIGURE 33 Normalized paramagnetic spin susceptibilities for Gd, obtained using the theoretical
unit cell volume. The inset shows the susceptibility up to the zone boundary for c/a ratio 1.54.
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Fermi surfaces. This webbing structure contains large parallel sheets of Fermi
surface, which can nest together when translated by some vector in k-space. This
can cause an enhancement of the magnetic susceptibility at the nesting vector, and
indeed it has been shown, both theoretically (Keeton and Loucks, 1968) and
experimentally (Dugdale et al., 1997), that the size of the nesting vector in the
heavy lanthanides is correlated with their magnetic ordering vectors. The shape of
the Fermi surface in heavy lanthanide metals depends critically on the c/a ratio of
the lattice parameters (Cracknell and Wong, 1973), implying that the magnetic
structures of these elements are sensitive to the c/a ratio. This is corroborated by
experimental studies by Andrianov and others, which have shown that it is
possible to alter the magnetic state of lanthanide metals and alloys by changing
the lattice parameters through application of external pressure or tension
(Andrianov and Chistiakov, 1997; Andrianov et al., 2000) and by alloying with
yttrium (Andrianov, 1995). Such behaviour is possibly interpreted in terms of an
electronic topological transition (Lifshitz, 1960; Blanter et al., 1994) at some critical
c/a ratio, where the webbing structure of the Fermi surface ruptures.
To analyse our susceptibility results shown in Figures 31B and 33, we investi-
gate the Fermi surface of paramagnetic (DLM) gadolinium at various c/a ratios.
For a given configuration of local moments, this Fermi surface can be defined in
the usual way. However, when considering the whole ensemble of moment
orientations, the ‘Fermi surface’ is a smeared out average of itself over all moment
configurations. A useful tool for defining this surface is the BSF (Faulkner, 1982)
that is periodic in reciprocal wave vector k space and is given by





exp½ik Rn  Rmð Þ
ð
d3rhG r þ Rn; r þ Rm;Eð Þi; ð103Þ
in terms of an ensemble average, hi, of the electronic real space Green’s function
and where the integral over r is within the unit cell at the origin. In this case, the
ensemble average is taken over local moment configurations (Szotek et al., 1984).
For ordered systems, A¯B(k, E) consists of a set of d-function peaks:
AB k;Eð Þ ¼
X
n
d E En kð Þð Þ; ð104Þ
where En(k) is the Bloch energy eigenvalue for the wave vector k and band index
n. With disorder (here the local moment spin fluctuation disorder), these peaks
broaden but their positions can be regarded as an effective band structure, with
their width in energy interpreted as an inverse lifetime (Szotek et al., 1984). The
Fermi surface of a disordered system is defined as the locus of these peaks at the
constant energy E ¼ EF.
Figure 34 shows the BSF of paramagnetic Gd at the Fermi energy, EF, calcu-
lated for the sets of lattice parameters used in Figure 33. For c/a ratios of 1.597 or
smaller, a webbing feature is displayed and the corresponding nesting vector is
indicated by an arrow in panel (a). At a c/a ratio of 1.63 (Figure 33D), the webbing
feature has started to rupture, and at a c/a ratio of 1.66 (Figure 33E), the rupturing
is complete and the Fermi surface no longer has any significant regions of nesting.
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This concurs with the results shown in Figure 33, where the susceptibility is
enhanced at some incommensurate q vector for low c/a ratios, Figure 35A
shows a cross section through the webbing structure for c/a ratio 1.54. The nesting
structure is created by two bands which just cross the Fermi energy along the L–M
direction. The broadening of the spectral function peaks, caused by the local
moment disorder, means that the bands are smeared, which results in their
merging together at the L point. The magnitude of the nesting vector, Q0, is
0.2 (in units of 2p/c) and coincides with the size of the magnetic ordering wave
vector, qinc, observed in Figure 33A. Figure 35B and C show the same cross section
of the BZ, with the BSF evaluated using c/a ratios 1.57 and 1.66, respectively. In
panel (b), the Fermi surface has a distinctive ‘dog-bone’ shape, with two extremal
vectors, one centred and the other non-centred, connecting the sheets of Fermi
surface. Figure 35A and B show the length of the centred nesting vector to
decrease as the c/a ratio increases. This is in keeping with the experimental results
of Andrianov, where the length of the magnetic ordering vector decreases contin-




FIGURE 34 Bloch spectral function of Gd in the hexagonal BZ, calculated at the Fermi energy.
Panels (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E) are for c/a ratios 1.54, 1.57, 1.597, 1.63, and 1.66, respectively,
with theoretical unit cell volumes used but not for high c/a ratios.
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susceptibility results shown in Figure 33 correctly, where the position of the
incommensurate ordering peak is almost invariant to the c/a ratio used. If,
instead, we look at the length of the non-centred vector, we see that it stays fairly
constant as the c/a ratio is altered. It thus appears that it is the non-centred nesting
vector which is responsible for the incommensurate ordering observed in our
calculations. This is in agreement with recent theoretical work by Nordstro¨m and
Mavromaras (2000) who found that the non-centred vector was the appropriate
nesting vector.
Turning now to the magnetic ordering behaviour as a function of unit cell
volume, from our susceptibility calculations, we find two distinct cases differen-
tiated according to the c/a ratio of the lattice parameters. For high c/a ratios,
corresponding to systems with no webbing feature, ferromagnetic ordering is
predicted for all volumes. For low c/a ratios, corresponding to systems with
webbing, a more complicated picture emerges as shown in Figure 36. The
webbing produces an enhancement of the susceptibility at the nesting vector for
all volumes. However, as the volume increases, the height of the incommensurate
peak relative to the q ¼ 0 (ferromagnetic) peak decreases, and at a WS radius of
3.710 a.u., there is a near degeneracy between the two ordering types. For the
highest WS-radii, the susceptibility obtains its maximum value at q ¼ 0 and so we
predict the system to be ferromagnetic. Thus, in order for the nesting enhance-
ment to be strong enough so that incommensurate ordering wins out over ferro-
magnetic ordering, the unit cell volume needs to be below a certain critical value.
The behaviour of the paramagnetic spin susceptibility, w, is determined by the
direct correlation function, S(2) [Eq. (100)]. This function can be fit in terms of real-
space parameters:





S 2ð Þn exp iqRið Þ; ð105Þ
where S
2ð Þ
n is the direct pair interaction between an atom at the origin and another















FIGURE 35 Bloch spectral function of Gd on the HLMK plane of the hexagonal BZ. Panels (A),
(B), and (C) are for c/a ratios 1.54, 1.57, and 1.66, respectively, with theoretical unit cell
volumes used. The centre of the plane is the L point. Nesting vectors are indicated by arrows.
The colour plot can be found in Hughes et al. (2007).
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considered in this section, q¼ (0, 0, q) and hence exp(iq Ri)¼ exp(iqRz), where Rz
is the z-component of Ri. Since the heavy lanthanides adopt hcp structures, with
two atoms per unit cell, they can be considered in terms of two interpenetrating
sublattices. Consequently, two distinct sets of pair correlations can be considered,
one where both sites are on the same sublattice (‘intra sublattice’) and one where
the sites are on different sublattices (‘inter-sublattice’). For intra- (inter-) sublattice
pairs, Rz ¼ l * c (Rz ¼ (l1/2) * c) where l 2 Z and c is the ‘c’ lattice parameter. The
‘layer’ indices, l, can be used to reparametrize the real space fit of Eq. (105):





l cos qlcð Þ









l is the sum of all pairwise interactions between sites in the lth layer and
the site at the origin. The S
2ð Þ
0 component corresponds to the sum of pair interac-
tions between the atom at the origin and atoms in the layer containing the origin.
For the fitting of the direct correlation function to be computationally tractable, the
sum over layers, l, in Eq. (106) is truncated at some finite value, ltop. We find that
ltop ¼ 8 gives a good fit of S(2)–intra and S(2)–inter. Figure 37 shows layer-resolved
component of S(2) where integer (half-integer) values of Rz/c correspond to intra-
(inter-) sublattice components. The biggest contribution to S
2ð Þ
l comes from the
layers at Rz ¼ c/2. This is to be expected since, in hcp structures that have a c/a





 1:63, the nearest neighbours to any given
atom are contained within the layers adjacent to the atom, not the layer in which
the atom actually lays. The components of S(2) are seen to oscillate as a function of
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FIGURE 36 Normalized paramagnetic spin susceptibilities for Gd for various WS radii, obtained
using a c/a ratio of 1.54.
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7.2.4 Magnetic phase diagram for the heavy lanthanide metals
The two types of magnetic ordering that we encountered during our investigation
of gadolinium (ferromagnetic ordering and incommensurate ordering, modulated
along the c-axis) correspond to the two types of ordering that are observed experi-
mentally across the heavy lanthanide series. To investigate the competition between
these two ordering types, we define a ‘magnetic ordering parameter’, a, which gives
a measure of the relative strengths of the ‘incommensurate spin fluctuations’ and
ferromagnetic spin fluctuations that characterize the paramagnetic state. To do this,
we examine the wave vector-dependent critical temperature, Tc(q), obtained from
our susceptibility and direct correlation function calculations, that is from
det In  1=3bS 2ð Þ qð Þ
h i
¼ 0 with the 2  2 S(2) matrix specified by
S 2ð Þintra qð Þ S 2ð Þinter qð Þ
S 2ð Þinter qð Þ S 2ð Þintra qð Þ
 
;
where S(2)–intra(q) and S(2)–inter(q) correspond to the fit functions in Eq. (106). By
using these fit functions, we mitigate the effects of computational noise, which
may be important when analysing the delicate competition between the two
ordering types.
If the critical temperature function Tc(q) has only one peak, at q¼ 0, we set a¼ 0.
If Tc(q) has only one peak, but at some incommensurate q-vector, qinc, we set a ¼ 1.
Clearly, a¼ 0 corresponds to the paramagnetic state being dominated by ferromag-
netic spin fluctuations and a ¼ 1 corresponds to its domination by spin fluctuations
with some finite, incommensurate wave vector. When Tc(q) has a two peak struc-
ture, corresponding to a competition between the two ordering types, we examine
the values of Tc(q) at its turning points.We define T0¼ Tc(q¼ 0), Tinc¼ Tc(q¼ (0, 0,
qinc)) and Tmin ¼ Tc(q ¼ qmin), where qmin is the position of the minimum that
occurs between the q ¼ 0 and q ¼ (0, 0, qinc) maxima. If T0 > Tinc we set
a ¼ Tinc  Tmin
2 T0  Tminð Þ ð107Þ












FIGURE 37 Layer-resolved components of the effective exchange interaction, S(2).
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and if T0 < Tinc, we set
a ¼ 1 T0  Tmin
2 Tinc  Tminð Þ : ð108Þ
Clearly, a is defined such that a > 0.5 indicates a stronger tendency towards
incommensurate ordering and a < 0.5 indicates a stronger tendency towards
ferromagnetic ordering.
In Figure 38, we show a for gadolinium as a function of c/a ratio and unit cell
volume. To account for the difference between the theoretical and experimental
volumes, the WS-radii in the figure are scaled, such that data shown at the
experimental WS radius of gadolinium corresponds to data calculated at the
theoretical WS-radius. On this phase diagram, we also indicate where the experi-
mental lattice parameters of all the heavy lanthanide elements lie, as well as those
of a Gd–Ho alloy. Since the heavy lanthanide elements differ only in howmany 4f
electrons they have, and it is the sd conduction electrons that are responsible for
mediating the interaction between magnetic moments, gadolinium can be consid-
ered a magnetic ‘prototype’ for the post-Gd heavy lanthanide elements. Thus, we
propose that the behaviour of gadolinium as a function of lattice parameters is a
model of all the other heavy lanthanide elements. By considering the phase























FIGURE 38 Ordering parameter, a, for gadolinium as a function of c/a ratio and WS radius.
The black region corresponds to ferromagnetic and the grey region to incommensurate
anti-ferromagnetic spin fluctuations. The experimental lattice parameters of all the heavy
lanthanide elements are indicated by circles; a grey (black) circle indicates that experimentally
the high-temperature ordered state of the element is ferromagnetic (incommensurate
anti-ferromagnetic). The circle for Gd0.55Ho0.45 indicates the experimental lattice
parameters of a Gd–Ho alloy at the critical concentration of Ho at which an incommensurate
anti-ferromagnetic phase first appears. The colour plot can be found in Hughes et al. (2007).
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that when going left to right in the heavy lanthanide series, there will be a trend
away from ferromagnetism and towards incommensurate ordering. This is
exactly what is observed experimentally, with the magnetic modulation vector
starting out at zero for gadolinium (ferromagnetic ordering) and then progres-
sively increasing through the series to give rise to various incommensurate anti-
ferromagnetic structures. From the phase diagram, we predict that the transition
between ferromagnetism and incommensurate ordering occurs very rapidly as a
function of c/a ratio, particularly for the higher unit cell volumes. This is consis-
tent with recent experimental work on terbium under uniaxial tension. Terbium
exhibits helical ordering and has aWS-radius of 3.724 a.u., with a c/a ratio of 1.580.
It has been shown (Andrianov et al., 2000) that by increasing the c/a ratio by as
little as 0.002 the helical ordering could be completely suppressed. In the phase
diagram, the elements dysprosium and terbium are positioned close to, or within,
the transition region between ferromagnetic and incommensurate ordering. This
is consistent with the experimental behaviour of these two systems, which exhibit
incommensurate ordering at high temperatures and ferromagnetic ordering at
low temperatures.
Because of their structural similarities, Gd alloys easily with all the other heavy
lanthanide elements, R0. These alloys transform from ferromagnets to incommen-
surate magnetically structured materials once the concentration of R0 exceeds a
certain critical concentration xc. We can use the phase diagram to predict these
critical alloy concentrations. These are listed in Table 11 and are in good agree-
ment with experimental values where known.
We can also compute estimates of the magnetic ordering vectors of all the
heavy lanthanides from our susceptibility calculations for gadolinium at the
appropriate lattice parameters. The results are shown in Figure 39. For example,
when we performed a calculation for Gd at the experimental lattice parameters of
terbium (Tb), specified by a c/a ratio of 1.580 and a WS-radius of 3.724 a.u., the
susceptibility peaked at a wave vector q ¼ (0, 0, 0.13), which is in good agreement
with the experimental ordering vector of Tb, (0, 0, 0.11). Overall, we predict a
gradual increase in the ordering vector across the heavy lanthanide series, in
agreement with experiment. We also find that the magnetic ordering vectors of











a Milstein and Robinson (1967).
b Taken from Andrianov and Chistiakov (1997).
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the last three members of the series (Ho, Er and Tm) all lie close together, again in
agreement with experiment.
Making Gd the prototype for magnetic order in the heavy lanthanides is
justified since the Gd ion has orbital angular momentum L ¼ 0 and so spin-orbit
coupling effects do not need to be incorporated into our calculations. However, if
we want to infer magnetic transition temperatures for the other heavy lanthanides
from our Gd calculations, LS coupling has to be considered. This can be accom-
plished by scaling our magnetic transition temperature estimates with the de
Gennes factor (gJ–1)
2 J(J þ 1) (Blundell, 2001). As shown in the inset of
Figure 39, the transition temperatures obtained from this approach reproduce
the experimental trend, although the magnitudes of the temperatures are system-
atically underestimated. It is worth noting that when we computed the estimates
of the magnetic ordering vectors, spin-orbit coupling was not important. This is
because, as argued earlier, the type of magnetic order exhibited by the heavy
lanthanides is determined by the sd conduction electrons, which are little affected
by spin-orbit coupling and which all the heavy lanthanides have in common.
Overall, the physical picture that emerges from the magnetic ordering phase









































FIGURE 39 Experimental magnetic ordering vectors of the heavy lanthanides versus those
predicted from ab initio calculations for gadolinium. The inset shows the corresponding ordering
temperatures. Experimentally Gd has the highest ordering temperature, which decreases mono-
tonically through the heavy lanthanide series.
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lanthanides with their magnetic properties. Our results have verified the critical
role that the c/a ratio plays in determining the magnetic ordering types of the
heavy lanthanides and how this is linked to the Fermi surface of the paramagnetic
phase. However, our discovery that the atomic unit cell volume, associated with
the lattice parameters, is just as important in determining the magnetic properties
has enabled us to develop a much more complete understanding of heavy lantha-
nide magnetism. In particular, we have shown that even when the c/a ratio of a
heavy lanthanide system is below the critical value needed for a webbing struc-
ture, incommensurate anti-ferromagnetic ordering is not necessarily favoured
over ferromagnetic ordering; for incommensurate ordering to win out over ferro-
magnetic ordering, the unit cell volume needs to be below a certain value.
Experimentally, the unit cell volumes of the heavy lanthanides decrease with
increasing atomic number, in accord with the well-known ‘lanthanide contrac-
tion’ (Taylor and Darby, 1972). This contraction occurs because as the number of
electrons in the poorly shielding 4f orbitals is increased, there is an increase in the
effective nuclear charge and, correspondingly, a decrease in ionic radii. Our
findings evidently suggest that this contraction helps promote the incommensu-
rate ordering in the post-Gd heavy lanthanides. The roles that the different types
of valence electrons play in determining the magnetic structures of the heavy
lanthanides are thus clear; the itinerant sd electrons, common to all the heavy
lanthanides, mediate the interaction between magnetic moments and it is the
nesting of their Fermi surfaces that can lead to instabilities in the paramagnetic
phase with respect to the formation of incommensurate spin density waves. The
f electrons, on the other hand, are responsible for setting up the magnetic
moments and, as their number increases across the heavy lanthanide series, they
play an indirect role in promoting the incommensurate ordering by means of the
lanthanide contraction.
7.3 Valence fluctuations
As mentioned in Section 7.1, the alloy analogy is a versatile approach that can be
applied to different types of thermal fluctuations. In particular, we will now also
include valence fluctuations. The theoretical framework remains largely as out-
lined in the previous section, but the possible configurations at a given site now
include the valence state in addition to the direction of the local moment. In the
following, this approach will be applied to the finite temperature phase diagram
of Ce, focusing on the isostructural a–g transition (Lu¨ders et al., 2005). At absolute
zero, the two phases can be identified as the tetravalent a-phase at low volumes,
and the trivalent g-phase at high volumes. Thus, these phases correspond to a
delocalized or localized f-state, respectively. Figure 40 shows the ground state
energies for different valence configurations, namely the tetravalent f 0 configura-
tion, corresponding to an LDA calculation, and SIC-LSD calculations for trivalent
f 1 configurations, where f-states with different symmetries are treated as loca-
lized, as seen in Table 12. These zero temperature calculations assume a ferro-
magnetic alignment of the local moments in the g-phase. However, when
discussing the finite temperature phase diagram of Ce, we will account for the
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paramagnetic state with its disorder of the local moments using the DLM frame-
work of Section 7.2. The splittings of the states, shown in Table 12, are due to the
crystal field since in this calculation, the spin-orbit coupling has been neglected.
We will later account for spin-orbit coupling through the magnetic entropy terms.
Table 12 shows that the state with the A2u symmetry provides the lowest energy
solution for the g-phase. Only 0.8 mRy separate the minima of the a- and g-phases,
giving rise to the transition pressure at the absolute zero of about2.3 kbar. This is
in good agreement with the experimental value of 7 kbar, when extrapolated to
zero temperature, and with other theoretical values. The bulk moduli, given in
Table 12, are calculated at the theoretical equilibrium volumes. When evaluated at
the experimental volumes, their values are substantially reduced to 239 kbar for
the a-phase and 203 kbar for the g-phase, which is in considerably better agreement
with the experimental data. The volume collapse is obtained at 22%, which also
compares well with the experimental values of 14–17%. We note that the underes-
timate of the volumes of both the a- and g-phases is mainly due to the KKR
l-convergence problem. Although it seems that this l-convergence problem should
affect the LSD and SIC-LSD calculations in a similar manner, we observe a
0
















FIGURE 40 The calculated total energies for Ce from LDA and SIC-LSD, with different f-states
localized, as functions of volume, given in atomic units [(a0)
3].
TABLE 12 The total energy differences as obtained from the LDA and SIC-LSD calculations, with
respect to the ground state energy solution (LDA), for Ce in different f-configurations. The
corresponding volumes and bulk moduli (evaluated at the theoretical lattice constants) are also
given
DE (mRy) V (a0
3) B (kbar)
LDA 0.0 158 701
A2u 0.8 202 355
SIC T1u 20.3 201 352
T2u 1.5 197 351
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significantly larger error for the a-phase. This larger error for the a-phase, which is
also found in the LMTO-ASA calculations, is most likely because LDA is not
adequate for describing the correlated nature of the a-phase, as observed in
experiments. In fact, the LDA calculations correspond to the high-pressure a0-
phase, which is purely tetravalent and has a smaller lattice constant than the
observed a-phase.
We now return to the description of Ce at finite temperatures. The alloy
analogy for describing the thermal valence and spin fluctuations gives rise to a
ternary alloy, consisting of Ce atoms with localized f-electrons, described by SIC-
LSD, with a concentration of c/2 for each spin direction (spin up and spin down),
and Ce atoms with delocalized f-electrons, described by the LDA, with the
concentration (1–c). The free energy of the system is obtained by adding the
relevant entropy contributions to the total energy [see Eq. (28)]. The electronic
particle-hole entropy, Sel ¼ kB
Ð
de n(e)[ fb(e) ln fb(e) þ (1fb(e)) ln (1fb(e))], is
obtained from the underlying band structure calculations (Nicholson et al., 1994).
Here n(e) is the DOS and fb(e) denotes the Fermi distribution. The magnetic
entropy Smag(c) ¼ kBc ln 6, which corresponds to a spin-orbit coupled state with
J ¼ 5/2, accounting for the magnetic disorder, while the mixing entropy, Smix(c) ¼
kB(c ln c þ (1c) ln (1c)), stems from the disorder among the localized and
delocalized Ce atoms. The vibrational entropy, Svib, is assumed to be the same in
both phases and therefore is neglected here. In order to determine the full p–T
phase diagram, it is necessary to calculate the Gibbs free energy:
G T; c; pð Þ ¼ F T; c;V T; c; pð Þð Þ þ p T; c; pð Þ: ð109Þ
From this, at each given pressure and temperature, we can determine the concen-
tration of the trivalent Ce, by minimizing the Gibbs free energy with respect to c.
Our calculations go beyond all the earlier work because SIC-LSDA treats all the
f-states on equal footing and the KKR-CPA allows for a consistent description of
spin and valence disorder. Johansson et al. (1995) used a binary pseudo-alloy
concept, but needed one adjustable parameter to put on a common energy scale
both the g-phase, described by LSDA with one f-state included into the core, and
the a-phase, described by the standard LSD approximation, with all the f-states
treated as valence bands. Svane (1996) performed SIC-LSD calculations using a
supercell geometry which limited him to the study of a few concentrations only.
We can obtain the free energy of the physical system at a given volume by
evaluating the concentration-dependent free energy at the minimizing concentra-
tion cmin:
F T;Vð Þ ¼ F T; cmin;Vð Þ: ð110Þ
This free energy, as a function of volume and temperature, is displayed in
Figure 41, clearly showing a double-well behaviour for low temperatures, which
gets gradually smoothed out into a single minimum as the temperature is
increased. In addition, it is found that at elevated temperatures the free energy
is lowered mainly at large lattice volumes, which is due to the greater entropy of
the g-phase.
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Inserting the minimizing concentration cmin into the pressure–volume relation
p T;Vð Þ ¼ p T; cmin;Vð Þ ¼  @
@V
F T; cmin;Vð Þ ð111Þ
allows one to calculate the isothermal pV-relations of Ce, which are displayed in
Figure 42, where it can be seen that the average valence, close to the coexistence
line, gradually changes with increasing temperature. Above the critical tempera-
ture, the valence changes continuously with increasing pressure from trivalent to
tetravalent.












FIGURE 41 The free energies as function of the volume for the temperatures 0 (highest curve)
and 1800 K (lowest curve) in steps of 100 K.
−20











FIGURE 42 Calculated equation of state of Ce for the temperatures T ¼ 0 (lowest curve), 200,
400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, and 1600 K (highest curve). The shading indicates the fraction of
localized electrons: light is all localized (g-phase) and dark is all delocalized (a-phase).
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In Figure 43, we present the phase diagram, obtained from the free energies of
the a–g pseudo-alloy, with the g-phase described by the DLM state. Here, it can be
easily followed how the transition becomes continuous above the critical point.
The calculated critical temperature overestimates the experimental value by about
a factor of 2. It is still reasonable considering that the critical temperature is very
sensitive to various small details of the calculations and in particular the theoreti-
cal lattice parameters of both the a- and g-Ce phases. Also, the calculated slope of
the phase separation line is slightly too steep, compared to the experimental phase
diagram. The likely reason being the overestimate of the volume collapse that
enters the definition of the slope, given by the ratio (VgVa)/(SgSa), where Sa(g)
and Va(g) are, respectively, values of the entropy and volume of the a(g)-phase at
T ¼ 0 K.
Examining in more detail the discontinuity across the phase separation line
displayed in Figure 44, we find the magnitude of the discontinuities for the
various contributions to the Gibbs free energy. As expected, all contributions
vanish at the critical temperature, above which there is a continuous cross-over
between the a- and the g-phase. It can be seen that it is the entropy discontinuity
which is by far the largest contribution. The phase transition is therefore driven by
entropy, rather than by energetics. The entropy discontinuity itself is mainly
determined by the magnetic entropy.
Summarising this section, we have demonstrated that the alloy analogy of
fluctuations can be very useful, giving rise to a simple picture of the underlying
physics, relating the magnetic phase diagram of the late lanthanides to the lantha-
nide contraction, and identifying the entropy as the driving force behind the a–g
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FIGURE 43 Phase diagram obtained for the pseudo-alloy, composed of a-Ce (light grey area) and
g-Ce (dark grey area). The grey shades display the fraction of localized electrons. The crosses
indicate the calculated (upper cross) and experimental (lower cross) critical points.
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generalized to describe also dynamical, namely quantum, fluctuations, which up
to now have been ignored.
8. DYNAMICAL FLUCTUATIONS: THE ‘ALLOY ANALOGY’ AND THE
LANDAU THEORY OF PHASE TRANSITIONS
Having made use of the ‘alloy analogy’ approach to describe fluctuations in
density functional theories, a number of comments concerning its status in the
general theory of condensed-matter are in order. First, it should be stressed that
while in the context of phase transitions, such methodology yields an accurate
description of the high temperature, homogeneous disordered state, and a reliable
account of its instability at some critical transition temperature Tc, it is seriously
incomplete for T < Tc as the ground state is approached. Second, one should not
fail to mention that there is now a fairly well-developed conceptual framework, a
dynamical version of the ‘alloy analogy’, in terms of which the shortcomings of
the above static version near T! 0 can be understood, and even remedied.
As is well known, there are two ways of approaching the problem of phase
transitions. One of these starts with a study of the ground state and seeks to
determine the critical temperature Tc, at which thermal fluctuations destroy the
equilibrium state smoothly connected to it. Usually, at this point either some
symmetry breaking order of the ground state is lost, as in a continuous phase
transitions, or the system becomes an inhomogeneous mixture of coexisting
phases as in the cases of the Ce a–g, liquid-gas or other first-order transitions.























FIGURE 44 Discontinuities of the total energy, the total entropy TS, and the pV term over the
phase separation line as function of the temperature. The entropy term is further decomposed
into the electronic, the mixing, and the magnetic contribution.
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symmetry, disordered phase, and investigate its stability as the temperature is
lowered. This is the strategy adopted in a phenomenological Landau Theory
(Landau and Lifschitz, 1980). From the point of view of first-principles calcula-
tions, the former seems easier as it involves ground state calculations. However,
the ‘alloy analogy’ calculations highlighted in this review correspond to the latter.
Evidently, in these the role of the CPA is to describe thermal fluctuations of
various local electronic configurations and hence the KKR-CPA procedure is an
appropriate tool for the study of the high-temperature, high-symmetry equilib-
rium states. In fact, when suitably generalized, it can be used for calculating the
coefficients in the Landau expansion of the free energy (Gyorffy et al., 1989) and
thereby turning the phenomenological theory into a material specific, quantitative
first-principles theory.
Examining the accuracy and reliability of the calculations reviewed in Sections
7.2 and 7.3 in the light of the above remarks prompts the following observation:
the electronic structure relevant to these calculations is a smeared out version of
that at T ¼ 0. Namely, any coherent fluctuation lasting longer than h/kBT can be
assumed to have been averaged to zero and hence such calculations are more
forgiving than those near T¼ 0 where timescales much longer than h/kBTc need to
be accounted for. Thus, the first-principles Landau Theory alluded to above can be
considered a robust and efficient theory of the phase diagrams. By contrast for
T < Tc, as T tends to 0, longer and longer timescales make their presence felt and a
more accurate description of the many-electron problem becomes necessary.
A particular general shortcoming of the ‘alloy analogy’ approximation is that it
cannot describe quantum fluctuations such as the zero point fluctuations of spin
waves. Evidently, these can be important at and near T ¼ 0. Moreover, an
ensemble average of static fluctuations depicted by the ‘alloy’ configurations
will, within the CPA, inevitably lead to quasi-particles with finite lifetime even
at T ¼ 0. Namely, the ground state is generically not that of a Fermi liquid as it
mostly should be. In what follows we shall summarize briefly the current state of
conceptual framework that needs to be invoked to deal with these issues.
In condensed matter at a site, an electron scatters from both the atomic nuclei
and the other electrons in its vicinity. Such ‘target’ is not, in general, a static, spin-
dependent electrostatic, c-number potential but a time-dependent quantum
mechanical object which recoils during the scattering process. Clearly, the full
complexity of scattering events produced by such ‘targets’ are not described by
the static mean field theory language of the ‘alloy analogy’. However, it turns out
that their essence is adequately captured by a dynamical generalization of this
well tried methodology, namely the DMFT (Georges et al., 1996). Like the ‘alloy
analogy’, this elegant procedure focuses on the single site nature of the many-
electron problem in solids and it can be viewed as a time-dependent CPA in which
the potential seen by an electron at a site changes with time during the scattering
process and the averaging over configurations becomes average over all histories
of such variations (Kakehashi, 2002).
A remarkable consequence of introducing time-dependent one-electron poten-
tials into the calculation is that the well-known instability of a degenerate Fermi
system to sudden local perturbations (Anderson, 1967) comes into play. This
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effect, which is well understood in the context of the X-ray edge-singularity
(Nozieres and DeDominicis, 1969) and the Kondo (Anderson et al., 1970) pro-
blems, leads to qualitatively new features in the one-electron spectra predicted by
the DMFT compared with the consequences of the static CPA-based theories. The
most spectacular of these is the central peak, arising from the Kondo resonance at
the Fermi energy, between the upper and lower Hubbard bands, which are
already evident in the static alloy analogy calculations. As physical consequences
of this peak, one might mention its role in the explanation of the metal-insulator
Mott transition (Georges et al., 1996) and the spin-polarization Kondo cloud that
screens magnetic impurities in dilute alloys (Anderson et al., 1970). Indeed, it may
very well be relevant to the Ce a–g transition discussed in Section 7.3 (Held et al.,
2001).
Since their invention in the early 1990s, the DMFT technique (Georges et al.,
1996) and its cluster generalization DCA (Hettler et al., 1998) have been studied
intensively and have been successfully applied to many different problems in
metal physics. But, while its virtues and limitations are well documented for
simple tight binding model Hamiltonians, its implementation within the context
of a fully first-principles theory remains an aspiration only. What has been done,
repeatedly and with considerable success, is what may be called the LDA þ U þ
DMFT method (Georges et al., 1996). In these calculations, the LDA þ U part is a
method for generating an effective, usually a multi-band Hubbard, Hamiltonian
which serves as input into a DMFT procedure, but there is rarely an effort to
recalculate the LDA bands (site energies and hopping integrals) or the electron–
electron interaction parameter U with the view of iterating to self-consistency.
Strangely, although technically the problem appears to be difficult conceptually,
thanks to the numerous analytical and numerical results mentioned above, it is
relatively simple. The fluctuations to be captured by the putative theoretical
framework are tunnelling between atomic-like local electronic configurations,
and of these, there are only few that are degenerate in energy and hence can be
the source of a Kondo-like resonance. In other words, at an atomic centre, an
electron scatters from a quantummechanical two or few level systems instead of a
classical effective electrostatic potential. Scaling arguments suggest that the occur-
rences of such resonances are general consequences of degenerate Fermi systems
being perturbed by sudden, local, quantum perturbations and their width is a
new, emergent, low-energy scale kBTKwhere TK is usually referred as the ‘Kondo’
temperature (Cox and Zawadowski, 1999). From the point of view of our present
concern, the importance of these results are twofold. First, this low-energy scale,
which governs the behaviour of low-temperature fluctuations, has no counterpart
in the static mean field theory. Second, kBTK varies dramatically from material to
material from 1 to 1000 K. Thus, there is need for a sophisticated first-principles
theory which can make quantitative material specific predictions of kBTK. Clearly,
if TK Tc for some particular order, the high-temperature phase is well described
by the ensemble of static fluctuations depicted in the ‘alloy analogy’ calculation.
On the other hand, if TK  Tc, the static calculations miss out important aspects
of the physics. To highlight the burden of this remark, we note that the Curie
temperatures of ferromagnets and the critical temperatures of the conventional
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superconductors can be calculated fairly reliably for the majority of materials.
Evidently, the challenge here is to do the same for kBTK.
9. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has given an ab initio justification for the dual, localized and band-
like, character of the 4f-states in the lanthanides. The SIC-LSD provided the
first-principles band theory scheme allowing for this differentiation between
band-like, where the gain in band formation energy dominates, and localized 4f
electrons, where the gain in localization energy dominates. From this, the notion
of nominal valence was developed defining the number of remaining band-like
states as the valence of the lanthanide ion. These band-like states determine the
bonding properties. This definition of valence turned out to be extremely useful
and in Section 4, we gave numerous examples how this notion of valence con-
tributed to a better understanding of the physical properties of the lanthanides
and their compounds. In particular, the bonding properties of the lanthanides,
such as the lattice constants, and their pressure behaviour could be studied
without using adjustable parameters. Local magnetic moments and spectroscopic
investigations provided a study of some of the properties of the localized f-states.
Specifically, we found the degree of 4f localization to be similar in the light and
heavy lanthanides. The one-electron SIC-LSD is shown to be an ab initio computa-
tional scheme consistent with all three Hund’s rules.
A finite temperature generalization based on the LSIC-LSD method led to the
first-principles study of the phase diagrams of the lanthanides. The study of a
magnetic phase diagram for the heavy lanthanides led to the discovery of the role
played by the lanthanide contraction in determining the magnetic structure of
heavy lanthanides. Also, the importance of the Fermi surface webbing features in
driving the magnetic order was explained. Calculating the phase diagram of the
a–g phase transition in elemental Ce allowed us to identify the entropy as the
driving force in this transition. These finite temperature studies incorporated
thermal fluctuations only. Finally, an outline was given on how to include dyna-
mical, quantum, fluctuations in the present methodology.
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